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Editors’ Introduction to the Special Issue on "Grid, Cloud and Sky Applications for Knowledge-based Industries and Businesses"

In the past decade, we have witnessed spurt of activity in the area of distributed computing. Several new distributed computing paradigms have emerged that promise to facilitate the delivery of software-based services at unprecedented scale. This includes the emergence of Grid, Cloud, Sky and Fog computing technologies.

These middleware technologies are increasingly used for the development of data and computationally intensive, Web-based applications, involving the use of geographically dispersed resources and potentially huge number of users. With our current experience, it may be foreseen that in the future applications will be completely detached from the underlying infrastructures and will be able to elastically scale based on dynamically changing requirements. Middleware solutions facilitating such applications are currently of interest to many knowledge based industries and businesses, active in the areas of engineering, finance, medicine, biology, pharmacy, telecommunications and so on, since they are facing challenging scientific and engineering problems.

Important research and technology development areas at the moment include the investigation of industrial and scientific requirements for distributed computing applications, architectural considerations, the use of the Model Driven Architecture in the software services area, the integration of software services and the Internet of Things, development of new business models for software services, investigation of the possibilities for migration of legacy codes across Cloud and Grid environments, the evolution of standards related to software services and so on.

This Special Issue is based on an open Call for Papers, but, it also includes extended version of selected papers, which were presented at the 4th Workshop on Software Services (WoSS 4) and at the 1st International Conference on Cloud Assisted Services (CLASS 2012) that took place from October 22-25, 2012 in Bled, Slovenia.

The Special Issue contains six papers presenting both application and technology oriented approaches.

The paper of Peter Peer et al. presents a Cloud-based fingerprint service which is integrated with the e-learning framework Moodle. The paper discusses the various issues that need to be considered when designing Cloud-based biometric services.

Pawel Czarnul’s paper focuses on creation of an effective dynamic ranking service for Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service and Software as a Service providers.

The paper of the authors Ivan Tomašić et al. describes the application of Hadoop modules for processing and analyzing large amounts of tabular data acquired from a computer simulation of heat transfer in bio tissues.

The paper of the authors Chengying Mao and Jifu Chen focuses on prediction of the Quality of Service of various software services available over the Internet.

The paper of Ravi Singh Pippal et al. deals with the possibility to improve the security aspects when using Cloud services.

The work of the authors Zahra Pooranian et al. focusses on optimisation and improvements of a grid scheduling algorithm.

At this point, we would like to thank professor Matjaž Gams for the opportunity to publish this Special Issue, the authors for sharing the results of their research and the members of the WoSS 4 Program Committee: Pawel Czarnul, Janis Grabis, Matjaž B. Jurič, Andras Micsik, Enn Õunapuu, Tomas Pitner for their contribution to the Workshop and for reviewing the papers submitted to this Special Issue.
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Over the next few years the amount of biometric data being at the disposal of various agencies and authentication service providers is expected to grow significantly. Such quantities of data require not only enormous amounts of storage but unprecedented processing power as well. To be able to face this future challenges more and more people are looking towards cloud computing, which can address these challenges quite effectively with its seemingly unlimited storage capacity, rapid data distribution and parallel processing capabilities. Since the available literature on how to implement cloud-based biometric services is extremely scarce, this paper capitalizes on the most important challenges encountered during the development work on biometric services, presents the most important standards and recommendations pertaining to biometric services in the cloud and ultimately, elaborates on the potential value of cloud-based biometric solutions by presenting a few existing (commercial) examples. In the final part of the paper, a case study on fingerprint recognition in the cloud and its integration into the e-learning environment Moodle is presented.

Povzetek: Predstavljene so metode za biometrično razpoznavanje oseb, realizirane v oblaku.

1 Introduction

When talking about Internet authentication, in most cases, people are still talking about passwords. One of the biggest problems with current authentication approaches is the existence of too many password-account pairings for each user, which leads to forgetting or using the same username and password for multiple sites [1]. A possible solution to this problem can be found in the use of biometrics [2]. Biometric authentication techniques, which try to validate the identity of an user based on his/her physiological or behavioral traits, are already quite widely used for local authentication purposes (for private use), while their use on the Internet is still relatively modest. The main reason for this setting is open issues pertaining mainly to the accessibility and scalability of existing biometric technology.

Similar issues are also encountered in other deployment domains of biometric technology, such as forensics, law-enforcement and alike. For example, according to [3], the biometric databases of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the US State Department, Department of Defense, or the Department of Homeland Security are expected to grow significantly over the next few yours to accommodate several hundred millions (or even billions) of identities. Such expectations make it necessary to devise highly scalable biometric technology, capable of operating on enormous amounts of data, which, in turn, induces the need for sufficient storage capacity and significant processing power.

The first solution that comes to mind with respect to the outlined issues is moving the existing biometric technology to a cloud platform that ensures appropriate scalability of the technology, sufficient amounts of storage, parallel processing capabilities, and with the widespread availability of mobile devices also provides an accessible entry point for various applications and services that rely on mobile clients. Hence, cloud computing is capable of addressing issues related to the next generation of biometric technology, but at the same time, offers new application possibilities for the existing generation of biometric systems [4], [5].

However, moving the existing biometric technology to the cloud is a nontrivial task. Developers attempting to tackle this task need to be aware of:

- the most common challenges and obstacles encountered, when moving the technology to a cloud platform,
standards and recommendations pertaining to both cloud-based services as well as biometrics in general, and
existing solutions that can be analysed for examples of good practices.

This paper tries to elaborate on the above listed issues and provide potential developers with some basic guidelines on how to move biometric technology to a cloud platform. It describes the most common pitfalls encountered in the development work and provides some directions for their avoidance. Additionally, it presents a case study on fingerprint recognition in the cloud, where the presented guidelines are put into action. The main motivation for the paper stems from our own work in the field of cloud-based biometric services\(^1\) and the fact that the available literature on this field is extremely limited.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the existing literature pertaining to biometrics in the cloud is surveyed and differences with this paper are highlighted. In Section 3 some basic characteristics of cloud computing, biometrics, and cloud-based biometric services are presented. In Section 4 issues to consider when developing cloud-based biometrics are elaborated on. In Section 5 a case study on fingerprint recognition in the cloud is presented and, finally, the paper is concluded with some final comments and directions for future work in Section 6.

2 Related work

Cloud computing is a highly active field of research and development, which gained popularity only a few years ago. Since the field covers a wide range of areas relating to all levels of cloud computing (i.e. PaaS, IaaS, and SaaS), it is only natural that not all possible aspects of the field is appropriately covered in the available scientific literature. This is also true for cloud-based biometrics.

While there are some papers addressing this topic, they are commonly concerned with specific aspects of the technology and neglect the bigger picture. The work of Gonzales et. al [7], for example, addresses cloud-based biometrics, but focuses on how to protect biometric data from miss-use through a crypto-biometric system. A similar topic is also discussed by Vallabhu and Satyanarayana in [8]. Other researchers focus more on developing biometric technology for a certain biometric modality and present cloud computing as a possible use-case [9], [10]. This paper, on the other hand, tries to cover different aspects of cloud-based biometrics and is equally interested in legal (e.g., issues relating to data protection, data retention etc.) as well as technical issues. From this point of view, the topic of the paper is more closely related to the work of Senk and Dotzler [11] or Kohlwey et. al [12], where biometrics and cloud computing are also discussed in a broader context in addition to presenting a case study on a specific modality.

3 Biometrics and cloud computing

3.1 Cloud computing

Cloud computing is a computing model, where resources such as computing power, storage, network and software are abstracted and provided as services on the internet in a remotely accessible fashion [13].

NIST defines five key characteristics of cloud computing [14]:

- **Rapid elasticity** - elasticity is defined as the ability to scale resources both up and down as needed. To the consumer, the cloud appears to be infinite, and the consumer can purchase as much or as little computing as needed [14].
- **Measured services** – certain aspects of the cloud service are controlled and monitored by the cloud provider. This is crucial for billing, access control, resource optimization, capacity planning and other tasks [14].
- **On-demand self-service** - a consumer can use cloud services as needed without any human interaction with the cloud provider [14].
- **Ubiquitous network access** - the cloud provider’s capabilities are available over the network and can be accessed by various clients through standard mechanisms [14].
- **Resource pooling** - allows a cloud provider to serve its consumers via a multi-tenant model. Physical and virtual resources are assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources, but may be able to specify location [14].

Clearly, cloud computing has several desirable characteristics, which make the cloud platform highly suitable for various applications, including biometrics.

3.2 Biometric systems

Biometric recognition systems represent pattern recognition systems, capable of recognizing individuals based on their physiological or behavioural traits [2]. These traits are considered to be unique to each individual and unlike knowledge or token-based security mechanisms cannot be forgotten, lost or stolen. The most common traits used for biometric recognition are: faces, fingerprints, irises, palm-prints, speech etc.

---

\(^1\) Conducted in the scope of the KC CLASS (CLoud Assisted ServiceS) project. [6]
Biometric systems typically conduct one of two tasks: identification or verification/authentication. The verification/authentication task tries to validate the identity claim of the user currently presented to the system, while the identification task tries to determine, which of the registered user the acquired “live” biometric sample corresponds to. Hence, the identification problem is commonly considered to be a one-to-N matching problem, while the verification/authentication problem is considered to be a one-to-one matching problem.

Biometric systems always comprise the same basic components regardless of whether they are designed for the cloud or any other platform. These components, which are also shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a face recognition system, include [2], [4]:

i) a data acquisition component (or sensor) that captures a still image or video sequence of a user trying either to enrol into the system or to use the system for authentication/identification purposes,

ii) a template generation component that uses machine learning, computer vision and pattern recognition techniques to derive a biometric template from the input data,

iii) a database of biometric templates belonging to enrolled/registered users, and

iv) a matching component that compares the biometric template derived from the “live” image with the appropriate template(s) stored in the database of the system and based on the outcome makes a decision regarding the identity of the user currently presented to the system.

While the basic layout of a biometric recognition system is more or less the same on any platform (and biometric modality), there are, however, a number of aspects that are specific to the cloud. These aspects will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

3.3 Biometrics in the cloud

As emphasized in the previous section, there are certain aspects of biometric systems that are specific to cloud computing. First of all, the biometric engine2 is located in the cloud and not on some local processing unit, as it is the case with traditional (e.g. access control) biometric recognition systems. This characteristic makes the cloud-based biometric technology broadly accessible and provides the necessary means for integration in other security and/or consumer applications. Second of all, storing biometric data in the cloud makes the system highly scalable and allows quick and reliable adaptation of the technology to an increasing user base [3].

On the other hand, storing biometric data in the cloud may raise privacy concerns and may not be in accordance with national legislation. Last but not least, a cloud implementation of biometric technology may harvest all merits of the cloud, such as real-time and parallel processing capabilities, billing by usage etc. [3]. All of the presented characteristics make cloud-based biometric recognition technology extremely appealing.

When developing biometric technology for the cloud, one needs to make a number of design choices. Probably the most important choice is, which components to move to the cloud and which to implement locally. A review of some existing market solutions ([15], [16], [17], [18], [19]) from the field of cloud-based biometrics reveals that most often both the biometric engine as well as the biometric database is moved to the cloud. The commercial solutions typically operate on the principle of the client-server model. The local client (e.g. on the user’s computer) is responsible for capturing a biometric sample of the user and sending it to the server (hosted in the cloud), where the matching process is executed. For the safety of the network traffic between the client and the server designated security protocols are commonly used.

---

2 We will refer to the template generation and matching components as the biometric engine in the remainder of the paper.
While the presented configuration makes full use of the merits of the cloud platform, it may not be conformant with the local legislation. Therefore, the possibility of using a locally hosted database needs to be considered when designing a cloud-based biometric system. Such a setting may limit the scalability of the technology to a certain extent, but is reasonable as it makes potential market-ready technology more easily adjustable to currently existing legislation. Another possible solution to the legislation problem could also be found in the use hybrid clouds.

4 Integrating biometrics in the cloud

4.1 Challenges and obstacles

When developing biometric technology for the cloud, one inevitably encounters a number of challenges and obstacles that need to be addressed. Next to meeting performance criteria and selecting the most suitable platform for the development work, current legislation pertaining to cloud computing and biometrics in general, privacy concerns and data protection issues all represent major challenges for the development process [4].

The challenges pointed out above are addressed in different ways. The performance of the biometric recognition technology can systematically be evaluated using established reproducible scientific methodology. Here, publicly available databases with predefined experimental protocols and performance criteria are typically employed to produce performance estimates that can be compared with performance estimates of previously assessed technology.

The platform used in the development work is commonly selected according to ones preferences or with respect to the planned characteristics of the final product (i.e. deployable in a private or public cloud etc.).

When it comes to legal, privacy and data protection concerns, there are usually no universal solutions, as they differ from country to country. In the case of Slovenia, for example, the information officer has composed several guidelines/recommendations both for the cloud as well as biometric technology. The recommendations relating to biometric technology, biometric data protection and template storage can be found in [20] and fall in the domain of ZVOP-1 (in Slovenian: Zakon o varstvu osebnih podatkov), while the guidelines for cloud computing are accessible from [21].

4.2 Standards and recommendations

There are several standards and recommendations that are relevant in the context of both biometric recognition as well as cloud computing. These include internet protocols, data formats, communication and security protocols, recommendations for cloud application design, recommendations for biometric technology design etc. Since this field is too broad to be covered completely, the focus of this paper is only on a small number of important standards related to biometric recognition technology in the cloud.

The first group of standards of interest for every developer working in the field of biometric recognition are standards that allow for interoperability among different vendors (e.g. [22], [23]). These standards define interchange formats for biometric data and (next to interoperability) also enable consolidation of different biometric databases. The standard in [23], for example, specifies interchange formats for face images and as such defines full-frontal and token face images (defined by the location of the eyes) and ensures that enrolled images meet a sufficient quality standard for arbitrary face recognition technology. Similar standards also exist for other biometric traits [24].

The second group of standards of relevance to cloud-based biometrics is the OASIS standard for Biometric Identity Assurance Services (BIAS) [25]. The open standard defines all specifications for SOAP-based biometric services and is conveniently supported by a reference implementation (for fingerprints) provided by NIST. The ISO/IEC JTC 001/SC 37 has just recently approved a project to internationalize the above mentioned BIAS standard.

4.3 Deployment possibilities and existing solutions

Cloud-based biometric technology offers attractive deployment possibilities, such as smart spaces, ambient intelligence environments, access control applications, mobile application, and alike. While traditional (locally deployed) technology has been around for some time now, cloud-based biometric recognition technology is relatively new. There are, however, a number of existing solutions already on the market, these include (among others) the solutions by Animetrics [15], BioID [16] and, of course, Face.com [17], which has recently been acquired by Facebook.

Figure 2: Simplified block diagram of biometric registration and verification.
5 A case study: fingerprint recognition in the cloud

5.1 Goal and setup
The goal of the case study presented in the remainder is to put the general guidelines presented in the previous sections into practice and provide more detailed (technical) information on the process of integrating biometric technology into a cloud platform. The basis of the case study represents a prototype fingerprint recognition systems, named FingerIdent [26]. A local test version of this prototype system is already installed at the Faculty of Computer and Information Science, University of Ljubljana, in front of the Computer Vision Laboratory.

The functionality of the existing local version of the FingerIdent system can be divided into two main categories:

i) user registration (enrollment), during which a biometric template of a given user is constructed and stored in the system’s database; and

ii) user verification, during which the identity claim of a given user is validated.

The registration process uses a fingerprint reader to capture the (biometric) fingerprint data. In the next phase the quality of the captured sample is evaluated and if it is found to be adequate, the system extracts features from it and stores them in the form of a biometric template in the database. During the verification process features from the captured “live” fingerprint are again extracted and compared to those stored in the database. The comparison is made based on pattern matching procedures, which form the foundation for the validation of the identity claim. An illustration of both functions is shown in Fig. 2.

To reach the goal of devising a cloud-based biometric service, one needs to migrate the presented functionality of the local FingerIdent system to the cloud and provide the necessary infrastructure for accessing the biometric service. Details on this procedure are given in the next section.

5.2 Designing cloud biometric services
It was emphasized in Section 3.3 that a decision has to be made with respect to which components of the biometric system should be moved to the cloud and which implemented locally. For our case study, we decided to move the biometric engine as well as the biometric database to the cloud. A block diagram of the complete cloud-based biometric service design is shown in Fig. 3.

Note that the verification process with the described design is conducted using the following scenario:

i) the fingerprint of a given user is first captured via a fingerprint scanner (here scanner libraries that allow capturing fingerprint images need to be integrated into the local (desktop or/and web) application);

ii) the application then communicates through a (REST) API with the biometric web service hosted in the cloud and sends an encoded image to the fingerprint processing library (i.e. FingerIdent library) that provides the functionality for the cloud service;

iii) the transmitted fingerprint image is processed in the cloud and finally the result is sent back to the local application.

The security of the presented solution is provided on different levels through:

- the use of the HTTPS protocol for data transfer,
- the use of certificates (the SSL protocol),
- the encryption of passwords and other data (such as biometric templates) in the database, and
- the protection of the access to the cloud-service with a complex 40-digit password.

The cloud-based service is designed modularly, which makes upgrading the service a relatively simple task. Equally important is the fact that the same design is also suitable for other biometric modalities and allows for devising multi-modal person authentication as well.

5.3 Moodle with fingerprint verification
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented solution and to provide a proof-of-concept, the e-learning environment Moodle [27] is augmented with biometric authentication capabilities by integrating it with the cloud-based fingerprint verification service.

Since Moodle is also designed modularly, the biometric authentication procedure is implemented as an additional (optional) authentication scheme, which can complement the existing procedures and provide an additional level of access security. A block diagram of the integration is shown in Fig. 4.
The main problem faced during integration is the compatibility of various fingerprint readers with different browsers. Each manufacturer of fingerprint readers offers their own protocols and libraries to access the corresponding hardware. A standard is not yet available.

The solution developed in the scope of this case study uses an ActiveX component to access the hardware. ActiveX components are officially supported only on Internet Explorer, which represents a weakness in the implementation. As future work, an extension of the presented solution is planned, so it can work with...
other popular browsers, such as Firefox, Opera or Chrome too.

After the integration of the fingerprint authentication service into the Moodle framework, the Moodle login screen was modified to account for the added functionality. The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 5. Note how the added biometric authentication functionality seamlessly integrates into the existing framework.

![Customized Moodle login](image)

Figure 5: Customized Moodle login.

6 Conclusion
Cloud based biometric services have an enormous potential market value and as such attract the interest of research and development groups from all around the world. In this paper some directions on how to move existing biometric technology to a cloud platform were presented. Issues that need to be considered when designing cloud-based biometric services have been presented and a case study, where a cloud-based fingerprint service was developed and integrated with the e-learning framework Moodle was described as well. As part of our future work we plan to migrate more biometric modalities to the cloud and, if possible, devise a multi-modal cloud-based biometric solution
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The paper focuses on creation of an effective dynamic ranking service for IaaS, PaaS and SaaS cloud providers. It considers building a quality model for this purpose along with definition of quality measurement procedures. The paper discusses several techniques known from already existing price comparison engines that could be modified and adopted for comparison of cloud providers. A technique for filtering measured data is proposed, in particular to avoid vendor lock-in issues. The paper presents a design and results from an engine for simulation of various ranking algorithms in response to streams of prices from various providers. Examples with various streams of provider prices and resulting rankings are presented that cope with the vendor lock-in issue as well as consider the impact of long or short-term price changes on the ranking.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has become more and more widespread and popular in today’s world with many offerings regarding infrastructure, ready-to-use platforms and services [1]. These can be categorized as follows:

– IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service - making an infrastructure (computing, storage, operating system) with a given configuration available to a client, examples: Google Compute Engine\(^1\), Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)\(^2\), RackSpace Cloud Servers\(^3\), Rack Space Cloud Files\(^4\),

– PaaS – Platform as a Service - offering a complete platform with particular software required by users; examples include: Aneka\(^5\), Google AppEngine\(^6\), Windows Azure\(^7\), RedHat Openshift\(^7\), RackSpace Cloud Sites\(^8\),

– SaaS – Software as a Service - particular software that is managed by its provider and accessed by users from any location. Examples include Google Apps\(^9\) and Salesforce\(^10\).

Following search engines and price comparison tools and engines for the traditional marketplaces, there have emerged tools for comparison of cloud offers as well. For instance, as of this writing a web search on “IaaS ranking” returns several surveys on IaaS: either static analyses\(^11\) or rankings that depend on actual parameters of the offers (such as prices) that can change in time\(^12\). Platforms such as Cloudorado\(^16\) allow to preselect user requirements such as required processor computing capabilities or storage and return a ranking based on that. FindTheBest allows to select a cloud provider based on its type (IaaS, PaaS) but also the control interface, software license or subscription type.

It seems, however, that many of these rankings use unstructured quality comparison models, do not consider how qualities have been changing over time for providers and do not address issues such as vendor lock-in. It is a known fact that some Internet providers or shops used to offer very cheap prices to gain a market share (by being on top places in comparison rankings) only to deceive some customers later. The paper discusses a quality model for a dynamic ranking of cloud providers that addresses these issues. This work extends the concepts presented in [5] by proposing a design and implementation of a simulation engine for running various provider ranking algorithms and presentation of its results for various streams of input price offers from

\(^1\)http://cloud.google.com/products/compute-engine.html
\(^2\)http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
\(^3\)http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/cloud_hosting_products/servers/
\(^4\)http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/cloud_hosting_products/files/
\(^5\)https://developers.google.com/appengine/
\(^6\)http://www.windowsazure.com
\(^7\)https://openshift.redhat.com/app/
\(^8\)http://www.rackspace.com/cloud/cloud_hosting_products/sites/
\(^9\)http://www.google.com/Apps
\(^10\)http://www.salesforce.com/eu/
\(^11\)http://my-inner-voice.blogspot.com/2011/02/here-are-results.html
\(^12\)http://insidehpc.com/2011/02/10/survey-results-on-cloud-iaas-providers/
\(^13\)http://www.opensource.net/Info-Tech-Cloud-IaaS-Vendor-Landscape
\(^14\)http://www.cloudreviews.com/top-ten/cloud-hosting-services.html
\(^15\)http://cloud-computing.findthebest.com/
\(^16\)http://www.cloudorado.com/
various providers.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the problem of quality assessment of services offered on the cloud. Next, Section 3 details the design and implementation of a simulator for ranking input streams of price offers from various providers. Experiments for various input streams are presented in Section 4 which is followed by a summary in Section 5.

2 Quality evaluation of cloud offers

Before educated selection of services can be performed, it is necessary to incorporate measurable quality assessment of the given service. This comprises several aspects that need to be addressed:

1. a quality model/ontology that defines metrics to be measured,
2. quality measurement procedures – e.g. how frequently the metrics should be measured – this may be different for various metrics; for instance availability may require more frequent monitoring than the price,
3. filters applied on top of the measured values – such may be used to address several issues such as:
   - preventing from short-term peaks in measured values to affect output; possibly only longer lasting changes should do that,
   - preventing from one or few providers to occupy top places all the time by offering too good to be true conditions,
   - considering or not sudden changes in the history of the provider which may affect user decisions who might be afraid of similar changes in the future – it may depend on the user whether he or she wants to consider this aspect.

For metrics, it is recommended to adopt and extend the already used techniques for marketplaces in the Internet. Namely, evaluation of the providers using a numerical scale such as \([0,10]\) which is offered for almost any price comparison engine today along with physical location of a particular provider. In this case, a quality ontology is proposed for quality service evaluation of particular IaaS, PaaS, SaaS that will incorporate the following:

- **accessibility** [11] – characterizes the network between the client in location and the service, several entries of this type could be inserted,
- **availability** [12, 13, 11, 2] – characterizes the availability of the service itself. It can be measured by e.g. checking its availability vs availability of other services/servers in a similar geographical/provider location,
- **reputation** [12] – reputation of the provider,
- **security** [11] – offered by the provider,
- **cost-effectiveness** – evaluated by clients,
- **reconfiguration ability** – applicable to IaaS and PaaS,
- **interface** – how easy it is to access the infrastructure and upload/download/execute applications.

As suggested in Section 3, various filters can be applied on top of measured values. For instance, a one time peak in measurements of a certain value might not change the overall score of the given metric. Only a longer lasting change would initiate this. A simple average would work as a low-pass filter. The regular average suffers from the historical effect i.e. results from the past affect the final average in the same way as the last input. It may depend on the client whether to rely more just on recent measurements. This could be further extended to a running score e.g. a running average of 10 or 100 values. Alternatively, the history of the provider might be important for the given client.

In order to avoid a situation when one provider wants to dominate the given segment of the market by e.g. using too good to be true prices it is possible to consider a certain number of best offers and rotation on the first ranking places, provided that results returned for the services are closer to each other than a predefined threshold. Even one company could then try to use different providers for parts of their businesses to avoid the lock-in problem.

3 Proposal of an evaluation engine and visualization for ranking algorithms

In a way, the proposed approach can be seen as a solution aiding sky computing [8] as the proposed engine tries to sort out available cloud options and offer best options at a higher level of cloud integration.

As mentioned above, the goal of the engine is to be able to:

1. monitor Quality of Service (QoS) dynamically which refers to periodic measurements of quality metrics applicable to cloud services,
2. avoid potential vendor lock-in problem.

3.1 Proposed simulation engine

Within this paper, the author has developed a simulator implemented in C along with visualization assisted by GNU Plot. The goal of the simulator is to model cloud provider
offers over time and simulate execution of a ranking algorithm that would output certain scores for particular offers at particular moments in time. From the cloud client’s point of view that gives the preference in choosing “the best” offer by selecting the top offer. If some particular needs of the client are not considered in the ranking scheme, the next best offer can be selected as well. However, from the global point of view i.e. the population of clients, the ranking algorithm is supposed to provide a solution that copes well with the vendor lock-in issue. Namely, it does not to allow selection of just one best provider at all times even if its offer seems to be the best from the QoS perspective. This is to prevent from dumping practices or similar over a certain period of time just to gain market share.

Let us focus first on one quality metric such as price. The following notation will be used:

\[ p_i(t) \] \text{ - the price offered by provider } i \text{ at time } t, \]

\[ dp_i(t) = |p_i(t) - p_i(t-1)| \] \text{ - the price difference between successive discrete points in time}, \]

\[ dap_i^a(t) = \sum_{x=a}^t dp_i(x) \] \text{ - the accumulated sum of price differences offered by the particular provider; the goal of this metric is to assess an accumulated rate of price changes over period from } a \text{ until } t. \text{ The larger } t - a \text{ is the larger history has an impact on the current value of } dap_i^a(t). \]

The flow of the data through the simulation engine is shown in Figure 1. Several steps are performed including: computing the above values, then computing values \( val_i(t) = f(p_i(t), dp_i(t), dap_i^a(t)) \) against which sorting will be performed such that the lower the value of \( val_i(t) \) the better place in the ranking provider \( i \) will be assigned.

Furthermore, this scheme is extensible i.e. it allows modeling of several behaviors of cloud providers as well as easily extend the ranking algorithm with:

new metrics. This can be done by extending the structure that currently contains \( p_i(t), dp_i(t), dap_i^a(t) \). For instance, the metrics can include: reputation of the provider \( r_i(t) \), availability \( a_i(t) \) etc. This leads to consideration of \( dr_i(r), dar_i^a(t), da_i(t), daa_i(t) \). The final value of \( val_i(t) \) would be a function of all these metrics.

application of other digital filters in addition to \( dp \) and \( dap \) to process the data of a particular cloud provider over successive time steps and works for particular metrics. For instance, depending on the needs and particular metrics, either high or low pass filters can be used.

The whole system consists of the following programs that pass data using standard inputs and outputs as well as additional files:

1. datagenerator – generates input streams of data e.g. price offers,
2. simulator – implementing the aforementioned evaluation algorithm,
3. visualization tool – implemented using custom input scripts and the GNU Plot tool.

3.2 A wider perspective on QoS evaluation

From the client point of view, it would be desirable to have access to a comparison engine like Cloudorado with the aforementioned features. First of all, the engine can consider three categories of: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. It can first match available offers in terms of functions and then evaluate based on the ranking discussed earlier. In order to make search better, two solutions are feasible:

1. categorization of features such as hardware and software parameters desired by the client:
   - memory size,
   - processor/core/GPU capabilities,
   - storage,
   - operating system,
   - particular software,
   - access interface.
   This is especially suitable for IaaS and PaaS offerings.
2. full text search as in [6]. This allows formulation of desired functions in the form of human readable text. Useful mainly for SaaS as it would allow searching and presentation of SaaS offers for a particular application.

The full text search mechanism could also be applied to any type of service when looking for comments of already existing clients.

This would also naturally lead to creation of runtime registries of particular IaaS, PaaS and SaaS offers [9]. SaaS options could then be categorized into various categories. One possibility is to adopt the well known technique from photo sharing sites i.e. augmenting descriptions with tags. Then selection of particular tags would narrow search results.

4 Experiments

In this section a series of experiments is provided along with graphs presenting:

1. input data from cloud providers i.e. prices offered over time,
2. output ranking from the simulation algorithm using various ranking algorithms.
read streams of price offers from providers from standard input

if (consider derivatives)

[YES]  [NO]

for each stream from each provider
update: dp_i

for each stream from each provider
update: dap_i

for each stream from each provider
update: val_i(t)=f(p_i(*),dap_i^a(*))

for each time step t

sort the offers from providers by val_i(t)

for each time step i

perform additional filters
(e.g. rotation of best offers)

for each t return ranking(t)

Figure 1: Steps for filtering input providers’ offers

The basic assumptions for the following tests are as follows. There are 10 cloud providers that offer a service of a particular type (PaaS, IaaS or SaaS) and adjust their prices in successive time steps by introducing small variations to their base prices as shown in the following figures. For each of the input data streams outputs that denote ranking of particular providers are shown. For the end client, the provider that occupies the top spot at the particular moment should be selected. For each test case, several figures are shown: input streams of unmodified cloud offers, ranking by values that result from functions of the observed original prices and the latter modified by rotation of the best offers in the ranking.

4.1 Stable prices with reasonably small variations over time and elimination of vendor lock-in

For the input shown in Figure 2, the prices from various providers are close to each other which results in slight changes of the ranking by sorting just by \( val_i(t) = p_i(t) \). The ranking that resulted from sorting by the current price only is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that although there are changes in the ranking as the price ranges of some providers overlap, some offers result in the provider occupying one spot at all times. This may result in vendor lock-in if clients would choose the best offer at all times. Figure 4, on the other hand, shows ranking after additional mixing of the three best offers to get rid of this potential problem, as the prices of these providers do not differ by a large margin in absolute terms.
Figure 2: Offers from cloud providers in successive time steps

Figure 3: Ranking of cloud providers by $val_i(t) = p_i(t)$

Figure 4: Ranking of cloud providers by $val_i(t) = p_i(t)$ and rotation of the best offers
Figure 5: Offers from cloud providers in successive time steps

Figure 6: Ranking of cloud providers by $val_i(t) = p_i(t) + dap_i^0(t)$

Figure 7: Ranking of cloud providers by $val_i(t) = p_i(t) + dap_i^0(t)$ and rotation of the best offers
Figure 8: Offers from cloud providers in successive time steps

Figure 9: Ranking of cloud providers by \( val_i(t) = p_i(t) + dap_i^{t-4}(t) \)

Figure 10: Ranking of cloud providers by \( val_i(t) = p_i(t) + dap_i^{t-4}(t) \) and rotation of the best offers
4.2 Considering derivatives in ranking

In the following tests, considerable changes of prices of selected cloud providers were simulated in the first 10 time steps of the simulation. This is shown in both considered inputs in Figures 5 and 8.

Two different solutions were proposed here:

1. \( dp_i(t) s \) are computed for each time step i.e. absolute values of differences in prices between successive time steps. Then the accumulated sum of \( d a p_i(t) \) is computed. As shown in Figure 6, ranking by \( va i(t) = p_i(t) + d a p_i(t) \) considers the whole past history of price changes of a particular provider. The larger the derivatives, the smaller chance the provider will occupy top spots of the ranking. It can be clearly seen that even though two providers offer the best current prices in later time steps as shown in Figure 5, the history of larger changes has put them back into further places in the ranking. Figure 7 shows additional mixing of the top three spots.

2. As shown in Figure 9, ranking by \( va i(t) = p_i(t) + d a p_i(t) \) considers only the recent history of price changes of a particular provider. It can be seen very clearly that the provider offering the best current prices in the initial time steps falls down in the ranking but then recovers to the top spot. Figure 10 shows additional mixing of the top three spots.

Obviously, additional filters and combination of various QoS metrics can be obtained and programmed analogously just by adding additional processing functions to the flow proposed in Section 3. Depending on the client needs, a ranking is then created that allows to select the best offer at any time. For instance, it can also consider the providers that the client has already been using.

5 Summary and future work

The paper presented an idea, design and implementation of a simulator for ranking incoming streams of provider offers that may be applicable for real world cloud offers. The simulator allows to test various algorithms for ranking providers with easy changing to other algorithms or even filters within the algorithms. Practical applications include incorporation of the idea into Internet price comparison engines, cloud service search engines as well as integrated systems for workflow management where services need to be found for workflow subtasks.

Further work will focus on extension of the simulator with new filters and development of an integrated evaluation method for various QoS metrics. Additionally the engine will be deployed in the BeesyCluster middleware for assessment of its services and then used in discovering and incorporation of such services into workflow applications on grids [4]. Such workflows can also be run on clouds [7].
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The paper describes the application of Hadoop modules: MapReduce, Pig and Hive, for processing and analyzing large amounts of tabular data acquired from a computer simulation of heat transfer in bio tissues. The Apache Hadoop is an open source environment for storing and analyzing BigData. It was installed on a cluster of six computing nodes, each with four cores. The implemented MapReduce job pipeline is described and the essential Java code segments are presented. The Java implementation employing MapReduce is compared to the Pig and Hive implementations regarding execution time and programming overhead. The experimental measurements of execution times of the employed parallel MapReduce tasks on 24 processor cores result in a speedup of 20, relative to the sequential execution, which indicates that a high level of parallelism is achieved. Furthermore, our test cases confirm that the direct employment of MapReduce in Java outperforms Pig and Hive by more than two times, while Hive being 20% faster than Pig. Still, Pig and Hive remain suitable and convenient alternatives for efficient operations on large data sets.

1 Introduction

Since 2004, when the famous publication “MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on Large Clusters” [1] was published from the Google’s team, the MapReduce paradigm has become one of the most popular tools for processing large datasets, mostly because it allows users to build complex distributed programs using a very simple model.

Apache Hadoop [2] is a highly popular set of open source modules for distributed computing, developed initially to support distribution for the Nutch search engine project. One of the key Hadoop components is the MapReduce on which the other, higher-level Hadoop-related components rely, e.g., Pig and Hive.

With the increasing popularity of the MapReduce and other non-relational data processing approaches, it became apparent that they can be used to construct efficient computing infrastructures. Furthermore, the Hadoop has proved its ability to store and analyze huge datasets often referred to as the BigData [3]. It is used by Yahoo and Facebook for their batch processing needs. Hadoop and Hive are among cornerstones of the storage and analytics infrastructure at Facebook [4]. Facebook Message, in particular, is the first ever user-facing application built on the Apache Hadoop platform [5].

The MapReduce can be seen as a complement to the parallel Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). It is a common opinion these days that the MapReduce is more suitable for batch processing analyzes of whole datasets and for applications where data is written once and read many times, whereas the RDBMS is better for databases that are continuously updated.

In this paper, we investigate the differences in approaches, performances, and usability, between MapReduce, Pig, and Hive Hadoop tools. Their performances were compared in the analysis of tabular simulation data of heat transfer in a biomedical application, in particular, cooling of a human knee after surgery [6]. Similar data sources can be found also in other scientific areas related to multi-parametric simulations [7], environmental data analysis [8], high energy physics [9], bioinformatics [10] etc., whereas some special problems may benefit from specific interfaces to the Hadoop [11].

2 Description of utilized Hadoop modules

Hadoop is composed of four modules:
• Common: support for other Hadoop modules,
• Hadoop Distributed file System (HDFS),
• YARN: a framework for job scheduling and cluster resource management, and
• MapReduce.

There is a number of Hadoop-related projects, but the ones most relevant to our data analyses are Pig and Hive.
2.1 Map/Reduce paradigm

MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets [1]. Some problems that can be simply solved by MapReduce are: distributed grep, count of URL access frequency, various representations of the graph structure of web documents, term-vector per host, inverted index, etc.

A MapReduce program execution consists of the four basic steps: (1) splitting the input, (2) iterating over each split and computing (key, value) pairs (parallel for each split), (3) grouping intermediate values by keys, (4) iterating over values associated with each unique key (in parallel for different keys), computing (usually reducing values for a given key) and outputting final (key, value) pairs.

The first step is done by the MapReduce framework, whereas for the second step a user provides a Map function, which is applied by the framework, commonly on each line of every split. Each Map function invocation outputs a list of (key, value) pairs. Note that each split is generally processed on different processor cores and machines in parallel.

As a simple example, let’s consider the task of counting the number of occurrences for each word in a document. The Map function will count the number of occurrences of each word in a line and output a list of (key, value) pairs, for each line:

\[
\{(\text{word}_1, \text{num}_1), (\text{word}_2, \text{num}_2), \ldots\},
\]

where \(i\) is the line index.

The MapReduce framework groups together all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key (step 3). The resulting (key, values) pairs are one by one sent to the user-specified Reduce function which aggregates or merges together the values to form a new, possibly smaller, set of values (step 4). In our example the Reduce function will accept each unique word, as a key, and the numbers of their occurrences in each line, as values, sum the numbers of occurrences and output one (key, value) pair per word:

\[
(\text{word}_N, \text{sum}[\text{num}_{N_1}, \text{num}_{N_2}, \ldots, \text{num}_{N_r}, \ldots])
\]

The executions of the Map and Reduce functions are referred to as Map and Reduce tasks. A set of tasks executed for one application are referred to as a MapReduce job.

The main limitation of the MapReduce paradigm is that each Map and Reduce task must not depend on any data generated in other Map or Reduce tasks of the current job, as user cannot control the order in which the tasks execute. Consequently, the MapReduce is not directly applicable to recursive computations, and algorithms that depend on shared global state, like online learning and Monte Carlo simulations [12].

The MapReduce, as a paradigm, has different implementations. In the presented work, we have used MapReduce implemented in Apache Hadoop distributed in Cloudera [13]. A convenient comparison between MapReduce implementations is presented in [14].

2.2 Apache Hadoop MapReduce implementation

The splitting is introduced because it enables data processing scalability, which shortens the time needed to process the entire input data. The parallel processing can be better load-balanced if the splits are small. However, if the splits are too small, then the time needed to manage the splits and the time for the Map task creation may begin to dominate the total job execution time.

Hadoop splits are fixed-size, whereas a separate Map task is created for each split (Figure 1). The default Hadoop MapReduce split size is the same as the default size of an HDFS block, which is 64 MB. Hadoop performs data locality optimization by running the Map task on the node where the input data resides in the HDFS. With the default HDFS replication factor of three, files are concurrently stored on three nodes; hence, splits of the same file can be concurrently processed on three nodes without the need for being copied before.

In the Hadoop implementation, the Map tasks write their outputs to their local disks, not to the HDFS and are therefore not replicated. If an error happens on a node running a Map task before its output has been consumed by a Reduce task, then the Hadoop resolves the error by re-running the corrupted Map task on another node.

The Map tasks partition their outputs, creating one partition for each Reduce task (Figure 1 – each Map creates \(r\) output partitions). Each partition may contain
various keys and associated values. All records sharing the same key are processed by the same Reduce task. This is achieved by using the so-called Partitioner function. The default Hadoop MapReduce Partitioner employs a hash function on the keys from the Maps’ outputs. Modulo function by the number of reducers is subsequently applied to the hash values resulting in the Reduce task indexes for each key.

The data flow between Map and Reduce tasks is colloquially known as “shuffle”. The inputs for each Reduce task are pulled from the machines where the Map tasks ran. The input to a single Reduce task is generally formed from outputs of multiple Map tasks (Figure 1 – each reduce task receives $m$ partitions, where $m$ is the number of Map tasks); therefore Reduce tasks cannot convey on data locality. On nodes running Reduce tasks, the sorted map outputs are merged before being passed to a Reduce task. The number of Reduce tasks is specified independently for a given job. Each Reduce task outputs a single file, which is usually stored in the HDFS (Figure 1).

Hadoop allows a user to specify an additional so-called Combiner function, which can be executed on each node that runs Map tasks. It receives all the data emitted by the Map tasks on the same node as an input and forms the output that is further processed in the same way as the direct output from a Map task would be. The Combiner function may achieve data reduction on a node level, consequently minimizing data transfer over the network between the machines executing Map and Reduce tasks. The use of Combiner functions reduces the impact of the limited communication bandwidth on the performances of a MapReduce job. The Combiner function code is usually the same as the Reduce function.

2.3 Pig
The development cycle of a MapReduce program may be quite long. Furthermore, it requires an experienced programmer that knows how to describe a given data processing task as a set of MapReduce jobs. Pig is a sequential language, called Pig Latin, which expresses operation on data, together with execution environment that runs Pig Latin programs [15]. A Pig Latin program comprises a series of high level data operations, translated to the MapReduce jobs that can be executed on a Hadoop cluster. Pig is designed to reduce programming time by providing a higher level procedural utilization of the MapReduce infrastructure. It allows a programmer to concentrate on the data rather than on the details of execution.

Pig runs as a client-side application and has an interactive shell named Grunt used for running Pig Latin programs.

2.4 Hive
A programmer familiar with SQL language may prefer to describe data operations with SQL language, even if the data is not stored in a RDBMS. Hive is Hadoop’s data warehouse system that provides mechanism to project structure onto data stored in HDFS or a compatible file system [16]. It provides a SQL-like language called HiveQL. It does not support the full SQL–92 specification, but provides some extensions that are consequences of the MapReduce infrastructure supporting each Hive query. The primary way of interacting with Hive is the Hive shell used to insert and execute HiveQL instructions.

Like RDBMS, Hive stores data in tables. When the tables are loaded with data, Hive stores them in its warehouse directory [17]. Before execution, usually when the select statement is called, Hive, like Pig, transforms the instructions to a set of MapReduce jobs executed on a Hadoop cluster.

The most significant difference between Hive and Pig is that Pig Latin is a procedural programming language, whereas HiveQL is a declarative programming language. A Pig Latin program is a sequential list of operations on an input relation, in which each step is a single transformation. On the other hand, HiveQL is a language based on constraints that, when taken together, define a data operation.

3 Analyzing simulation data

3.1 Description of the Hadoop cluster
The Apache Hadoop open source Cloudera distribution was installed on a cluster built of six computing nodes. The nodes are connected with Gigabit Ethernet. Each node has a quad-core Intel Xeon 5520 processor, 6 GB of RAM and 500 GB hard disk. All nodes run 64-bit Ubuntu Server 12.04 operating system. One of the nodes is designated as the Namenode while others are the datanodes. The namenode also hosts the jobtracker. All machines in the cluster run an instance of a datanode and a tasktracker. For a description of the HDFS and MapReduce nodes please refer to [18, 19].

3.2 Input data
The computer simulation of two hours cooling of a human knee after surgery is performed for 10 different knee sizes, 10 different initial temperature states before cooling, and 10 different temperatures of the cooling pad. This results in 1000 simulation cases. The results of those simulation cases are gathered in 100 files, each for one knee size and one initial state, and for all cooling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T1-T5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>T1,T6,T11,T16,T21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>T1-T21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>T1,T6,T11,T16,T21,T46,T51,T56,T61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>T1-T21,T46-T61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>T1,T6,T11,T16,T21,T26,T31,T36,T41,T46,T51,T56,T61,T66,T71,T76,T81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>T1-T85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of test cases.
temperatures. Each file contains 71970 rows or approximately 44 MB of data. Each data row is composed of the following parameters, i.e., columns: RT, D, IS, CT, T1, T2, ..., T85, where are: RT - relative time in a simulation case, D - knee size, IS –initial state, CT –cooling temperature, T1-T85 – inner and outer knee temperatures, i.e., temperatures at a particular location in the knee center, 8 locations on the knee skin and 8 respective locations under the cooling pad, all taken in the current and in previous time steps. In order to assess the periodicities in the knee simulation results, we demand from the MapReduce to count the occurrences of the same value arrays for a subset of knee temperatures T, more precisely, to count the occurrences of identical rows after having projected only columns of T that are of interest. For the SQL code of this operation please refer to the code in Figure 5. We will refer to, in the rest of the paper, the number of occurrences of identical rows as temperature frequencies.

We defined and examined 8 cases with different sets of T. The cases are given in Table 1. Cases with odd numbering take only the current values for the temperatures: Case 1 – the knee center; Case 3 – the knee center and 4 locations on the knee skin; Case 5 – the knee center, 4 locations on the knee skin, and 4 respective locations under the cooling pad; Case 7 – all current temperatures. The cases with even numbering incorporate denoted temperatures T and their value in 4 previous time steps, e.g., in Case 2, T1-T5 represents five temperature values at time steps \( t_i, t_{i-1}, t_{i-2}, t_{i-3}, t_{i-4}, \) for each of T from T1-T5, etc.

### 3.3 MapReduce

The MapReduce jobs pipeline, used for solving our test cases, is illustrated in Figure 2. The sizes of the input files are smaller than the HDFS block size (in our case: 64 MB). Hence, the number of input Map tasks in Job 1 is equal to the number of input files [20] (in our case: 100), i.e., each input file is processed by a different Map task and no additional splitting is performed. Because the number of Reduce tasks is not explicitly set for Job 1, it becomes, by default, equal to the number of task tracker nodes (in our case: 6), multiplied by the value of the mapred.tasktracker.reduce.tasks.maximum configuration property [20] (in our case: 2). The output of Job 1 consists therefore of 12 files. Each file contains a unique combination of temperatures and the number of their occurrences. Job 2 combines Reduce tasks’ outputs from Job 1 into a single file (in Job 2, the number of Reduce tasks is explicitly set to 1). It also sorts the input columns in the output file by temperature frequencies. The number of Map tasks in Job 2 depends on the test case (Table 1) and varies between 12 for Case 1 and 36 for Case 8 as the amount of data emitted by Job 1 increases with the case number. The details of the jobs implementations are given in Figure 3 and the following text.

In the Map function of Job 1, from each input row, only the relevant columns (see Table 1) are extracted. For example, in Case 2, only the columns belonging to T1-T5 will be extracted in the SearchString variable. Reduce functions sum, i.e., count the number of occurrences of each combination of temperatures (the key) and outputs it as the new value for the current key. Because all the values for the same key are processed by a single Reduce task, it is evident that the output from Job 1 consists of unique combinations of temperatures and the number of their occurrences.

In Job 2, the Map function inverts its (key, value) pairs, making temperature occurrences the keys, and emits them to the Reduce function that outputs the received pairs. The sorting by occurrence is done by the framework as explained in Section 2.2.
3.4 Pig

The Pig program that has the same functionality as the MapReduce code described before must be tailored for each specific case. The Pig code for Case 2 is shown in Figure 4.

After having loaded the data files, we group the records by columns with ordinal numbers 4 to 8 corresponding to temperatures T1 to T5 (note that column indexes are zero based). For other cases, the ordinal numbers of columns are as defined in Table 1. Then we count the number of temperatures in each group and afterwards we order the grouped records by the temperature occurrence. At the end, the results are stored in an output file.

For the execution of the presented Pig program, we use the default settings with an exception: we use the keyword PARALLEL with the ORDER statements to specify that we want only one Reducer task to be executed for the ORDER statement. Hence, a single file is produced as a final result, as in the MapReduce approach. For the three given instructions: GROUP, FOREACH and ORDER, Pig generates three sequential MapReduce jobs named “GROUP BY”, “SAMPLER” and “ORDER BY”. We use the same names to refer to those generate jobs.

3.5 Hive

The Hive code that has the same functionality as the MapReduce and Pig programs described before is also tailored for each specific case. The Hive code for Case 2 is given in Figure 5.

First, we create the table Temp_Simul and load the simulation data in it. LOAD instruction is just a file system operation in which Hive copies the input files into Hive’s warehouse directory. The resulting table Results_Case_2 is generated for the results of the SELECT statement that evaluates temperature frequencies. The SELECT statement is customized for columns determined by Case 2. For other cases, the columns should be named as defined in Table 1. When executing the SELECT statement, Hive generates and executes only two MapReduce jobs, in contrast to the Pig that executes three MapReduce jobs. Hive allows a specification of a maximum or a constant number of reducers. We have not specified them; therefore we gave Hive freedom in specifying the number of reducers. Therefore, Hive executes two MapReduce jobs.

CREATE TABLE `Temp_Simul` (`col_0` INT ,
`col_1` INT ,
`col_2` INT ,
`col_3` FLOAT ,
...
`col_88` FLOAT )
COMMENT "Results from simulations"
ROW FORMAT DELIMITED
FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',
LOAD DATA INPATH 'path_to_data_files/*'
INTO TABLE Temp_Simul;

Figure 4: The Pig program.
number of reducers for each job. Still, the number of Reduce tasks for Job 2 was always equal to one.

4 Results and Discussion

As expected, the three presented approaches gave identical quantitative result. The five highest numbers of temperature frequencies, for each test case from Table 1, are given in Table 2. We have presented only temperature frequencies since the temperature values that are associated with these frequencies are specific to the knee simulation and are not in the scope of this paper. We see that the lowest numbers appear in Case 8, which was expected because in Case 8 the largest number of parameters (T) is projected from the source data.

Table 2: Top 5 temperature frequencies for each case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11159</td>
<td>8933</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11097</td>
<td>8860</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10945</td>
<td>8778</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10924</td>
<td>8351</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10729</td>
<td>7807</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: MapReduce approach: MapReduce tasks execution times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case:</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Job1</th>
<th>Job2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Map tasks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100</td>
<td>12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12</td>
<td>12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Reduce tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. time maps (s)</td>
<td>1122 1080 1119 1187 1121 1287 1162 1826</td>
<td>9903</td>
<td>32 31 51 78 59 184 64 443</td>
<td>941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. time red. (s)</td>
<td>100 80 91 148 108 207 118 413</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>4 4 10 16 12 31 12 50</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU time spent (s)</td>
<td>588 618 667 790 686 933 719 1494</td>
<td>6494</td>
<td>7 9 55 95 70 185 73 330</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration (s)</td>
<td>40 37 38 43 49 51 40 79</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>13 14 22 28 26 48 24 73</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Pig approach: MapReduce tasks execution times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case:</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Job1</th>
<th>Job2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Map tasks</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8</td>
<td>34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34</td>
<td>34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34</td>
<td>34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Reduce tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5</td>
<td>5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5</td>
<td>5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. time spent by all maps in (s)</td>
<td>517 543 527 807</td>
<td>540 874 723 1077</td>
<td>9608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. time spent by all reduces (s)</td>
<td>31 24 45 180</td>
<td>58 297 109 597</td>
<td>1342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU time spent (s)</td>
<td>371 394 446 695</td>
<td>502 1098 582 1734</td>
<td>5822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration (s)</td>
<td>31 34 38 76</td>
<td>40 100 59 330</td>
<td>708</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Hive approach: MapReduce tasks execution times.
Table 3 shows the MapReduce execution times for Job 1 and Job 2, for each test case. It also shows the total CPU time and associated total duration of the analysis for each case. Table 4 and Table 5 show corresponding execution times of the MapReduce tasks generated by Pig and Hive, respectively.

### 4.1 Execution time

Although the interpretation of the temperature values and their occurrence in a specified combination are not important for this paper, each execution case (Table 1) draws different amounts of data to the Map and Reduce functions in Job 1 and Job 2, which influences their execution times, as evident from Table 3.

We can calculate from Table 3 that the total time spent for Map and Reduce in Job 1 and Job 2, for all test cases on all executing nodes, is: 
\[ t_m = 9903 + 1264 + 941 + 139 = 12247 \text{ s} \]
while the total duration of the complete MapReduce analysis is: 
\[ t_n = 377 + 248 = 625 \text{ s} \]
The ratio \( t_m / t_n \), which can assess the level of parallelism achieved, is 19.6. Consequently, we can conclude that the above analysis is about 20 times faster, if implemented by the MapReduce paradigm on 24 computing cores, relatively to the MapReduce execution time on a single core.

Table 4 and Table 5 show execution times of the MapReduce tasks generated by the Pig and Hive. The job durations, for all test cases and for all three approaches, are shown in Figure 6. The last triple presents the total execution times across all test cases. It is evident that the MapReduce tasks, written and executed directly, take, in average, approximately two times less time than those generated by Pig or Hive. Furthermore, Hive outperforms Pig for approximately 20%.

One can also notice that the Hive approach was faster than the direct MapReduce approach in the first three cases. By comparing Tables 3 and 5, it is evident that Hive gained the advantage in Job 1. This possibly happened because the number of Map and Reduce tasks, i.e., 17 and 5, applied by Hive, were more appropriate for the smaller amount of data. The superiority of the direct MapReduce approach is however more and more evident as the case number, therefore also the amount of data, increases.

### 5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have applied Hadoop tools for the analyses of tabular data coming from a complex computer simulation. Three approaches were applied; the first modeled the data operations directly with the MapReduce jobs, while the other two described the data operations using higher level languages Pig and Hive.

All three approaches gave the same quantitative result, but the execution times were different. From the presented time measurements it is evident that the directly programmed MapReduce tasks are in average two times faster than Pig or Hive. For our test cases, it is also evident that Hive outperforms Pig for 20%, probably because Hive generates one MapReduce job less than Pig. Hive outperformed the direct MapReduce approach in the cases with smaller amounts of data, probably because the number of Map and Reduced tasks employed by Hive was more optimal for smaller data sets.

As Pig and Hive use MapReduce in the background, it is expected that using the low-level approach will be faster. However, the high-level approaches could have advantages over the direct MapReduce approach if design efforts are also considered. Writing the mappers and reducers, compiling, debugging, packaging the code, submitting the jobs, and retrieving the results using the direct MapReduce approach takes developer’s time. On
the other hand, it is much easier to describe data operations with Pig or Hive for an user less familiar with the Java programing language. Users familiar with SQL language may prefer to use Hive, while users familiar with procedural languages would probably prefer to use Pig to describe the same data operations.

Future work is in implementing MapReduce paradigm with the MPI library [21] that could support more complex communication functions, which could result in more efficient execution of the computationally intensive services, on complex data sets in cloud environments [22].
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Web services have become the primary source for constructing software system over Internet. The quality of whole system greatly depends on the QoS of single Web service, so QoS information is an important indicator for service selection. In reality, QoSs of some Web services may be unavailable for users. How to predicate the missing QoS value of Web service through fully using the existing information is a difficult problem. This paper attempts to settle this difficulty through combining Pearson similarity and Slope One method together for QoS prediction. In the paper, we adopt the Pearson similarity between two services as the weight of their deviation. Meanwhile, some strategies like weight adjustment and SPC-based smoothing are also utilized for reducing prediction error. In order to evaluate the validity of our algorithm (i.e., similarity-aware Slope One algorithm, SASO), comparative experiments are performed on the real-world data set. The results show that SASO algorithm exhibits better prediction precision than both basic Slope One and the well-known WsRec algorithm in most cases. Meanwhile, our approach has the strong ability of reducing the impact of noise data.

Povzetek: Članek poskuša razrešiti problem ocenjevanja kakovosti storitve s kombiniranjem Parsonove podobnosti in metode Slope One.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the pattern of service-oriented computing (SOC) has been widely accepted to build large-scale system over Internet [1]. In this new style of software development paradigm, software is no longer built via the traditional process, but in the way of service unit reuse. Accordingly, some new problems such as service discovery, selection and composition are emerging, and play a great impact on the quality of service-based system.

In general, service unit is self-describing component to complete a specific task. Quality-of-Service (QoS) is an important way to describe non-functional characteristics of Web services. When several functionally-equivalent Web services exist in the network, QoS is viewed as a critical issue for picking out the appropriate service from equivalent service set. Web service QoS usually includes a number of properties, such as response time, throughput, failure probability, availability, price, popularity, and so on [2]. Due to different network environments, service users will have different QoS metrics for the same Web service. Therefore, each service user has to understand QoSs of all services to be invoked at his/her end.

In order to construct the software meeting the actual requirements, it needs to make the existing service units work together in accordance with the pre-defined business logic, that is the so-called Web service composition (WSC). During service selection, the quality of each service unit should be carefully considered so as to ensure the trustworthiness of WSC. However, service invoker may be lack of adequate historical information for some specific Web services. He/She has to estimate the QoS value of a given Web service before determining to introduce it into WSC, i.e., QoS prediction for Web services. Since the service user has not even invoked the service in past, the estimation for such service’s QoS has to get help from other similar users or self’s invocation records on other Web services.

The similar work firstly emerged in the field of E-commerce, vendors used consumer’s historical purchase records and the similarity between costumers to recommend products [3]. In contrast, the prediction of Web service’s QoS is much harder than product recommendation. Web service is merely an encapsulated and distributed Web API over network. Therefore, for service users, the information related with service execution are hardly collected. In order to improve the prediction precision, the limited available Web services invocation records should be fully utilized. As far as we known, study in [4] is the first work of predicting Web service’s QoS through collaborative filtering (CF). Shao et al.’s work mainly considered the similarity among user’s experiences on Web services, and proposed a service users’ similarity-based prediction method, in which the similarity is measured by Pearson correlation coefficient. Subsequently, Zheng et al. [5] presented a
The main contributions of this paper can be addressed as follows.

1. A prediction algorithm of Slope One co-operated with Pearson similarity measurement has been proposed for providing QoS information for Web service user.

2. Some strategies like weight adjustment and SPC-based smoothing are proposed for improving the prediction precision.

3. The detailed performance analysis on real-world data set is performed to verify the effectiveness of our method. Moreover, the two-stage filling strategy is also validated through experimental analysis.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we state the QoS prediction problem for Web services, and introduce two typical collaborative filtering algorithms. In section 3, the overall QoS prediction framework is firstly addressed, and then the similarity-aware Slope One algorithm is described in details. The performance comparison and analysis are discussed in section 4. Section 5 gives some existing researches that are closely related with our prediction approach. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 QoS prediction for Web services

When Web service users prepare to adopt some service units to construct an enterprise-level application, in general, they have to replace each abstract service in service orchestration plan with a concrete service. For each abstract service, perhaps quite a few service implementations will meet the requirement of its function. Therefore, the rational way is to pick out a service with high QoS from the candidate set. However, for a specific service user, the QoS values of some Web services may be not available. As a consequence, it is necessary to estimate the QoSs of such services according to the limited existing information, that is so-called QoS prediction problem.

Motivating Example. Here, we provide a simple illustration to address the QoS prediction for Web services. As shown in Table 1, there are response time (i.e. RT) records of three Web services w.r.t five users. The element \( r_{u,i} \) means the RT value of user \( u \) for service \( i \), and “NA” represents the corresponding value not available at present. Assume user \( u3 \) has some interests on the third service, since there is no ready record in the table, he has to predicate the issue \( r_{3,3} \) according to his own and others’ service invocation records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>service1</th>
<th>service2</th>
<th>service3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: An motivated example for illustrating QoS prediction problem.

How to estimate the missing value? Besides \( u3 \)’s existing records on other two services (i.e. \( r_{3,1} \) and \( r_{3,2} \)), the available service invocation records of other four users also should be taken into consideration. With regard to prediction techniques, experiences tell us that collaborative filtering (CF) techniques can be viewed as a good choice.

2.2 Review on collaborative filtering

In general, collaborative filtering is a technique of suggesting particularly interesting items or patterns based on past evaluations of a large group of users. The fundamental assumption of CF is that if users have similar tastes on some items, and hence they will rate or act on other items similarly. At present, CF techniques can be classified into three categories [10, 11]: (1) memory-based methods, (2) model-based methods, and (3) hybrid methods. Memory-based CF utilizes the user rating data to calculate the similarity or weight between users or items, and then make predictions according to those similarity values. This type of CF is the earlier mechanism and used in many commercial systems such as Amazon, Barnes and Noble. According to the background and feature of QoS prediction problem, memory-based CF is treated as the main research issue in the paper. Especially, two well-known methods, i.e., Pearson correlation CF and Slope One approach, are taken into consideration.

2.2.1 Pearson correlation-based method

In a typical CF scenario, there is a list of \( n \) users \( \{ u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_m \} \) and a list of \( n \) items \( \{ i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n \} \), and
each user $u_i$ has a list of items (i.e., $I_{u_i}$), which the user has rated, or about which their preferences have been inferred through their behaviors [10]. Generally speaking, the basic procedure of CF-based recommendation or prediction can be summarized as the following two steps:

1. Look for users sharing the similar interests or rating patterns with a given user (called active user).

2. Use the information from those like-minded users found in step (1) to calculate a prediction for the active user.

Here, we mainly address the case from the perspective of users, but the above process is also suitable for item-oriented analysis. It is not hard to find that, how to find the similar users (or items) for a specific user (or item) is a critical task in the whole process of CF. In practice, the common interests or patterns are expressed via the correlation between users (or items).

At present, Pearson correlation coefficient has been introduced for computing similarity between users or items according to the user-item data like in Table 1, which is usually called user-item matrix. For two given users $a$ and $u$, their similarity can be computed as follows.

$$\text{Sim}(a, u) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (r_{a,i} - \bar{r}_a) (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (r_{a,i} - \bar{r}_a)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u)^2}}$$

(1)

where $I = I_a \cap I_u$ is the subset of items which both user $a$ and $u$ have invoked previously, $r_{a,i}$ is a vector of item $i$ observed (or rated) by user $a$, and $\bar{r}_a$ and $\bar{r}_u$ represent average values of different items observed (or rated) by user $a$ and $u$, respectively.

The prediction method based on two users’ similarity is referred as user-based CF. Similarly, CF can also be conducted through the similarity computation between two items, that is, item-based CF. According to the studies from other researchers, item-based CF can outperform user-based CF in most conditions, and has been treated as a preferred choice for prediction or recommendation problems.

As mentioned earlier, Shao et al. firstly adopted Pearson correlation-based CF for Web services’ QoS prediction [4]. Recently, Zheng et al. improved prediction precision problem through combining item-based and user-based CF together [5]. Their WsRec algorithm exhibits better performance than other basic prediction methods, and has caused much attention in these two years.

### 2.2.2 Slope One method

Although previous studies have revealed that Pearson scheme CF can gain good prediction precision, its performance is not so satisfactory for the case of extremely sparse data. Meanwhile, Pearson-based method will cost a lot of computational overhead to measure the similarity between users or items. Fortunately, another well-known method called Slope One [9] can make up such deficiencies. On the one hand, Slope One can show good prediction effect for sparse data. On the other hand, this method can perform prediction activity with less computing cost.

As stated by Lemire et al., Slope One algorithm works on the intuitive principle of a “popularity differential” between items for users. In this algorithm, how much better one item is liked than another is determined in a pairwise fashion. Firstly, the difference between the averages of two items can be calculated via subtract operation. Then, once one item’s value is available, the other’s value can be predicted according to such difference. The process can be illustrated in Figure 1. For two users ($a$ and $b$) and two items ($i$ and $j$) in user-item matrix, the values of these two items for user $a$ are known and the differential from $i$ to $j$ is $1.5-1=0.5$. Thus, the item $j$’s value for user $b$ can be predicted via this mapping relationship, that is, $2+1.5-1=2.5$. Of course, many such differentials exist in a training set for each unknown rating, the average of these differentials will be taken for prediction.

Formally speaking, for a given user-item matrix, the set of the users who contain rating records both on item $i$ and item $j$ can be computed and denoted as $U_{i,j}$ here. Obviously, $U_{i,j} = U_{j,i}$. Then, the average deviation of item $i$ with respect to item $j$ can be denoted as:

$$\text{dev}_{j,i} = \frac{\sum_{u \in U_{i,j}} r_{u,j} - r_{u,i}}{\text{card}(U_{j,i})}$$

(2)

where $\text{card}(U_{j,i})$ returns the element number of set $U_{j,i}$.

Based on the deviations of items, the rating of user $u$ for item $j$, i.e. $r_{u,j}$, can be predicated via the following way.

$$P(r_{u,j}) = \frac{1}{\text{card}(R_j)} \sum_{i \in R_j} (\text{dev}_{j,i} + r_{u,i})$$

(3)

where $R_j = \{i | r_{u,i} \neq \text{NA}, i \neq j \text{ and } \text{card}(U_{j,i}) > 0\}$ is the set of items which have co-occurrence relationship with item $j$.

The above discussion belongs to user-oriented prediction. Obviously, Slope One method can also be used in the other style, i.e., item-oriented prediction. In addition, several kinds of extensions are proposed. For instance, single or bivariate regression is used for finding the best mapping.
relation [12, 13], bi-polar strategy is used for users’ two different attitudes [9]. However, variant algorithms can’t lead to obvious improvements over the basic form in all cases.

3 Similarity-Aware Slope One for QoS prediction

With regard to the usage scenario of Web services, services’ QoS data from different users can form a sparse matrix of service invocation records. In order to help service user make a rational decision about service selection, the prediction for a specific service’s QoS w.r.t. of the current user is very necessary. In this paper, we provide a hybrid prediction method through comprehensively adopt the merits both from Pearson correlation-based algorithm and Slope One algorithm.

3.1 The overall prediction framework

For an active service user $u$, the number of services which have been invoked by $u$ is named given number (i.e. $GN$). For all $n$ service items, $GN$ is usually a little part. In order to provide precise QoS estimations for the remaining service items w.r.t user $u$, we should take full use of other users’ invocation records for these services. Here, we assume the historical QoS data about $m$ users for $n$ service items is matrix $M$. Similarly, each service user only has partial QoS information in that matrix. The proportion of existing QoS data in matrix is denoted as density ($d$ for short).

In our investigations on collaborative filtering techniques, we have found a fact as follows: Slope One method is suitable for the very sparse data set (i.e. very low density data), whereas Pearson-based CF can achieve desired prediction results for the case of high density data. Therefore, in our method, we mainly adopt Slope One method for prediction and compute Pearson correlation between services to adjust the reference weight. The closer relation between a service and the subject service for user $u$, the higher weight should be assigned to the QoS deviation between these two services.

The whole procedure of Web service QoS prediction is shown in Figure 2. At the initial stage, the historical QoS records of $n$ Web services for $m$ users can be collected. Here, we call it training data $M$. In general, a service user could not have QoS records for all $n$ services, and usually has only very limited ones of them. As a result, training data is a sparse matrix in real-world scenarios. The matrix $M$ should be filled as full as possible so that it can provide more useful information for QoS prediction. In the second step, we present a similarity-aware Slope One algorithm (SASO for short) as a way to fill the ‘NA’ (a.k.a. null) records in the training data set. For the perspective of Web service execution, there maybe exist some abnormal QoS records in the above training data, especially for the QoS attribute with wide scale values. In order to handle this problem, in the third step, we adopt statistical process control (SPC) strategy to adjust such exception data.

Based on the above treatments, the training data set has been enhanced and its data density has a great promotion. According to the renewed training matrix, SASO algorithm is also utilized for predicting Web service’s QoS for active user. Finally, prediction quality is measured via error analysis.

3.2 Prediction method

With regard to QoS prediction framework, it is not hard to find that SASO algorithm and SPC-based adjustment strategy play important roles for improving the precision. The details of these two key algorithms are addressed as follows.

3.2.1 SASO algorithm

As mentioned before, Slope One-based CF exhibits its advantage for sparse data. Since each active user has only $GN$ (usually $GN << n$) QoS records for $n$ Web services, we adopt item-oriented Slope One method to predict QoS value for active user. However, the similarity between items is not taken into consideration in the basic Slope One prediction method. In our work, we introduce the similarity between two items into Slope One method to form a new QoS prediction algorithm for Web services. The basic idea is that, the service with the higher similarity should give the higher priority when considering the deviation in Slope One method.

Here, we adopt item-based Pearson correlation to measure the similarity between two Web services. For service
and $j$, their’s similarity can be calculated as follows.

$$Sim(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_i)(r_{u,j} - \bar{r}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_i)^2 \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,j} - \bar{r}_j)^2}}} \tag{4}$$

where $U = U_i \cap U_j$ is the subset of users who have QoS records both on service $i$ and service $j$ previously (i.e., identical to $U_{i,j}$ in equation (2)), and $\bar{r}_i$ represents the average QoS value of service $i$ observed by different users.

To predict a missing value $r_{u,j}$ in the user-item matrix, we have to measure the similarities between $j$ and other services invoked by user $u$, that is, $I_u - \{j\}$. After removing the services with negative similarity to service $j$ from them, the remaining items are called the related services of $j$ w.r.t. user $u$, denoted as $R(j|u)$. It can be formally expressed as follows.

$$R(j|u) = \{i| i \in I_u, Sim(i, j) > 0, i \neq j\} \tag{5}$$

Then, we give the prediction formula based on similarity-aware Slope One algorithm as below.

$$P(r_{u,j}) = \frac{1}{\text{card}(R(j|u))} \sum_{i \in R(j|u)} (w_{i,j} \cdot \text{dev}_{j,i} + r_{u,i}) \tag{6}$$

where $w_{i,j}$ is an adjustment weight in accordance with the similarity between $j$ and another service $i$ ($i \in R(j|u)$).

As for a further comment, $w_{i,j}$ can be computed by the following formula:

$$w_{i,j} = \frac{\text{Sim}^\lambda(i, j)}{\sum_{k \in R(j|u)} \text{Sim}^\lambda(k, j)} \tag{7}$$

where $\lambda$ ($=1, 2$ or $3$) is a factor of adjustment strength, higher value means stronger adjustment. Meanwhile, $\text{Sim}^\lambda(k, j)$ is $\lambda$ power of $\text{Sim}(k, j)$, i.e. $[\text{Sim}(k, j)]^\lambda$.

It should be noted that, both two steps of missing value supplement and the final QoS prediction for active user adopt SASO algorithm (cf. equation (6)) to provide prediction value.

### 3.2.2 SPC-based smoothing strategy

Here, we denote the original service’s QoS record matrix as $\mathcal{M}$, and call the intermediate matrix after filling the missing values as $\mathcal{M}'$. On the one hand, some exceptional QoS records for Web services perhaps exist in $\mathcal{M}$. The so-called exceptional (or abnormal) record, means the QoS value of a specific user is far away from the records of neighbor users. On the other hand, it is also very sparse in the original state. As a result, the filled matrix $\mathcal{M}'$ maybe contain some QoS items which are far from the common situation. Obviously, these abnormal records will cause bad influence on the next stage of prediction. Thus, we should identify them out from matrix $\mathcal{M}'$ firstly, and then smooth them via a heuristic strategy.

In the paper, we borrow the idea from statistical process control (SPC) [14] to tackle the abnormal QoS data in $\mathcal{M}'$. SPC is a realtime monitoring technique for the process of industrial production in the way of statistical analysis. It can scientifically distinguish the exceptional fluctuation from the normal random fluctuation, so it is used for providing early warning for production process to manager. We mainly utilize this technique to pick out the abnormal QoS values so as to achieve better prediction performance.

At first, for matrix $\mathcal{M}'$, we judge whether item $r_{u,i}$ (i.e., the QoS of service $i$ for user $u$) is an exception or not according to the following rule.

$$\text{isAbn}(r_{u,i}) = \begin{cases} \text{true}, & \mu_i - \theta \cdot \sigma_i < r_{u,i} < \mu_i + \theta \cdot \sigma_i \\ \text{false}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{8}$$

where $\mu_i$ is the average QoS value of service $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$), and $\sigma_i$ is the standard deviation of service $i$’s QoS records from different users. $\theta$ is a positive integer used for regulating the normal range of QoS value. It is usually set to $3$ in most applications of SPC.

When a suspected record of abnormal QoS is detected through the above approach, this isolated item should be smoothed before the prediction step. Here, we introduce a strategy called “small amplitude shift” for smoothing treatment. Suppose $r_{u,i}$ is a new item according to judgement of equation (8), the smoothing action can be performed via the following formula. The value after adjustment is denoted as $\tilde{r}_{u,i}$.

$$\tilde{r}_{u,i} = \begin{cases} \mu_i - \theta \cdot \sigma_i, & r_{u,i} < \mu_i - \theta \cdot \sigma_i \\ \mu_i + \theta \cdot \sigma_i, & r_{u,i} > \mu_i + \theta \cdot \sigma_i \\ r_{u,i}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{9}$$

That is to say, we use the upper (or lower) limit to replace the unusually high (or low) QoS record, respectively.

### 3.3 Computational complexity analysis

As shown in Figure 2, our algorithm mainly includes three linear steps as below.

1. **Complexity of missing value supplement.** Obviously, the computational complexity for computing the similarity $Sim(i, j)$ between two services (i.e. $i$ and $j$) is $O(mn)$. Then, the complexity of computing similarities of all service pairs is $O(mn^2)$. At the same time, the computational complexity for calculating the deviation of each service pair is also $O(mn^2)$. Based on the above interim results, the complexity of providing the supplement value for each missing item is $O(dn)$ (here, $d$ stands for density). Accordingly, $O(d(1-d)mn^2)$ is the complexity in respect to fill all missing items. Thus, the complexity of this step is $O(mn^2)$.

2. **Complexity of abnormal data smoothing.** The complexity of computing the mean value of QoS is $O(m)$ for each Web service, so $O(mn)$ is for all $n$ services. Meanwhile, the complexity of smoothing action for all items in matrix $\mathcal{M}$ is also $O(mn)$. Therefore, the complexity for smoothing the exceptional data is $O(mn)$.

3. **Complexity of QoS prediction.** In the third step, each active user has $n - GN$ missing values to be predicted.
The complexity of computing the similarity and deviation between current Web service with all known GN services is $O(m \cdot GN)$. Therefore, the complexity of predicting all $n - GN$ missing values is $O(m \cdot GN(n - GN))$.

Altogether, the computational complexity of our approach for an active user is $O(mn^2)$. In literature [5], the complexities of five steps have been discussed in detail. Based on the comprehensive analysis on the above complexities, the overall computational complexity of WSRec algorithm is $O(m^2n + mn^2)$. As a result, our method and WSRec haven’t obvious distinction from the perspective of computation time.

4 Implementation and Experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

In order to validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm for QoS prediction, some experiments are employed on a public published data set\(^1\), which is collected by Zheng et al. [5] and has been widely adopted in the current researches [7, 15]. The original data set contains 5825 service invocation records from 339 users, and QoS attributes include response time (RT) and throughput (TP).

In our experiments, we select partial QoS records related with 100 Web services and 150 users from the original data. Then, this data is randomly divided into two parts: training data and test data. Here, 100 users are selected as training users, that is, the data about them is treated as training data. The remaining 50 users are viewed as test users (i.e., the active user in the above section). In the real-world situation, the known QoS records for a user only occupy a very small part of all 100 services. For satisfying the actual condition, some records are removed from training data matrix to construct three kinds of sparse data sets, whose data densities are set as 5\%, 10\% and 15\%, respectively.

Similarly, for active users, we only retain GN (\(=5, 10\) or 20) QoS records for each one of them. The records which are kicked out from test data set are treated as real data for prediction quality evaluation. The main parameters in our experiments are listed in Table 2.

4.2 Comparative analysis

In general, recommendation system uses mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate prediction effect. It is the average of difference values between the predicted QoS and the real record.

$$\text{MAE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{u,s} |P(r_{u,s}) - r_{u,s}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $P(r_{u,s})$ is the predicted QoS value of service $s$ observed by user $u$, $r_{u,s}$ is the real QoS value of service $s$ w.r.t. user $u$, and $N$ is the total number of predictions.

Since the range of service’s QoS value may be different from each other, MAE is not objective enough to reflect the accuracy of prediction algorithm. Here, we adopt the normalized MAE (NMAE) as a metric to compare the prediction quality of three algorithms.

$$\text{NMAE} = \frac{\text{MAE}}{\sum_{u,s} \max_{v} r_{u,v}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

It is not hard to find that, the smaller NMAE value means the more accurate prediction algorithm.

For the purpose of comparison, WSRec algorithm and basic Slope One algorithm are also implemented in our experiments. All three algorithms run on the same data set described in the above subsection. Other particular settings of WSRec algorithm are in accordance with reference [5]. For QoS attribute response time (RT) and throughput (TP), the comparisons on three algorithms are performed respectively. In the experiments, we repeated 100 times for each case of density and GN value, and reported the average NMAE metrics.

The experimental results (i.e. NMAEs) on QoS attribute response time (RT) are shown in Table 3. It is clear that our SASO algorithm can outperform WsRec and basic Slope One algorithm for most cases. When density=5\%, the basic Slope One can get the best result for the case of GN=5, but algorithm SASO (λ=1) overcomes other two algorithms for the remaining cases about GN. For the rest values (i.e. 10\% and 15\%) of density, algorithm SASO (λ=3) can achieve the lowest NMSE for nearly all cases except of density=15\% and GN=20. On the whole, SASO’s performance is better than those of WsRec and basic Slope One for almost all situations, especially λ=2 or 3.

The NMAE values of three algorithms on QoS attribute throughput (TP) are shown in Table 4. It is not hard to find our algorithm SASO (λ=3) has obvious improvement both for WsRec and basic Slope One, except of the case of density=15\% and GN=20. With regard to SASO algorithm itself, the predication error of SASO reduces with the increase of λ value. When λ reaches to 2, algorithm SASO outperforms other two algorithms in most conditions.

According to the above experimental analysis, we can reasonably draw a conclusion that our SASO algorithm is a better choice than WsRec and basic Slope One for service’s QoS prediction, especially when the data density of user-service record matrix is low.

4.3 Filling pattern analysis

As we stated earlier, the advantage of Slope One-based method is mainly for the sparse training data. However, Pearson correlation-based method will exhibit its merit with the increase of data density. In the above experiments, we only used one way (i.e. our SASO algorithm) to fill the missing data in training matrix. How about the effect of missing value supplement with two kinds of approaches? Suppose the density of training matrix during the procedure of missing value supplement is $d'$ (obviously, $d' > d$), and the boundary point for switching filling approach is denoted as $\rho$. Here, we attempt to answer the above problem

\[^1\text{WS-DREAM data set, http://www.wsdream.net:8080/wsdream/}\]
by using a two-stage filling strategy: SASO algorithm can be used for filling data when the matrix is relative sparse (i.e. \( d' \leq \rho \)). Once training matrix reaches to a certain degree of density (i.e. \( d' > \rho \)), we used Pearson correlation-based method to supply the missing values.

In order to validate the effect of the above two-stage filling pattern, the training matrices with different \( \rho \) are prepared for SASO prediction algorithm. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3-6. On the whole, the two-stage filling strategy has certain improvement for some situations, but it is not so obvious. Specifically speaking, for the case of density=5%, the optimal boundary point is \( \rho = 0.4 \) for QoS attribute response time (TR). The NMAE value gradually declines when \( \rho \) is lower than 0.4. Instead, when \( \rho \) exceeds the best point 0.4, prediction error will slowly climb with the increase of \( \rho \)'s value. On the second attribute throughput (TP), the trend of NMAE’s change is relatively simple, that is, the error descends with the increase of value of boundary point (\( \rho \)).

For the second case density=10%, the change trends of prediction error for two QoS attributes are highly consistent. From the overall point of view, NMAE basically decreases along with the growth of \( \rho \)'s value. However, NMAE has a little drop at the point of \( \rho =0.7 \). As a consequence, the best boundary point for this case is 0.7.

While considering the last case (i.e. density=15%), the change trend of prediction error for attribute RT is very similar to the second case of this attribute, just the current fluctuation is too small. There is an exceptional case for attribute TP when \( \rho =0.2 \), the corresponding NMAE value is suddenly low. Meanwhile, the prediction error value has a relatively high value at point \( \rho =0.3 \). Subsequently, it has a small reduction at first and then gradually takes off. The optimal boundary point in this case can be considered as 0.5 for most situations.

On the whole, we can argue that the two-stage filling strategy has a small improvement w.r.t prediction error. Considering the selection of boundary point, the value in the domain from 0.5 to 0.7 is worth considering in practice.

## 5 Related work

From the perspective of service users, how to select a suitable service is a critical step to build a reliable software system. In general, service selection is mainly in accordance with the property of QoS. Accordingly, QoS prediction for Web services has caused widespread attention in the field of service computing.

As we mentioned earlier, Pearson correlation-based algorithms are the mainstream strategies to treat such problem at current stage. Shao et al. [4] firstly attempted to use Pearson similarity-based collaborative filtering to provide the QoS value of a specific Web service. But their experiments are performed on a data set in small scale, and the error analysis is not so sufficient. Subsequently, Zheng et al. [5] firstly collected plenty of QoS records from different service users via a monitoring platform Planet-lab\(^2\). Then, they combined user-based and item-based CF together to form a comprehensive algorithm (i.e. WsRec) for service’s QoS prediction. Their WsRec exhibits better performance than the single user-based or item-based prediction algorithm.

Recently, some improvements on Pearson correlation-based algorithm have been proposed. Liu’s research group presented a personalized hybrid collaborative filtering (PHCF) algorithm by considering the personal information about service user [7]. However, it is not so easy to obtain such personal information, so the application of their method is limited. Reference [15] adopted an improved similarity measure for Web service similarity computation, and the corresponding normal recovery collaborative filtering (NRCF) was proposed for personalized Web service recommendation. In essence, it is only a minor modify

\(^2\)http://www.planet-lab.org
Table 4: Experimental results (NMAEs) for the algorithm Slope One, WsRec and SASO for the QoS attribute TP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>d=5%</th>
<th>d=10%</th>
<th>d=15%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope One</td>
<td>GN=5</td>
<td>GN=10</td>
<td>GN=20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5115</td>
<td>0.5083</td>
<td>0.5054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WsRec</td>
<td>0.5326</td>
<td>0.5245</td>
<td>0.5195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASO</td>
<td>λ=1</td>
<td>0.5050</td>
<td>0.5007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λ=2</td>
<td>0.5027</td>
<td>0.4967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>λ=3</td>
<td>0.5015</td>
<td>0.4946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4701</td>
<td>0.4620</td>
<td>0.4533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4567</td>
<td>0.4502</td>
<td>0.4426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the similarity measure for the WsRec prediction framework. In addition, Shi et al. [16] presented a linear regression prediction algorithm for Web service’s QoS based on clustering user in respect to location and network condition. It is not hard to find that the distance between users plays a significant role for prediction precision, however, which is not easily measured in practice.

Of course, there are also some Slope One-based methods for service’s QoS prediction. Reference [6] presented a personalized context-aware QoS prediction algorithm based on the Slope One approach. In this work, the basic Slope One algorithm is used for prediction, but it has been validated to be not very precise in our experiments. Then, Li et al. [17] utilized an enhanced Slope One method called Bi-Polar Slope One to predict the ratings of Web services. On the one hand, their approach mainly aims at the rating prediction problem. On the other hand, Bi-Polar phenomenon maybe exists in the data set in rating style, but not obvious in QoS data (i.e. the continuous data type).

With regard to the combination of Slope One and Pearson similarity, the preliminary researches in [18] and [19] have contributed an incipient idea for blending them together. However, the above works merely provide a primitive form of similarity-aware Slope One prediction algorithm, that is, the case of \( \lambda=1 \) in our work. As shown in our experimental results, this basic form without weight adjustment is not very effective for QoS prediction problem. At the same time, the experimental analysis and discussion are very limited in their work. Besides the weight adjustment strategy illustrated in formula (7), here, a more important strategy named SPC-based smoothing is also proposed to reduce prediction error.

6 Conclusion

With the widespread application of service computing, Web services have been viewed as a prevalent form of components for building software on the Web. In order to ensure the reliability and trustworthy of the composite software system, users generally are very concerned about the quality of service. Unfortunately, the QoS metrics of some services can not be provided due to the actual situation. Therefore, how to predicate QoS of Web service becomes a valuable task in the field of service engineering.

In the paper, we introduce the Pearson similarity between Web services into Slope One collaborative filtering for solving QoS prediction problem. Instead of assigning the identical weight to each service, we adjust Pearson similarity as a weight for differentiating the deviation between services. In order to improve the prediction accuracy, a SPC-based smoothing is presented for correcting the exceptional data. In the empirical aspects, besides our approach, the basic Slope One and the well-known WsRec algorithm are also implemented. Meanwhile, the comparative analysis is also performed on the public published data set. The experimental results indicate that our hybrid algorithm (SASO) outperforms other two methods in the term of prediction precision. The SPC-based smoothing strategy can effectively handle the noise data so as to reduce prediction error. Furthermore, an additional strategy called two-stage filling is studied, and the appropriate boundary point for transforming filling methods is also suggested here.

The practice of SASO algorithm is obvious, it can guide users to pick out desired services from cloud platform. At the same time, this algorithm can also be used in the field of E-commerce to help consumers choose goods. Of course, although our approach achieves some promising results at present, there are still quite a few complicated issues should be further investigated. For instance, the QoS prediction for Web services from the dynamic perspective [20], as well as the service quality prediction in the environment of mobile computing. In addition, to find more effective data filling algorithm for training data is an interesting research direction.
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Figure 3: The NMAEs on attribute RT for different boundary points ($\lambda=2$).

Figure 4: The NMAEs on attribute RT for different boundary points ($\lambda=3$).

Figure 5: The NMAEs on attribute TP for different boundary points ($\lambda=2$).

Figure 6: The NMAEs on attribute TP for different boundary points ($\lambda=3$).
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Cloud computing is a recently developed technology for complex systems with services sharing among various registered users. Therefore, proper mutual authentication is needed between users and cloud server prior to avail the services provided by cloud servers. Recently, Hao et al. [26] proposed time-bound ticket-based mutual authentication scheme for cloud computing. However, this paper shows that their scheme is vulnerable to Denial-of-Service attack and insecure password change phase. Besides, enhanced scheme is proposed to overcome these security pitfalls. Moreover, performance comparison of both the schemes proves that the enhanced scheme is more efficient in comparison with Hao et al.’s scheme.

Povzetek: V tem članku je predlagana okrepljena shema medsebojne avtentifikacije aplikacij v oblaku, ki odpravi nekatere varnostne slabosti.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm and got wide popularity from both industries as well as academia since 2007. It is employed because of its powerful computing and storage capabilities necessary in a distributed environment [1]. Its attractive characteristics include on-demand self-service, measured service, location independent resource pooling, ubiquitous network access and rapid elasticity. Three types of service offered by cloud computing are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Several firms like Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM and Yahoo are the ancestors that offer services for Internet users. Some more firms like Facebook, Salesforce, Myspace, Youtube, etc. are also started offering cloud computing services.

Users who are acquainted to use Internet can avail the computing resources, storage space and software services as per their demands to solve their problems. Further, users can also store their data in cloud servers and the same can be accessed from anywhere over the Internet on-demand. This offers great flexibility for remote users.

Although, it provides a number of advantages such as cost reduction, dynamic resource provisioning, increased flexibility, low capital expenditures and time saving for new service deployment. However, still it is not matured enough to preserve data confidentiality as well as integrity. Many security issues, like data security either in store form or transmission form, application security, monitoring and metering need to be addressed and so on. Number of security issues have been discussed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and few research works address the security issues [7, 8, 9, 10].

One of the primary security needs is user authentication. Several authentication schemes have been proposed in the literature but most widely used one is password based authentication scheme [11, 12, 13, 14]. However, single factor password based authentication is not secure enough in the present scenario. Two factor authentication is a better option using password as one and smart card as other factor. Smart card is a tamper resistant integrated circuit card with memory to store personal information and a processor capable of performing computations [15].

In this context, many password based smart card authentication schemes have been proposed in order to avoid the use of the verification tables [16, 17, 18, 19]. Subsequently, authentication based on smart card has been employed continuously in several applications like healthcare [20], key exchange in IPTV broadcasting [21, 22], wireless networks...
[23], authentication in multi-server environment [24], wireless sensor networks [25] and many more.

1.1 Contribution of this Paper

Cloud servers authenticate the remote users prior to offer any services to them. Recently, Hao et al. [26] proposed time-bound ticket-based mutual authentication scheme for cloud computing. It is claimed that the scheme resists lost smart card attacks, offline password guessing attack, lost ticket attack, masquerade attack and replay attack. In addition, it provides mutual authentication and secure session key generation. This paper shows vulnerabilities of Hao et al.’s scheme, i.e. vulnerable to Denial-of-Service attack and insecure password change phase. To resist these weaknesses, this paper proposes an enhancement to Hao et al.’s scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives review of Hao et al.’s scheme. Security pitfalls of Hao et al.’s scheme is shown in section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed enhanced mutual authentication scheme. An in-depth security analysis and performance comparison is discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Review of Hao et al.’s Scheme

This section describes Hao et al.’s time-bound ticket-based mutual authentication scheme for cloud computing [26] (see Figure 1). The scheme consists of four phases: Registration phase, Verification request phase, Mutual authentication phase and Password change phase. The notations used throughout this paper are summarized in Table 1.

![Table 1: Notations used in this paper](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Their meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$U_i$</td>
<td>Remote user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ID_i$</td>
<td>Identity of $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PW_i$</td>
<td>Password chosen by $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Cloud server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_a$</td>
<td>Attacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PW_a$</td>
<td>Password chosen by $U_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Number of digital tickets needed by $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T^{(j)}_i$</td>
<td>$j^{th}$ ticket of $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$TID^{(j)}_i$</td>
<td>$j^{th}$ ticket ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$VP^{(j)}_i$</td>
<td>Valid period of $T^{(j)}_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1,k_2$</td>
<td>Two long term secret keys of $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Cryptographic hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_k(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Keystream hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\parallel$</td>
<td>Concatenation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\oplus$</td>
<td>Bitwise XOR operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_u$</td>
<td>Random nonce generated by $U_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_s$</td>
<td>Random nonce generated by $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_a$</td>
<td>Random nonce generated by $U_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_e/K_a$</td>
<td>Shared session key between $U_i$ and $S$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Registration Phase

This phase is invoked when a new user registers with the cloud server. The cloud server issues ‘$t$’ tickets, in which each ticket can be used only once. In this phase, $U_i$ selects $ID_i$, $PW_i$ and a random number $b$, computes $IPB_i = H(ID_i \parallel H(PW_i \oplus b))$ and submits $\{ID_i, IPB_i, t\}$ to $S$ over a secure channel, where ‘$t$’ is the number of digital tickets needed by $U_i$.

Upon receiving the registration request and ticket fee from $U_i$, $S$ generates $t$ tickets for $U_i$, $j^{th}$ ticket of $U_i$ and its validity is represented as $\{(TID^{(j)}_i, VP^{(j)}_i), j = 1, 2, \ldots, t\}$. $S$ computes

$$W_i = IPB_i \oplus H(ID_i, K_1)$$

$$\alpha_i^{(j)} = H_{K_2}(ID_i \parallel TID^{(j)}_i \parallel VP^{(j)}_i)$$

$$\beta_i^{(j)} = \alpha_i^{(j)} \oplus IPB_i$$

$T^{(j)}_i$ has two parts,

$$T^{(j)}_i = (T^{(j1)}_i, T^{(j2)}_i)$$

in which

$$T^{(j1)}_i = (TID^{(j)}_i, VP^{(j)}_i)$$

$$T^{(j2)}_i = \beta_i^{(j)}$$

$S$ also computes $Z_i = H_{K_3}(ID_i) \oplus IPB_i$ and issues a smart card to $U_i$ by storing $\{ID_i, t, W_i, Z_i, T^{(j)}_i\}$ into smart card memory over secure channel. After receiving, $U_i$ stores $b$ into smart card memory.

2.2 Verification Request Phase

As $U_i$ receives $t$ tickets, these tickets can be used to perform data verification at most $t$ times. Suppose, for $k^{th}$ verification request, $U_i$ inserts the smart card to the card reader and keys in $ID_i$ and $PW_i$. The smart card generates a nonce $r_u$ and computes

$$IPB_i = H(ID_i \parallel H(PW_i \oplus b))$$

$$H_i = W_i \oplus IPB_i$$

$$C_i = r_u \oplus H_i$$

$$C_2 = H(r_u) \oplus T^{(k)}_i \oplus IPB_i$$

$U_i$ sends the verification request $\{ID_i, T^{(k)}_i, C_1, C_2\}$ to $S$ in order to pass the mutual authentication phase.

2.3 Mutual Authentication Phase

Once the verification request has been received, $S$ first checks the validity of $ID_i$ to accept/reject the verification request. $S$ rejects the request when it finds invalidity otherwise checks whether $TID^{(k)}_i$ is on the bulletin board or not. If it’s on the bulletin board, $S$ rejects $U_i$’s request and terminates the process. $S$ checks whether the current date is within the range of $VP^{(k)}_i$ or not. If not, $S$ rejects $U_i$’s request and terminates the process.

If all these conditions hold, $S$ computes

$$D_0 = H(ID_i, K_1)$$
Figure 1: Hao et al.’s Scheme

2.4 Password Change Phase
This phase is invoked when $U_i$ wants to change the password. $U_i$ inserts the smart card to the card reader and keys the credentials such as $ID_i$, $PW_i$. The smart card generates a nonce $r_u$ and computes $\text{IPB}_i = H(ID_i, PW_i + b)$

$$C_1 = r_u \oplus W_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i$$

$$C_2 = H(r_u) \oplus Z_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i$$

The smart card sends $\{\text{update}, ID_i, C_1, C_2\}$ to $S$, in which, \text{update} denotes that it's a password change request. After receiving, $S$ checks the validity of $ID_i$ to accept/reject the request. If it is invalid, then $S$ rejects the request otherwise computes

$$D_1 = C_1 \oplus H(ID_i, K_1)$$

$$D_2 = H(D_1) \oplus C_2$$

$S$ computes $H_{K_2}(ID_i \parallel TID_i^{(k)} \parallel VP_i^{(k)})$ and checks whether it is equal to $D_2$ or not. If true, $S$ generates a random nonce $r_s$, computes $C_3 = D_0 \oplus r_s$, $C_4 = H(r_u, r_s)$ and sends the message $\{C_3, C_4\}$ to $U_i$. $S$ also computes $K_s = H(D_0, r_u \parallel r_s)$ as the session key.

After getting the message $\{C_3, C_4\}$ from $S$, $U_i$ computes $D_3 = C_3 \oplus H_1$ and compares $H(r_u, D_3)$ with $C_4$. If true, $U_i$ authenticates $S$ successfully otherwise terminates the session. Subsequently, $U_i$ computes $K_s = H(H_1, r_u \parallel r_s)$. Both parties agree upon the common session key $K_s = H(H_1, r_u \parallel r_s) = H(H(ID_i, K_1), r_u \parallel r_s) = K_s$.

3 Weakness in Hao et al.’s Scheme
This section provides security flaws in Hao et al.’s scheme. They are (a) exposed to Denial-of-Service attack due to lack of early wrong password detection prior to verification request creation and (b) inefficient password change phase. It is assumed that the attacker $U_a$ is able to intercept all the messages exchanged between $U_i$ and $S$. 

---

$D_1 = C_1 \oplus H(ID_i, K_1)$

$D_2 = H(D_1) \oplus C_2$

$S$ computes $H_{K_2}(ID_i)$ and checks whether it is equal to $D_2$ or not. If true, $S$ generates a random nonce $r_s$, computes $C_3 = H(ID_i, K_1) \oplus r_s$, $C_4 = H(r_u, r_s)$ and sends the message $\{C_3, C_4\}$ to $U_i$. Upon receiving the message $\{C_3, C_4\}$, smart card computes $D_3 = C_3 \oplus W_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i$ and compares $H(r_u, D_3)$ with $C_4$. If true, $U_i$ authenticates $S$ successfully otherwise terminates the session. Subsequently, smart card prompts $U_i$ to enter a new password $PW_i^{\text{new}}$. Then, smart card computes

$$\text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}} = H(ID_i \parallel H(PW_i^{\text{new}} + b))$$

$$W_i^{\text{new}} = W_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}}$$

$$Z_i^{\text{new}} = Z_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}} = H_{K_2}(ID_i) \oplus \text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}}$$

The smart card updates $T_i^{(j+1)}$ to $T_i^{(j+2)} \oplus \text{IPB}_i \oplus \text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}}$ for all remaining tickets which yields $\alpha_i^{(j)} \oplus \text{IPB}_i^{\text{new}}$. 

---
3.1 Denial-of-Service Attack

To check whether or not the requested user is a legitimate bearer of smart card, entered password must be verified at the smart card level before login request creation [27]. In this scheme, if $U_a$ gets $U_i$’s smart card by any means, he or she can create invalid login request by entering wrong password which is verified only at the cloud server side not at the user side.

Assume, $U_a$ gets/steals $U_i$’s smart card, inserts the smart card into the card reader and enters the wrong password $PW_a$ as well as $ID_a$. Smart card creates an invalid login request without verifying the correctness of entered password or identifier. The smart card generates a nonce $r_a$ and computes

$$IPB_a = H(ID_a \parallel H(PW_a \oplus b))$$

$$H_a = W_i \oplus IPB_a = IPB_i \oplus H(ID_i, K_{1i}) \oplus IPB_a$$

$$C_{1a} = r_a \oplus H_a = r_a \oplus IPB_i \oplus H(ID_i, K_{1i}) \oplus IPB_a$$

$$C_{2a} = H(r_a) \oplus T_{i}^{(k2)} \oplus IPB_a$$

$U_a$ sends the verification request $\{ID_i, T_{i}^{(k1)}, C_{1a}, C_{2a}\}$ to $S$. This request fails to pass the authentication phase at the cloud server side. As a result, load on $S$ increases which leads to Denial-of-Service attack. To overcome this attack, both password and identifier must be verified at the user side prior to compute verification request.

3.2 Insecure Password Change Phase

Communication is needed between $S$ and $U_i$ during the password change phase. Password change at the user side without interacting with $S$ strengthens the security and reduces the load on $S$. Further, password change phase leads to Denial-of-Service attack because of non existence of earlier password as well as identifier verification before the update request creation [27].

4 Proposed Enhanced Mutual Authentication Scheme

This section describes proposed enhanced mutual authentication scheme over Hao et al.’s scheme (see Figure 2). The scheme consists of four phases: Registration phase, Verification request phase, Mutual authentication phase and Password change phase. The details of these phases are as follows:

4.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, $U_i$ selects $ID_i$, $PW_i$ and a random number $b$, computes $H(PW_i \oplus b)$ and submits $\{ID_i, H(PW_i \oplus b), t\}$ to $S$ over a secure channel, where ‘$t$’ is the number of digital tickets needed by $U_i$. Upon receiving the registration request and ticket fee from $U_i$, $S$ generates $t$ tickets for $U_i$, $j^{th}$ ticket of $U_i$ and its validity is represented as $\{TID_{i}^{(j)}, VP_{i}^{(j)}\}, j = 1, 2, \ldots, t$. $S$ computes

$$W_i = H(ID_i \parallel H(PW_i \oplus b))$$

$$X_{i}^{(j)} = H_x(ID_i \parallel TID_{i}^{(j)} \parallel VP_{i}^{(j)} \oplus H(ID_i, x)$$

where ‘$x$’ is long term secret key of $S$, $T_{i}^{(j)}$ has two parts,

$$T_{i}^{(j)} = (T_{i}^{(j1)}, T_{i}^{(j2)})$$

in which

$$T_{i}^{(j1)} = (TID_{i}^{(j)}, VP_{i}^{(j)})$$

$$T_{i}^{(j2)} = X_{i}^{(j)}$$

$S$ issues a smart card over secure channel to $U_i$ by storing $\{ID_i, t, W_i, T_{i}^{(j)}\}$ into smart card memory. After receiving, $U_i$ stores $b$ into smart card memory.

4.2 Verification Request Phase

As $U_i$ receives $t$ tickets, these tickets can be used to perform data verification at most $t$ times. Assume for $k^{th}$ verification request, $U_i$ inserts the smart card to the card reader and keys the credentials, $ID'_i$ and $PW'_i$. The smart card computes $W'_i = H(ID'_i \parallel H(PW'_i \oplus b))$ and compares it with the stored $W_i$. If true, $U_i$ is the valid owner of smart card.

The smart card generates a nonce $r_u$ and computes

$$Y_i = H_{x^{(k2)}}(T_{i}^{(k1)} \parallel r_u). U_i sends$$

the verification request $\{ID_i, T_{i}^{(k1)}, Y_i, r_u\}$ to $S$.

4.3 Mutual Authentication Phase

Upon receiving the verification request $\{ID_i, T_{i}^{(k1)}, Y_i, r_u\}$; $S$ first checks the validity of $ID_i$ to accept/reject the verification request. $S$ rejects the request when it finds invalidity otherwise checks whether $TID_{i}^{(k)}$ is on the bulletin board or not. If it’s on the bulletin board, $S$ rejects $U_i$’s request and terminates the process. $S$ checks whether the current date is within the range of $VP_{i}^{(k)}$ or not. If not, $S$ rejects $U_i$’s request and terminates the process.

If all these conditions hold, $S$ computes $X_{i}^{(k)} = H_x(ID_i \parallel TID_{i}^{(k)} \parallel VP_{i}^{(k)} \oplus H(ID_i, x)$. $S$ computes $Y'_i = H_{X_{i}^{(k)}}(X_{i}^{(k)} \parallel r_u)$ and checks whether it is equal to received $Y_i$ or not. If true, $S$ authenticates $U_i$ otherwise rejects the request. $S$ generates a random nonce $r_s$, computes $Z_i = H_{X_{i}^{(s)}}(r_u \parallel r_a \parallel X_{i}^{(k)})$ and sends the message $\{ID_i, Z_i, r_s\}$ to $U_i$. $S$ also computes $K_s = H(ID_i \parallel r_u \parallel r_s \parallel X_{i}^{(k)})$ as the session key.

After getting the message $\{ID_i, Z_i, r_s\}$ from $S$, $U_i$ computes $Z'_i = H_{X_{i}^{(s2)}}(r_u \parallel r_a \parallel T_{i}^{(k2)})$ and compares it with the received $Z_i$. If true, $U_i$ authenticates $S$ successfully otherwise terminates the session. Subsequently, $U_i$ computes $K_s = H(ID_i \parallel r_u \parallel r_s \parallel T_{i}^{(k2)})$. Both parties agree upon the common session key $K_s = H(ID_i \parallel r_u \parallel r_s \parallel T_{i}^{(k2)}) = H(ID_i \parallel r_s \parallel X_{i}^{(k)}) = K_s$. 

4.4 Password Change Phase

As $U_i$ changes password, it sends the new password $PW'_i$ to the smart card along with the identifier $ID'_i$ to the smart card on the secure channel. Smart card generates $W'_i$ and compares it with the stored $W_i$. If equal, $S$ sends back the ticket $T_{i}^{(k2)}$. Otherwise, $S$ terminates the session.
4.4 Password Change Phase

This phase is invoked when $U_i$ wants to change the password. $U_i$ inserts the smart card to the card reader and keys the credentials such as $ID'_i$ and $PW'_i$. The smart card computes
\[ W'_i = H(ID'_i || H(PW'_i \oplus b)) \]
and compares it with the stored $W_i$. If true, $U_i$ is the legitimate bearer of smart card.

Subsequently, smart card prompts $U_i$ to enter a new password $PW_{new}$. Then, smart card computes
\[ W_{new} = H(ID_i || H(PW_{new} \oplus b)) \]
The smart card updates $W_i$ to $W_{new}$ in the smart card memory.

5 Security Analysis and Performance Comparison

This section discusses security analysis of the proposed enhanced mutual authentication scheme and provides performance analysis in comparison with Hao et al.'s scheme.

5.1 Impersonation Attack

Suppose, $U_a$ has complete hold on the insecure communication channel and can intercept all the communicating messages transmitted between $U_i$ and $S$. $U_a$ is unable to create a forged verification request as the value of $T_i^{(k)2}$ is needed to compute fake $Y_i$. Further, it is not possible to get $T_i^{(k)2}$ from intercepted $T_i^{(k)1}$ without knowing ‘$x$’, long term secret key of $S$. Moreover, without the information about $T_i^{(k)2}$, $U_a$ cannot masquerade as a legitimate $S$. Hence, $U_a$ is unable to forge the verification request to impersonate a valid $U_i$ or forge the response message to impersonate a legitimate $S$.

5.2 Password Guessing Attack

One of the most important features provided by any authentication scheme is the security of passwords of users. The scheme must be structured in such a way that no one can guess the password. In the proposed scheme, password is used only in the card holder verification. It is not used in the calculation of any of the verification request parameters. Hence, there is no chance of offline password guessing attack. To resist online password guessing attack, the number of attempts made by user can be limited to some fixed value.

5.3 Replay Attack

An adversary may try to act as an authentic user by resending previously intercepted messages. This scheme uses unique ticket ID $TID_i$ and random nonces $r_u$ and $r_s$ which are different from session to session. As a consequence, $U_a$ cannot enter the system by resending previously transmitted messages to impersonate legal $U_i$.

Assume that the intercepted verification request
\( \{ID_i, T_i^{(k)}\}, Y_i, r_u \) is replayed to pass the mutual authentication phase. Upon receiving the verification request, \( S \) first checks the validity of \( ID_i \) and then checks whether \( TID_i^{(k)} \) is on the bulletin board or not. Obviously, \( S \) will find that \( TID_i^{(k)} \) is on the bulletin board. \( S \) rejects the service request and terminates the process.

### 5.4 Reflection and Parallel Session Attack

To resist reflection and parallel session attacks, the given scheme employs asymmetric structure of communicating messages, i.e., \( \{ID_i, T_i^{(k)}1, Y_i, r_u\} \) and \( \{ID_i, Z_i, r_u\} \).

There is no symmetry in the values of \( Y_i = H_{\epsilon^{(k)}2}(T_i^{(k)2} \parallel r_u) \) and \( Z_i = H_{X_i^{(k)}}(r_u \parallel r_u \parallel X_i^{(k)}) \). Hence, \( U_u \) is unable to launch parallel session attack by replaying cloud server response message as the user verification request or reflection attack by resending user verification request as the cloud server response message.

### 5.5 Privileged Insider Attack

For remembrance, many users employ same password to access different servers. Nevertheless, a privileged insider of server can get this password and then try to utilize it for personal benefit. In the given scheme, \( U_i \) sends \( H(PW_i \parallel b) \) to \( S \) instead of \( PW_i \) to resist privileged insider attack. Hence, this scheme provides security against privileged insider attack.

### 5.6 Valid Period Extending Attack

In the proposed scheme, no one can use the ticket after the expiration date. It helps to control the database growth maintained by \( S \). Let us suppose, \( U_i \) wants to reuse the \( k^{th} \) ticket \( T_i^{(k)} \). \( U_i \) changes \( VP_i^{(k)} \) to \( VP_i^{(k')} \) (by including the current date) and sends \( \{ID_i, T_i^{(k')1}, Y_i, r_u\} \) to \( S \).

Once received, \( S \) computes \( X_i^{(k')} = H_x(ID_i \parallel TID_i^{(k')} \parallel VP_i^{(k')} \parallel H(ID_i, x) \). Obviously, \( S \) finds \( Y_i' = H_{X_i^{(k')}}(X_i^{(k')} \parallel r_u) \neq Y_i \) and rejects the request. Hence, the enhanced scheme is able to prevent the user from extending the expiration date of any ticket.

### 5.7 Early Wrong Password Detection

To provide security against Denial-of-Service attack, identity of users must be verified at the user side prior to creation of verification request. The enhanced scheme verifies the entered password and identifier by comparing \( W_i \) with the stored \( W_i \) during the verification request phase. If \( U_i \) enters either password or identifier incorrect, the smart card prompt \( U_i \) to re-enter correct password as well as correct identifier. In addition, it is infeasible to guess correct identifier and password simultaneously by using stolen smart card. Hence, there is no chance for Denial-of-Service attack.

### 5.8 Efficient Password Change Phase

In the proposed scheme, \( U_i \) can choose and change the password without any support from \( S \). The smart card compares the computed \( W_i' \) with the stored \( W_i \) to verify the legitimacy of \( U_i \) before the update of new password. If it holds, smart card asks \( U_i \) to enter a new password \( PW_i^{(new)} \) computes \( W_i^{(new)} \) and updates \( W_i \) to \( W_i^{(new)} \) in the smart card memory. It eliminates the role of \( S \) during password change phase which diminishes burden on \( S \).

### 5.9 Performance Comparison

In order to measure the security in terms of possible attacks, proposed scheme is compared with Hao et al.’s scheme. From Table 2, it can be clearly seen that the proposed scheme is more secure in comparison with Hao et al.’s scheme. It includes early wrong password and wrong identifier detection which resists Denial-of-Service attack either during verification request phase or password change phase.

Table 3 shows comparative results for Hao et al.’s scheme and the proposed enhanced scheme in terms of computational complexity. In this table, \( t \) denotes the number of tickets issued to user \( U_i \), and \( r \) denotes the number of tickets remaining. From both the tables, it is clear that the proposed scheme is more efficient in comparison with Hao et al.’s scheme.

### 6 Conclusion

Nowadays, cloud has become one of the most popular business transaction platform. However, the growing security threat emerging due to the present security attacks obfuscates this powerful network. Weak authentication of responses and requests allows the attackers to compromise the cloud infrastructure. Hence, authentication of both the users and the cloud servers is a vital issue. To address this aforementioned issue, Hao et al. [26] proposed time-bound ticket-based mutual authentication scheme for cloud computing.

This paper pointed out that Hao et al.’s scheme is inadequate to provide security against Denial-of-Service attack. Further, password change phase is also insecure. To overcome these security flaws, this paper proposes an enhanced scheme over Hao et al.’s scheme. The enhanced scheme inherits all the merits of Hao et al.’s scheme and resists the identified security attacks. In addition, user can change and change the password securely without any assistance from the cloud server.
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Table 2: Comparison between proposed scheme and Hao et al.’s scheme in terms of security properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security Properties</th>
<th>Hao et al.’s Scheme</th>
<th>Proposed Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User is allowed to choose and change the password</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides mutual authentication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides secure session key generation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists replay attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists guessing attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists parallel session attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists reflection attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists privileged insider attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists valid period extending attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists impersonation attack</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resists Denial-of-Service attack</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free from cloud server involvement during password change</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides early wrong password detection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides early wrong identifier detection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison between proposed scheme and Hao et al.’s scheme in terms of computational complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentication Schemes</th>
<th>Name of Phases</th>
<th>No. of Hash Functions (H)</th>
<th>No. of Exclusive-or Operations (XOR)</th>
<th>Total No. of Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hao et al.’s Scheme</td>
<td>Registration Phase</td>
<td>(4 + t)</td>
<td>(3 + t)</td>
<td>(24 + t) H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verification Request Phase</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(27 + t + 2r) XOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutual Authentication Phase</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Password Change Phase</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(15 + 2r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Scheme</td>
<td>Registration Phase</td>
<td>(3 + t)</td>
<td>(1 + t)</td>
<td>(17 + t) H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verification Request Phase</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutual Authentication Phase</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Password Change Phase</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The dynamic nature of grid resources and the demands of users produce complexity in the grid scheduling problem that cannot be addressed by deterministic algorithms with polynomial complexity. One of the best methods for grid scheduling is the genetic algorithm (GA); the simple and parallel features of this algorithm make it applicable to several optimization problems. A GA searches the problem space globally and is unable to search locally. Therefore, scholars have investigated combining GAs with other meta-heuristic methods to resolve the local search problem. This is the focus of the present contribution, where we have developed a new hybrid scheduling algorithm GGA that combines GA and the gravitational emulation local search (GELS) algorithm. The noteworthy feature of the proposed optimal scheduler is that it decreases runtime and the number of submitted tasks whose deadlines are missed. A comparison of the performance of our proposed joint optimal scheduler to similar methods shows that it produces more optimal computation time.

1 Introduction

Grid computing has emerged as a new approach for solving large-scale problems in scientific, engineering, and commercial fields [1].

A deciding factor in grid computing design is the purpose for which it will be used. Design goals can be divided into three major groups: increasing the efficiency of an application, improving data access, and increasing and improving services. Grid systems can be classified according to these objectives as, respectively, grid computing systems, data grids, and service grids. Further, grid-computing systems can be classified into two main categories: distributed supercomputing and high-throughput grids [2].

Data grids provide a platform for assembling new databases from distributed data sources such as digital libraries or providers’ data warehouses. Although grid computing also needs to provide data services, the major difference between a data grid and grid computing is that the former provides a special platform to manage data storage and access for applications, while in grid
computing, the applications themselves must implement the storage management schema. An example use for data grids is data mining that gathers information from various sources. Two organizations that are working on developing large-scale data collections are the European data grid and Globus [2].

Systems in a service grid provide services that cannot be provided with a single machine [3]. Most research in grid computing falls under one of these classifications (data, computing, and service grids).

Among existing uses of grids, grid computing is the most prevalent. By utilizing the processing power of CPUs during their idle periods, grid computing can be several times faster than what a single computer can achieve today. Therefore, acceptable task scheduling for resources plays a crucial role in grids, especially when scheduling computing resources for tasks. The main goal of most schedulers is to find a balance between execution cost and the runtime for tasks. This means that given a deadline for completing execution, the running costs are kept low, or given a fixed cost for execution; the necessary time to perform the tasks will be minimized.

Generally, there are three methods for scheduling:

1. Manual scheduling. The user divides the tasks between different resources.
2. Application-mode scheduling. Applications perform the scheduling, with each application defining the resources, such as MPI programs, required for its execution. A list of machines that have MPI programs is given to the user at runtime.
3. Scheduling that is independent of applications, such as scheduling by a grid broker. This method is much more appropriate for grid scheduling. For task processing and task analysis, applications deliver their requirements to the broker, based on the quality of service required for their tasks.

We should note that the resources for grid task scheduling are distributed in various locations. One or more resources are selected for running a task, which is then sent to those resources. The grid scheduler has no ownership or control over resources. Rather, tasks are delivered to local resource managers (LRMs) for execution. After that, the LRMs control the running status and execution of the tasks they have received.

The first phase of grid task scheduling is resource discovery, which generates a list of potential resources. The second phase includes gathering information about these resources and choosing the best set of resources matching the application’s requirements. In the third phase, the task is executed, which involves file staging and cleanup [4].

Grid systems consist of heterogeneous resources, managerial systems, policies, and applications with different requirements. Since these resources are heterogeneous and distributed and are used in common, grid efficiency is highly dependent on an effective and efficient design for its scheduler. Grid scheduling is considered to be an NP-hard problem. Deterministic algorithms do not have the necessary efficiency for solving this problem. Therefore, much research has been directed toward heuristic methods. Most of these methods attempt to minimize makespan.

Many heuristic algorithms have recently been suggested for task scheduling in grid computing, including hierarchical stochastic Petri net schedulers (HSPNs) [5-8], genetic algorithms (GAs) [9], the group leaders’ optimization algorithm (GLOA) [10], simulated annealing (SA) [11], the queen bee method [12], and the tabu search (TS) [13] and others [29-36]. Among these, GAs provide the best heuristic method because they are inherently parallel and can search several aspects of a problem space simultaneously. Since the convergence of a GA is slow for global optimization and has been proved to be unstable in different implementations, the efficiency of GAs can be improved by combining them with other algorithms such as GPSo [14] that it combines GELS method with PSO.

This research combines a GA and the gravitational emulation local search (GELS) algorithm. GA’s are weak for local searches and strong for global searches. Conversely, GELS is a local search algorithm that imitates gravitational attraction and is therefore strong for local searches and weak for global searches. Combining the benefits of these two algorithms can solve the grid-scheduling problem. This paper presents a static scheduling algorithm for scheduling independent tasks in a grid system. “Static scheduling” means that all necessary data about tasks, resources, and the number of resources should be specified before execution. The advantage of static scheduling is that no overhead is exerted on the system. In addition to decreasing makespan, our proposed algorithm considers quality of service (QOS) to minimize the number of tasks that miss their deadlines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes previous related work and the intelligent GA and the GELS algorithm, respectively. Section 3 describes the task-scheduling problem. Section 4 presents our proposed algorithm in detail. Section 5 compares our proposed algorithm with several similar algorithms, and Section 6 presents our conclusions and future research directions.

2 Related Work

In the following Section, we provide an overview of Genetic algorithm and GELS algorithm and explain various methods, which describe different hybrid, and joint method that applied for scheduling in grid computing.

2.1 Genetic algorithms

GAs were first proposed in 1975 by John Holland et al. [15] at Michigan University. In optimization methods, a GA or optimization inspired by nature is considered to be the most natural evaluation method. A GA selects the most suitable strings from organized stochastic information that is searched and gathered by humans. In each generation, a new set of strings is produced based on artificial strings with the help of the most suitable bits...
and elements among the old elements. The new set is tested stochastically, and its strength or fitness level is evaluated. The general form of a GA is as follows:

![Genetic algorithm diagram](image)

**Figure 1: Genetic algorithm.**

### 2.2 Gravitational Emulation Local Search

In 1995, Voudouris and his colleagues [16] proposed the Guided Local Search (GLS) algorithm for searching in a search space with an NP-hard solution. In 2004, Webster [17] presented GLS as a strong algorithm, the GELS algorithm. GELS mimics gravitational attraction for searching within a search space. Each response has different neighbors that can be grouped based on problem-dependent criteria. The neighbors obtained in each neighbor group are called a *dimension*. A primary velocity is defined for each dimension, and a dimension with a greater primary velocity is more responsive for the problem. The GELS algorithm accounts for gravitational force in the responses in a search space through two methods. In the first method, a response is selected from the local neighbor space of the current response and the gravitational force between these two responses is calculated. In the second method, the gravitational force is calculated using all of the neighbor responses in a neighbor space of the current response rather than being limited to one response. GELS also implements movement into the search space with two methods. The first method allows movement from the current response toward the response to the current response in local neighbor spaces. The second method allows movement toward responses outside of the current response local neighbor spaces in addition to the neighbor responses of the current response. Each of these movement methods can be used in combination with each gravitation force calculation method, so that there are four models for the GELS algorithm.

In 2007, Blachandar [18] used the GELS algorithm to solve the Travelling Salesman Problem and compared it with other algorithms such as hill climbing and SA. The results showed that whenever the size of a problem is small, all algorithms perform roughly the same, but whenever the size of the problem is large, the GELS algorithm obtains better results than the other algorithms.

The algorithm begins with a primary response and a primary velocity vector that consists of a primary velocity specified by the user or randomly generated. After the primary velocity vector has been examined, the responsive dimension with the greatest primary velocity among the neighbor dimensions is selected for movement (select and obtain neighbor response).

The algorithm uses a pointer object that can move within the search space. This object always refers to the response with the most weight. In the first iteration of the algorithm using the first method, a dimension is selected for obtaining a neighbor response from the current response and a candidate response is selected from the local neighbor space of the current response in terms of this dimension. The gravitational force between the current and candidate responses is calculated and then added to the primary velocity of the dimension from which the candidate response was obtained. This is called the *updated primary velocity*. In the next iteration, the primary velocity vector is examined and a new movement direction is selected for continuing the response search. Each iteration of the algorithm using the second method is generally similar to the first method except that instead of calculating gravitational force and updating the primary velocity vector for just one candidate response in the current dimension, gravitational force is calculated and the primary velocity updated for each candidate response in the current dimension. In this algorithm, the gravitational force between two entities is calculated using Equation (1):

$$ f = \frac{G(CU - CA)}{R^2} $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where CA and CU are the candidate response and current response, respectively; G is the constant 6.672; and R is the neighbor radius of two parameters in the search space. R may be constant or can change intelligently in each iteration. The algorithm terminates when one of the following happens: either the primary velocity for all equal response dimensions (all elements of the primary velocity vector) are equal to zero or the maximum number of iterations of the algorithm has been reached [19].

Another parameter used in this algorithm is the maximum primary velocity. This parameter is the maximum value that can be used in the primary velocity vector. The primary velocity vector is used to select the movement direction for obtaining a neighbor, and this parameter prevents the move from increasing the primary velocity vector elements beyond a certain limit.

In [20], the authors tried to optimize the convergence speed of a GA with two changing points in the standard GA. After executing the crossover action, if the fitness value of the produced population is less than the average fitness or the best individual of the population, secondary preferential hybridization or mutation is also used after the primary mutation action.

Cruz-Chávez [21] proposed a hybrid genetic/annealing evolutionary algorithm for the independent task scheduling problem. The main purpose of this algorithm was to find the solution that minimizes the total runtime. GAs are weak for local searches, while SA is powerful for local searches. The authors combined these two methods to use both their abilities to search the problem space. The GA includes a stochastic population...
generator, an elitism selection operator, and mutations and crossovers with the help of SA. Based on the fitness function, the selection operator selects the best half of the chromosomes in the population, the crossover is performed, and new children are produced for the next generation. Using a crossover leads to complete searches of the problem space. The iteration operation used as a mutation produces an optimized population, and a better population is found during the SA searching iteration. This process is repeated for each generation. It should be noted that thermal simulation techniques are performed on populations of individuals who have been run off.

In [22], some modifications of GAs are proposed to improve scheduling efficiency. These changes consist of the combination of the greedy algorithms, modified critical path (MCP) [23] and duplication scheduling heuristic (DSH) [24], with a GA to minimize the start time for tasks until, in the end, makespan is minimized. The algorithm also uses idle processor time. The algorithm has two fitness functions. The first function searches for chromosomes with the shortest makespan and the second function are designed to find the most appropriate chromosomes with respect to load balance.

In [25], aGA is presented in which chaotic variables are used instead of random variables for chromosome production. This leads to a distribution of solutions over the entire search space and avoids local minima, so that the best solutions and productions are obtained in a shorter time.

In [26], aGA is combined with the hill-climbing algorithm to repair chromosomes. This work modifies invalid individuals in each generation until they become valid individuals in a new population.

In [27], the GELS algorithm is used for resource reservation and independent task scheduling, so that in the objective function, if one resource can’t execute a task within its specified deadline, the task is allocated to another resource for execution. Simulation results show that this algorithm decreases makespan compared to GAs. In previous methods, a decrease of the entire execution time was considered, while the number of tasks missing their deadlines and the load balance problem were not also considered. Our proposed algorithm tries to consider these three parameters simultaneously. Also, because a GA is weak in local searches, our proposed algorithm combines it with a local search algorithm to address this weakness. A combination of a GA and GELS is used because GELS searches the problem space well and finds better solutions compared to other local search algorithms such as hill-climbing and SA.

3 Scheduling Problem Description

The scheduling problem for independent tasks is an NP-hard problem that consists of N tasks and M machines. Each task should be considered to be processed by each of the M machines, so that the makespan is minimized. However, this only considers one of the QOS parameters, the time constraint, and ignores the cost. Therefore, we have introduced a deadline for every task such that each task should complete its execution before its deadline. Each task can be executed on only one resource and is not stopped before its execution is complete.

We use the expected time to compute the ETC matrix model described in [28]. Since our proposed scheduling algorithm is static, we assume that the expected execution time for each task j on each resource i has already been determined and has been set in the ETC matrix at ETC(i,j). Also, the ready time (Ready[j]) for each machine j indicates when j has finished its previous task. The makespan is equal to the maximum complete time Completion_Time(i,j)(Equation 2):

\[
\text{makespan} = \max(\text{Completion_Time}(i,j))
\]

\[\{1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq j \leq M\}\]

Completion_Time(i,j) is the time at which task i ends on resource j and is calculated according to Equation (3):

\[
\text{Completion Time}(i,j) = \text{Ready}[j] + \text{ETC}(i,j)
\]

The purpose of scheduling is to assign tasks to resources so that the final makespan and the number of tasks that miss their deadlines are minimized.

4 The Proposed Method (GGA)

The efficiency of genetic algorithms is highly dependent on how the chromosomes are represented. Here we use a simple method for representing chromosomes, in order to simplify the work of the crossover and mutation operators. Natural numbers are used for encoding the chromosomes. The numbers inside the genes are random numbers between 1 and M. The chromosome lengths are assumed to be task numbers. Figure 2 shows an example of the chromosome representation. For example, in the figure, task 4—or T4—executes on Resource 2.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
T1 & T2 & T4 & T3 \\
1 & 3 & 2 & 4 \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 2: Chromosome representation.

Initial Population: The initial population is created randomly. A source is selected randomly until the task being considered is executed on it. Each of the chromosomes produced is assumed to be a dimension of the problem (in fact, the problem’s dimensions are just the neighbouring solutions that are obtained by changing the current solution). An initial random velocity is given on how the chromosomes are represented. Here we use a simple method for representing chromosomes, in order to simplify the work of the crossover and mutation operators. Natural numbers are used for encoding the chromosomes. The numbers inside the genes are random numbers between 1 and M. The chromosome lengths are assumed to be task numbers. Figure 2 shows an example of the chromosome representation. For example, in the figure, task 4—or T4—executes on Resource 2.

First Fitness Function: The basic purpose of task scheduling is to minimize makespan. This is the total time required until all of the input tasks complete their execution. It should be noted that this time should always be less than or equal to the maximum deadline among all the tasks. In our proposed method for task scheduling, a solution is more appropriate if in addition to decreasing makespan, it minimizes the number of tasks that miss their deadlines. Equation (4) calculates the first fitness function for each chromosome:
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If missed their deadlines in chromosome ch, and MD is the maximum deadline for all tasks. As the equation shows, when the makespan and the number of tasks missing their deadlines are smaller, the fitness function value is greater, indicating the more promising chromosomes.

Second Fitness function: With respect to the basic purpose of task scheduling, minimizing makespan, several chromosomes may be found that have similar makespans but don’t all balance the load among their resources. Hence, the second fitness function considers this factor after obtaining solutions with similar makespans, to find the most appropriate solution with respect to load balance.

If the execution time for resource \( R_j \) is \( E\_time[R_j] \), the average execution time of all resources is as shown in Equation (5):

\[
\text{avg} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{num\_resources}} \text{E\_time[R_j]}}{\text{num\_resources}} 
\]  

(5)

where \( \text{num\_resources} \) is the number of resources. The load balance for resource \( i \), \( \text{Cpu\_LB}_i \), can then be calculated with Equation (6):

\[
\text{Cpu\_LB}_i = \frac{\text{makespan}}{\text{avg}} 
\]  

(6)

Equation (7) shows the second fitness function that considers the load balance:

\[
\text{Fit}_2(ch_i) = \frac{1}{\text{Cpu\_LB}_i} 
\]  

(7)

Select an Operation: Before the mutation and crossover operators apply, the selection phase is first executed. In our proposed algorithm, we use the GELS algorithm instead of traditional genetic operators such as tournament, elitism, etc. These operators provide the possibility of creating the best solutions in each generation, but the GELS algorithm is used to select solutions because one chromosome may not initially have a good fitness value but turn out to be better after the mutation and crossover operations. Using the GELS algorithm, the two chromosomes that have a greater primary velocity are selected.

Crossover Operator: Our proposed algorithm uses a two-point crossover operator. Two points are selected randomly from chromosomes from the previous phase. Then all of the genes within these two points of the first and second chromosomes are removed.

Mutation Operator: A point on each chromosome from the previous phase is randomly selected and then changed to a random number between 1 and M.

Force Calculation: After applying the crossover and mutation operations, the gravitational force between the primary chromosome and the produced chromosome are calculated as in Equation (8). Then the gravitational force is added to the velocity of that dimension. This leads to no copying in the candidate population, if the produced chromosomes have worse fitness values than the primary chromosomes.

\[
\text{Force} = 6.672 \times \frac{\text{Fit}_1(\text{Candidate\_ch}_i)}{\text{R}^2} - \frac{\text{Fit}_1(\text{Current\_ch}_j)}{\text{R}^2} 
\]  

(8)

Terminating Conditions: The algorithm terminates when the primary velocity is equal to zero for all dimensions or the maximum number of algorithm iterations has been reached.

Algorithm 1 shows the GGA pseudocode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 GGA Algorithm (pseudocode)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Tasks Populations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> Scheduled tasks based on Fit1 and Fit2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: Generate K chromosomes to initialize the population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Velocity_Vector[1..K]=Initial velocity for each Dimension();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: While (i&lt;=max_iteration and Velocity_Vector[...]!=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: /* select current_ch1 and current_ch2 such that the velocity is larger and generate two offspring, candidate_ch1 and candidate_ch2, by crossover and mutation*/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: If (Fit1(current_ch1) &gt; Fit1(current_ch2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_ch2=candidate_ch1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: If (Fit1(candidate_ch1) &gt; Fit1(current_ch2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>current_ch1=candidate_ch2;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Calculate gravitational force between candidate_ch1 and candidate_ch2 using Equation (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Update Velocity_Vector for each dimension by gravitational force of chromosome;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: }// end while</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: If many chromosomes with same Fit, exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Best chromosome using Fit_2;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Performance Evaluation

Here, we explain the experimental descriptions.

5.1 Experimental Results

The GGA algorithm was implemented using Java software running under the Win XP operating system on a 2.66GHZ CPU with 4GB RAM. In our proposed algorithm, we assumed that the crossover rate CR =0.98 and the mutation rate MR =0.05.

The contents of the primary velocity vector for the chromosomes were randomly assigned. The results of
simulations comparing GGA with the GELS, GA, and GSA algorithms are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

5.2 Experimental Results

Here, we have tested our work on various tasks; Generations and different fitness function orderly.

The diagram in Figure 3 shows a number of scheduled tasks ranging between 20 and 60 allocated to 20 resources using the comparison algorithms. As the figure shows, when the number of tasks increases, the makespan increases as well. The diagram shows that our proposed algorithm produces a smaller makespan than the other algorithms.

Figure 3: Comparison of make spans.

Figure 4 compares the algorithms for various numbers of iterations. It is clear that GGA, which is a combination of a globally searching GA and the local GELS algorithm, pays more attention to convergence velocity and optimization than the other algorithms, since unlike SA, the GELS algorithm doesn’t have an absolute probability state.

Figure 4: Comparison of evolutionary process for the different algorithms.

Figure 5 compares the algorithms with respect to the percentage of tasks that miss their deadlines. In this diagram, the fitness value is plotted against the rate of tasks missing deadlines. As the diagram shows, whenever the fitness value increases, the rate of tasks missing deadlines decreases. This means that the number of tasks missing deadlines decreases as a result of the completion of their makespan. The figure shows that fewer tasks miss their deadlines in the GGA algorithm than in the other algorithms.

Figure 5: Comparison of the average missed deadline ratios for different fitness function values and algorithms.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented an algorithm for solving the grid task scheduling problem through a combination of a GA, which is a global search algorithm, and the GELS algorithm, which searches locally. The algorithm aims at minimizing makespan as well as the number of tasks that miss their deadlines. Local search algorithms such as hill climbing and SA always move to the solutions that have a better fitness function value, and they search the problem space randomly. Although the GELS algorithm shares the special behaviour of greedy algorithms, it doesn’t always move directly to a solution with a better fitness function value but rather works by examining existing solutions. Although the GELS algorithm uses some random elements, it doesn’t always move among them in the same way, which is why it doesn’t stop with locally optimal solutions. By combining the advantages of the GELS algorithm and GAs, both the convergence velocity and the GA’s identification of an optimal response are improved. We compared our proposed algorithm to other algorithms, and our simulation results showed that GGA produces smaller makespans than the other algorithms and also minimizes the number of tasks that miss their deadlines.
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In this paper we present CroNER, a named entity recognition and classification system for Croatian language based on supervised sequence labeling with conditional random fields (CRF). We use a rich set of lexical and gazetteer-based features and different methods for enforcing document-level label consistency. Extensive evaluation shows that our method achieves state-of-the-art results (MUC F1 90.73%, Exact F1 87.42%) when compared to existing NERC systems for Croatian and other Slavic languages.

1 Introduction

Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) is a well-known natural language processing (NLP) and Information Extraction (IE) task. NERC aims to extract and classify all names (enamexes), temporal expressions (timexes), and numerical expressions (numexes) appearing in natural language texts. The classes of named entities typically extracted by NERC systems are names of people, organizations, and locations as well as dates, temporal expressions, monetary expressions, and percentages.

In this paper we present CroNER, a supervised NERC for the Croatian language. We use sequence labeling with conditional random fields (CRF) [13] to extract and classify named entities from newspaper text. We use a rich set of features, including lexical and gazetteer-based features, with many of them incorporating morphological and lexical peculiarities of the Croatian language. We implemented two different methods for document-level consistency of NE labels: postprocessing rules (hard consistency constraint) and a two-stage CRF (soft consistency constraint). Postprocessing rules are hand-crafted patterns designed to extract or re-label named entities omitted or misclassified by the CRF model. Two-stage CRF [12] aims to consolidate NE label predictions on document and corpus level by employing a second CRF model that uses features computed from the output of the first CRF model. We evaluate the performance of the system using standard MUC and Exact NERC evaluation schemes [19].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present related work on named entity extraction for Croatian and other Slavic languages. Section 3 discusses the details of corpus annotation. In Section 4 we thoroughly describe the feature set and the extensions used (rule-based postprocessing and two-stage CRF). Section 5 presents experimental setup and evaluation results. In Section 6 we conclude and outline future work.

2 Related work

Identifying references to named entities in text was recognized as one of the important subtasks of IE, and it has been a target of intense research for the last twenty years. The task was formalized at the Sixth Message Understanding Conference in 1995 [10]. There is a large body of NERC work for English [18, 17, 6, 12] and other major languages [7, 26, 4, 22]. Substantially less research has targeted Slavic (especially South Slavic) languages; NERC systems have been reported for Russian [23], Polish [21, 16], Czech [11], and Bulgarian [5, 9]. In [9] it was shown that CRF-based NERC with a rich set of features outperforms all other methods for Bulgarian, as well as other Slavic languages.

The rule-based system from [2], which uses a cascade of finite-state transducers, is the only reported work on NERC for Croatian language. In [15] a method for generating a morphological lexicon of organizational names was proposed, a valuable resource for morphologically rich languages. We used a similar approach to expand morphological lexica with inflectional forms of Croatian proper names, but we include first names, surnames, and toponyms in ad-
dition to organization names.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use supervised machine learning for named entity recognition and classification in Croatian language. Using a machine learning method, we avoid the need for specialized linguistic knowledge required to design a rule-based system. This way we also avoid the explicit modelling of complex dependencies between rules and their application order. We instead focus on designing a rich set of features and let the CRF algorithm uncover the dependencies between them.

3 Corpus annotation

The training and testing corpus consists of 591 news articles (about 310,000 tokens) from the Croatian newspaper *Vjesnik*, spanning years 1999 to 2009. The preprocessing of the corpus involved sentence splitting and tokenization. For annotation we used seven standard MUC-7 types: *Organization*, *Person*, *Location*, *Date*, *Time*, *Money*, and *Percent*. We also introduced five additional types: *Ethnic* (names of ethnic groups), *PersonPossessive* (possessive adjectives derived from person names), *Product* (names of branded products), *OrganizationAsLocation* (organization names used as metonyms for locations, as in “The entrance of the PBZ bank building”), and *LocationAsOrganization* (location names used as metonyms for organizations, as in “Zagreb has sent a demarche to Rome”).

The additional types were introduced for experimental reasons; in this work only the *Ethnic* tag was retained, while other additional tags were not used (i.e., the *Product* tag was discarded, while the remaining three subtype tags were mapped to the corresponding basic tags). Thus, in the end we trained our models using eight types of named entities.

The annotation guidelines we used are similar to MUC-7 guidelines, with some adjustments specifically for the Croatian language. The corpus was independently annotated by two independent annotators, while a third annotator resolved the disagreements. For annotation we used seven standard MUC-7 types: *Organization*, *Person*, *Location*, *Date*, *Time*, *Money*, and *Percent*. We also introduced five additional types: *Ethnic* (names of ethnic groups), *PersonPossessive* (possessive adjectives derived from person names), *Product* (names of branded products), *OrganizationAsLocation* (organization names used as metonyms for locations, as in “The entrance of the PBZ bank building”), and *LocationAsOrganization* (location names used as metonyms for organizations, as in “Zagreb has sent a demarche to Rome”).

The annotation guidelines we used are similar to MUC-7 guidelines, with some adjustments specifically for the Croatian language. The corpus was independently annotated by six annotators. To ensure high annotation quality, the annotators were first asked to independently annotate a calibration set of about 10,000 tokens. On this set, all the disagreements have been resolved by consensus, the borderslines were discussed, and the guidelines revised accordingly. Afterwards, each of the remaining documents was annotated by two independent annotators, while a third annotator resolved the disagreements. For annotating we used an in-house developed annotation tool.

The inter-annotator agreement (calculated in terms of MUC F1 and Exact F1 score and averaged over all pairs of annotators) is shown in Table 1. The inter-annotated was measured on a subset of about 10,000 tokens that was annotated by all six annotators. Notice that the overall quality of the annotations improved after resolving the disagreements, but – because each subset was resolved by a single annotator – we cannot objectively measure the resulting improvement in annotation quality.

### Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>F1 Exact</th>
<th>F1 MUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>98.05</td>
<td>98.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>97.19</td>
<td>97.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>96.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>93.95</td>
<td>94.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>91.95</td>
<td>94.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>89.35</td>
<td>93.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>71.47</td>
<td>85.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>67.55</td>
<td>71.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CroNER

CroNER is based on sequence labeling with CRF. We use the CRFsuite [20] implementation of CRF. At the token level, named entities are annotated according to the Begins-Inside-Outside (B-I-O) scheme, often used for sequence labeling tasks. Following is a description of the features used for sentence-level label prediction and the techniques for imposing document-level label consistency.

4.1 Sentence-level features

Most of the features can be characterized as lexical, gazetteer-based, or numerical. Some of the features were templated on a window of size two, both to the left and to the right of the current word. This means that that the feature vector for the current word consists of features for this word, two previous words, and two following words.

**Lexical features.** The following is the list of the lexical features used (templated features are indicated as such).

1. Word, lemma, stem, and POS tag (templated) – For lemmatization we use the morphological lexicon described in [25]. For stemming, we simply remove the word’s suffix after the last vowel (or the penultimate vowel, if the last letter is a vowel). Words shorter than 5 letters are not stemmed. For POS tagging, we use a statistical tagger with five basic tags.

2. Full and short shape of the word – describe the ordering of uppercased and lowercased letters in the word. For example, “Zagreb” has the shape “ULLLLL” and short shape “UL”, while “iPhone” has the shape “LULLLL” and short shape “LUL”.

3. Sentence start – indicates whether the token is the first token of the sentence.

4. Word ending – the suffix of the word taken from the last vowel till the end of the word (or the penultimate vowel, if the last letter of the word is a vowel).

5. Capitalization and uppercase (templated) – indicates whether the word is capitalized or entirely in uppercase (e.g., an acronym).
6. Acronym declension – indicates whether the word is a declension of an acronym (e.g., “HOO-om”, “HDZ-a”). Declension of acronyms in Croatian language follows predictable patterns [1].

7. Initials – indicates whether a token is an initial, i.e., a single uppercase letter followed by a period.

8. Cases – concatenation of all possible cases for the word, based on morpho-syntactic descriptors (MSDs) from the morphological lexicon. If the word has two or more MSDs with differing cases, we concatenate them in alphabetical order. We also add one Boolean feature for each individual case (isNominative, isGenitive, isDative, isAcusative, and isInstrumental).

9. Bigram features – concatenations of the previously described features computed for two consecutive tokens: word bigram, lemma bigram, POS bigram, shape bigram, and cases bigram.

10. Lemmas in window – all lemmas within a symmetric window of size 5 from the current token.

11. MSDs in window – all MSDs of the words within a symmetric window of size 5 from the current token.

Gazetteer-based features. Information about the presence of named entities from predefined gazetteers has been shown to be an important information for NERC [19]. We use several gazetteers: first names, surnames, ethnics, organizations, cities, streets, and countries gazetteers. The last four gazetteers have multi-word entries. The following is a list of gazetteer-based features.

1. Gazetteer match – indicates whether the lemma matches a gazetteer entry (used for gazetteers with single-word entries: names, surnames, and ethnics).

2. Starts gazetteer match – indicates whether there is any sequence of words starting with the current word that fully matches a gazetteer entry. E.g., in “usluge Zavoda za javno zdravstvo” (services of the Public Health Department), the word “Zavoda” would have this feature set to true because the organizations gazetteer contains “Zavod za javno zdravstvo”.

3. Stemmed gazetteer match – similar to the previous feature, but considers stems instead of lemmas. This feature is used only for the organizations gazetteer.

4. Gazetteer match length – the length (number of words) of the gazetteer entry whose first token matches the current token (e.g., for token “Zavod” in text “usluge Zavoda za javno zdravstvo”, the length would be 4).

5. Inside gazetteer match – indicates whether a word is inside the phrase that matches a gazetteer entry (e.g., true for tokens “za”, “javno”, and “zdravstvo” in organization entry “Zavod za javno zdravstvo”).

Both the text and the gazetteer entries were lemmatized before looking for matches. As gazetteers predominantly contain proper nouns, we needed to extend the morphological lexicon with the inflectional forms of proper names. We did this automatically with a set of rules following the paradigms for proper names declension [1]. We expanded both Croatian and foreign proper names.

Some simple preprocessing steps were applied for all gazetteers. All entries containing non-alphabetic characters were removed. We considered all words with more than 10% non-capitalized occurrences in the corpus to be common words and removed such entries. The rationale was to eliminate common word entries from the gazetteers in order to reduce the noise in the training set. For example, “Luka” is a very common personal name, but also a frequent common noun (port). Capitalization frequencies required for the above analysis were gathered from the Vjesnik corpus, a collection of 270,000 newspaper articles.

The major source of the Croatian names and surnames was the Croatian telephone directory. For English names, we used Stanford NER1 to extract names from the NYT corpus2 and Wikipedia. The compiled gazetteers for personal names and surnames contain 13,618 Croatian first names, 64,240 Croatian surnames, 70,488 foreign first names, and 228,134 foreign surnames. For locations we use three gazetteers – for streets, countries and cities. The street names (52,593 entries) were extracted from the Croatian telephone directory. Country names in Croatian (276 entries) were obtained from Wikipedia. The cities gazetteer (289,707 entries) was constructed using the telephone directory and internet sources. The organizations gazetteer (3035 entries) was created from several different sources, and includes names of institutions (e.g., Ministry of Science, Louvre), political parties (e.g., SDP, HDZ), international organizations (e.g., UNESCO, NATO), local and foreign companies, newspaper names, and sports teams. Finally, we compiled the ethnics gazetteer (940 entries) automatically from country names using the appropriate rules of Croatian grammar [1].

Numerical features. We used the following features to deal specifically with numbers (occurring in numexes and timexes):

1. Integer or decimal number – indicates whether the word is an integer or a decimal number;
2. Two/four digit integer – indicates whether the token is a two digit (useful for recognizing numexes) or a four digit integer (useful for recognizing years in dates);
3. Number followed by a period – indicates whether the token is an integer followed by a period (a good clue for dates and currencies);
4. Currency – indicates whether a token is a currency marker (e.g., “$” or “EUR”). We compiled a currency gazetteer that includes all major world currencies.

---

2 The New York Times Annotated Corpus, (2008), LDC.
4.2 Document-level consistency

The CRF model predicts the sequence of B-I-O labels on the sentence level. It is therefore possible to have at the document level differing labels for the same named entity. The goal of the document-level label consistency postprocessing is to unify the labels of named entities on the document level. We experimented with incorporating document-level consistency into our model as both soft constraints (two-stage CRF) and hard constraints (hand-crafted postprocessing rules).

Two-stage CRF. The two-stage CRF [12] is a model that accounts for non-local dependencies between named entities. The main idea is to employ a second CRF that uses both local features (same features the first CRF uses) and non-local features computed on the output of the first CRF. We use three document-level features computed from the output of the first CRF:

1. The most frequent lemma label – the most frequent label assigned to a given lemma in the document (e.g., B_Person or I_Organization);
2. The most frequent NE label – the most frequent label assigned to a given NE mention in the document;
3. The most frequent superentity label – a superentity is a mention of the same entity that contains two or more tokens (e.g., “Ivan Horvat” vs. “Horvat”, or “Zavod za javno zdravstvo” vs. “Zavod”). This feature represents the most frequent label assigned to all the super-entities of a given entity within the document.

Postprocessing rules (PPR). We created two sets of post-processing rules: one to enforce document-level consistency (hard constraint) and another one to improve the recall on numexes and timexes. The rules for enforcing document-level label consistency work as follows. First, we collect all the different named entities recognized by the CRF model and identify the most frequent label assigned to each of them. Then we correct (i.e., re-label) NE instances that were assigned a different label from the most frequently assigned one. In the second step, we search for the potential false negatives (i.e., mentions of named entities from the collection that were omitted by the CRF model). If found, omitted mentions are also assigned the most frequent label for the corresponding named entity.

The rules for improving the recall for numexes are in fact token-level regular expressions. For currencies and percentages the rules are defined as follows:

1. [num][num][prep|conj]*[percentClue] – the rule for percentages is similar to the rule for currencies, except for requiring that the phrase ends with a percent clue (“posto” or “%”) instead of a currency marker.

For timex (time) class we use the following three rules:

1. [u]number[timeword] – captures phrases like “u 12.30 sati” (at 12.30 o’clock), where number is an appropriately formatted number and timeword is a word from a predefined list of time-related words, e.g., “sati” (o’clock);
2. [mod]?[preposition]?[daytimeword][mod]? – captures phrases like “rano u jutro” (early in the morning). Here mod represents a modifying word, e.g., “rano” (early);
3. [modGen][daytimeword] – captures phrases like “tijekom podneva” (during the afternoon), where modGen is a modifier that governs a noun in genitive case; e.g., “prie” (before).

5 Evaluation

We measured the performance of four different models: single CRF (1-CRF), two-stage CRF (2-CRF), single CRF with postprocessing rules (1-CRF + PPR), and two-stage CRF with postprocessing rules (2-CRF + PPR). In Tables 2 and 3 we report the performance in terms of precision, recall, and F1 for MUC (allows for extent overlap instead of an exact extent match) and Exact (requires that both extent and class match) evaluation schemes [19], respectively. Results are reported separately for each NE class. We also report both micro- and macro-averaged overall performance for each of the four models. The results were obtained with 10-fold cross validation on the entire annotated corpus.

5.1 Result analysis

Regarding the enamex classes, the performance for organizations is significantly (5–7%) worse than for persons and locations. This is expected, because in Croatian many organization instances are multi-word expressions, whereas person and location mentions more often consist of only one or two words. The lower inter-annotator agreement (cf. Table 1) for organizations supports this assumption.

The results show that 2-CRF outperforms 1-CRF consistently on main enamex classes (Person, Organization, and Location); the improvement is between half a point (Location) and a full point (Organization). The 1-CRF + PPR model similarly outperforms 1-CRF (e.g., 0.8 point increase for Person). However, the 2-CRF + PPR model brings negligible gain when compared to either 2-CRF or 1-CRF + PPR (on average 0.1 point for enamex classes). This indicates that both the second stage CRF and postprocessing rules ensure document-level consistency in a similar fashion, hence combining them does not lead to significant performance improvements.
Table 2: CroNER MUC evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NE Class</th>
<th>1-CRF</th>
<th>2-CRF</th>
<th>1-CRF + PPR</th>
<th>2-CRF + PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>91.31</td>
<td>92.12</td>
<td>91.71</td>
<td>91.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>89.27</td>
<td>89.77</td>
<td>89.52</td>
<td>89.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>88.15</td>
<td>81.65</td>
<td>84.78</td>
<td>88.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>96.82</td>
<td>90.56</td>
<td>93.59</td>
<td>97.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>93.72</td>
<td>82.35</td>
<td>87.67</td>
<td>93.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>91.86</td>
<td>50.22</td>
<td>64.94</td>
<td>91.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>99.54</td>
<td>87.30</td>
<td>93.02</td>
<td>99.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>98.18</td>
<td>99.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Micro</td>
<td>90.67</td>
<td>87.21</td>
<td>88.91</td>
<td>91.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Macro</td>
<td>93.84</td>
<td>83.80</td>
<td>88.78</td>
<td>94.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: CroNER Exact evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NE Class</th>
<th>1-CRF</th>
<th>2-CRF</th>
<th>1-CRF + PPR</th>
<th>2-CRF + PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>90.22</td>
<td>89.81</td>
<td>89.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>87.60</td>
<td>88.09</td>
<td>87.84</td>
<td>88.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>80.79</td>
<td>74.83</td>
<td>77.70</td>
<td>81.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic</td>
<td>96.82</td>
<td>90.56</td>
<td>93.59</td>
<td>97.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>86.19</td>
<td>75.73</td>
<td>80.62</td>
<td>85.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>87.80</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>88.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>84.13</td>
<td>89.64</td>
<td>95.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>95.60</td>
<td>92.19</td>
<td>93.86</td>
<td>95.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Micro</td>
<td>86.84</td>
<td>83.53</td>
<td>85.15</td>
<td>87.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Macro</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>80.47</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>90.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For numexes, the second CRF model seems not to improve the performance, whereas the postprocessing rules significantly improve the performance. This improvement is to be attributed to the use of extraction rules for numexes, implying that document-level consistency is not an issue for numexes. Postprocessing rules for currencies and percents increase the recall and keep the precision on the same level. For temporal expressions, however, increase in recall is accompanied by a proportional decrease in precision. Deeper inspection reveals that this is mostly due to inconsistent annotations of timexes, as confirmed by the very low inter-annotator agreement for these classes (cf. Table 1).

As expected, Exact evaluation results are generally lower than MUC results. However, for most classes the decrease in performance is not significant. Exceptions to this are Organization, Date, and Time classes, for which the decrease in performance is 7%, 7%, and 11%, respectively. Many organization instances consist of four or more words, and in such cases our models – though able to recognize the mention – often fail to exactly match its extent. The most common errors include omitting the last word or adding an extra word at the end. The performance on the three mentioned classes is also limited by the annotation quality; these classes are in fact the ones on which human annotators agreed the least (cf. Table 1).

Table 4 shows the performance of the best-performing model (2-CRF + PPR) depending on the size of the training set. (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the training data). Expectedly, the performance generally improves as the size of the training set increases. However, the improvement from using 75% data to using 100% data is relatively small, suggesting that no significant increase in performance could be gained from annotating a larger corpus.

5.2 Discussion

Unfortunately, our results are not directly comparable to other reported results because of the differences in (1) language (though very similar, all Slavic languages have their own peculiarities), (2) NE types (e.g., some use only four classes: Person, Location, Organization, and Miscellaneous), or (3) evaluation methodology (non-adherence to standard evaluation methodology, such as in the work from [2]). Nonetheless, the comparison might still be informa-
5.3 Experiments with distributional features

It has been demonstrated [8, 24, 7] that NERC can benefit from distributional modelling of lexical semantics. Distributional semantics is based on the hypothesis that semantically similar words occur in similar contexts, therefore the meaning of a word can be represented by its context. Distributional representations can be used to compare and cluster together similar words, improving NERC performance. To determine if this also holds in our case, we performed preliminary experiments with semantic cluster features.

To obtain semantic word clusters we use Brown’s algorithm [3, 14]. The algorithm works by assuming the probability of a word sequence is given as follows:

$$P(w_1, \ldots, w_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p(w_i | C(w_i)) p(C(w_i) | C(w_{i-1}))$$

(1)

where $C(w_i)$ is the cluster to which the $i$-th word $w_i$ is assigned. It is assumed that the probability of an occurrence of a particular word $w_i$ at position $i$ depends only on its cluster $C(w_i)$, which, in turn, depends only on the cluster of the previous word $C(w_{i-1})$. The quality of a clustering is measured by how well the classes of adjacent words in the sequence predict each other. This is achieved by maximizing the log probability of the input sequence given by (1). In [14] it was demonstrated that this optimisation is equivalent to maximizing the sum of mutual information weights between all pairs of classes, and presented an efficient algorithm for computing the clusters.

In order to generate the sequence required as input to the algorithm, we took a sample from the HrWaC corpus (it was not possible to use the entire corpus due to its size). The sample consists of texts from three large internet news portals: monitor.hr, slobodnadalmacija.hr, and vecernji.hr. We chose news portals because they are of the same genre as our training and test data. Additionally, we expect the language used in news portals to be more standard and clean. The chosen texts were tokenized and lemmatized. The final input set for the algorithm had 351M tokens. To compute the clustering we used the freely available implementation from [14] with $k$ set to 100. As a result, we obtained classes for each word as a bit string. The bit strings represent paths to each word in a binary tree whose leaves are clusters. An example of a good clustering is given in Fig. 1. An interesting property of this clustering is that we can control the generality of the clustering by looking only at a fixed length prefix of the bit string (e.g., it has been noted that prefixes of length four often correspond to POS tags).

We use clusters (in form of bit strings) as additional features for the CRF model. For each word $w_i$ there are five features representing distributional clusters of words $w_{i-2}$ to $w_{i+2}$. The number of possible distinct values for each of these features equals the number of clusters (100 in our case). We use the same procedure to include information about cluster prefixes of length two and four; in these cases the number of possible distinct values is smaller than the total number of clusters because all clusters beginning with the same prefix are merged. This approach is along the
Table 5: Comparison of CroNER performance with and without distributional features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUC</td>
<td>2-CRF + PPR</td>
<td>92.35</td>
<td>89.31</td>
<td>83.88</td>
<td>95.53</td>
<td>87.69</td>
<td>79.40</td>
<td>99.53</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>89.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-CRF + PPR + dist.</td>
<td>93.37</td>
<td>89.17</td>
<td>85.21</td>
<td>95.46</td>
<td>87.26</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.57</td>
<td>89.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>2-CRF + PPR</td>
<td>90.20</td>
<td>87.82</td>
<td>76.81</td>
<td>95.53</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>67.15</td>
<td>96.93</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>86.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-CRF + PPR + dist.</td>
<td>91.33</td>
<td>87.61</td>
<td>77.49</td>
<td>95.46</td>
<td>80.93</td>
<td>67.29</td>
<td>97.64</td>
<td>98.04</td>
<td>86.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lines of the one proposed in [24]. Table 5 gives a comparison of performance with and without using distributional features, averaged over five cross validation folds on the entire data set. The use of distributional features leads to consistent improvements for Person and Organization classes. However, results for some of the other classes showed slight deterioration. This suggest that the distributional features are beneficial, but further experiments (with respect to the number of clusters and corpus size/choice) are required.

6 Conclusion and future work

We have presented CroNER, a NERC system for Croatian based on sequence labeling with CRF. CroNER uses a rich set of lexical and gazetteer-based features achieving good recognition and classification results. We have shown how enforcing document-level label consistency (either through postprocessing rules or a second CRF model capturing non-local dependencies) can further improve NERC performance. The experimental results indicate that, as regards the Slavic languages, CroNER is a state-of-the-art named entity recognition and classification system.

The work presented here could be extended in several ways. First, the annotated set should be revised, considering that the inter-annotator agreement is rather low on some classes. Secondly, a systematic feature selection (e.g., wrapper feature selection) may be performed in order to select an optimal subset of features. Thirdly, we plan to employ classification using more fine-grained NE labels. Finally, we intend to further explore the use of distributional semantic features.
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In this study, we compare the performance of semi-supervised and supervised machine learning methods applied to various problems of modeling Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) in sets of chemical compounds. Semi-supervised learning utilizes unlabeled data in addition to labeled data with the goal of building better predictive models than can be learned by using labeled data alone. Typically, labeled QSAR datasets contain tens to hundreds of compounds, while unlabeled data are easily accessible via public databases containing thousands of chemical compounds: this makes QSAR modeling an attractive domain for the application of semi-supervised learning. We tested four different semi-supervised learning algorithms on three different datasets and compared them to five commonly used supervised learning algorithms. While adding unlabeled data does help for certain pairings of dataset and method, semi-supervised learning is not clearly superior to supervised learning across the QSAR classification problems addressed by this study.

1 Introduction

Two major approaches to machine learning are supervised learning (e.g., classification, regression), where all the data are labeled, and unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering, dimensionality reduction) where all the data are unlabeled. The semi-supervised learning (SSL) paradigm [21] examines how merging both types of data (labeled and unlabeled) affects learning, aiming to benefit from the information that unlabeled data bring in the context of the supervised learning tasks.

SSL is of important practical value since the following scenario often holds true: labeled data are scarce and hard to get because they require human experts, expensive devices or time-consuming experiments, while, at the same time, unlabeled data abound and are easily obtainable. Real-world classification problems of this type include: phonetic annotation of human speech, protein 3D structure prediction, and spam filtering. Intuitively, SSL yields best results when there are few labeled examples as compared to unlabeled ones (i.e., large-scale labelling is not affordable). But, the setting where plenty of labeled data are available is also suitable for SSL, if even more unlabeled data are available. The other scenario where SSL can be applied is ‘domain adaptation’: where we have labeled examples belonging to one domain, but we want to develop a model for another, related, domain.

Establishing a connection between biological effects and structural and/or physicochemical properties of chemicals is the task of quantitative structure-activity relationship or QSAR modeling. Formal studies of such relationships are the basis for the development of predictive models. The main value of a predictive QSAR model is the fact that it provides insight into the biological activity of a molecule without the need to
synthesize it. This leads to a number of benefits including savings in the cost and duration of product development (e.g., in the pharmaceutical or pesticide industries), reduction of the need for animal testing, prediction of unwelcome or toxic environmental impact, and overall improvement in the efficiency of drug design.

The application of SSL to the domain of QSAR modeling is particularly attractive since the premise: “labeled data are scarce, while unlabeled data abound” is generally satisfied in this domain. Public databases with (hundreds of) thousands of chemical compounds are available (e.g., the human tumor cell line screen database from the U.S. National Cancer Institute’s Developmental Therapeutics program), while labeled datasets sizes typically range from tens to hundreds and rarely surpass a thousand molecules.

In this work, we empirically investigate whether we can successfully apply SSL (i.e., whether we can achieve better performance with SSL than with supervised learning) to build predictive QSAR models. To draw reliable conclusions, we use several SSL methods which embody different approaches, together with three QSAR datasets from various domains. We compare the SSL methods to several commonly used supervised learning methods. The results show that the improvements which SSL yields are selective - the degree to which unlabeled data help varies from notable to insignificant, depending on the dataset or SSL method used.

2 Semi-supervised learning

In this study, we are concerned with semi-supervised classification, while other forms of SSL, such as semi-supervised regression or semi-supervised clustering are not considered.

2.1 The task of semi-supervised classification

In supervised learning, we are given training data in the form of instance-label pairs, i.e., for each instance we know the desired prediction. The goal is to use the training data to infer a mapping, from instances to labels, which will provide (true) labels for future instances. If the domain of labels is discrete, such a mapping is called a classification function (or a classifier).

The task of semi-supervised classification is an extension to the task of supervised classification, where the training data, in addition to the labeled instances, contain a set of unlabeled instances. The goal is again to produce a classification function, which hopefully performs better than the classifier learned from the supervised data only classifier. Figure 1 shows a simple example how unlabeled data can help to induce a classifier that is better in separating the classes.

2.2 Major approaches to semi-supervised classification

In order for SSL to work, the knowledge we gain trough unlabeled data has to carry some information about the class labels. If this prerequisite is fulfilled, we can draw on unlabeled data by making certain assumptions about the behavior of labels with respect to the structure of unlabeled data. Different assumptions inspire different classes of algorithms; therefore, SSL methods can be grouped on the basis of the assumption(s) they implement as follows: low-density separation methods, graph-based methods, generative models, self-training and co-training.

Low-density separation methods assume that the decision boundary should lie in the region of low density of the data. For example, semi-supervised support vector machines try to find a labeling for the unlabeled data in a way that maximizes the margin of the decision boundary considering both labeled and unlabeled data. Equivalent to the low density separation assumption is the cluster assumption: the points belonging to the same cluster should be of the same class.

Graph-based methods use nodes for data representation (labeled and unlabeled) and edges (usually with weights representing the similarity of the data points) for propagation of the labels through the graph, assuming label smoothness over the graph (i.e, the label of the unlabeled instance should be similar to its neighbors in the graph). Here, unlabeled data help to “bridge” the points which would otherwise be unconnected. The construction of the graph is a critical step of graph-based methods – it should reflect the information which is not easily encoded in feature vectors.

Generative models assume a probabilistic model of the data and use unlabeled, together with labeled data, to estimate the most probable model parameters. The success of generative models depends largely on choosing a probabilistic model which is appropriate for the data. Once the probabilistic model is chosen (e.g.,
Gaussian mixture models), a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the parameters can be calculated (e.g., by using the Expectation-Maximization algorithm), followed by a calculation of class distributions using Bayes’ rule.

Self-training and co-training are two approaches that are often used by SSL algorithms, since they can be “wrapped” around any (supervised) learning algorithm. They iteratively use their own most reliable predictions in the training process (assuming they are correct), as additional data for learning. The main pitfall of these methods is the reinforcement of mistakes – a mistake once made can reinforce itself in the next iterations, leading to degradation of performance.

These assumptions are at the heart of SSL, but also present the main risk for bad performance of SSL: an inappropriate match of a problem structure to a method’s assumption can cause severe degradation of performance when using unlabeled data [2]. This is a particularly relevant issue since it is not yet clearly understood which SSL method should be used for which problem, or whether a certain problem (or dataset) is suitable for SSL the use of at all. As mentioned before, unlabeled data has to carry useful information about the structure of the data with respect to the labels.

Zhang and Oles [19] tried to quantify the value of unlabeled data in a probabilistic framework by using regularized logistic regression as an approximation of support vector machines. They showed that, in the setting where labeled and unlabeled data do not share parameters, semi-supervised support vector machines are unlikely to be helpful in general, and are prone to maximize the “wrong margin”. It should be noted that unlabeled data should not be used to compensate for the lack of labeled data, but to complement labeled data. In other words, the improvements based on SSL should not rely on the inability of supervised methods to learn anything useful at all due to the lack of data.

We tackled the difficulties of matching the problem structure with the right SSL method empirically, i.e., by selecting methods which differ in their basic approach. We tried to cover most of the groups of methods mentioned above. The SSL methods we used will be described in Section 4.

3 QSAR datasets

To better assess the performance of SSL algorithms in the domain of QSAR modeling, we extracted three different datasets from publicly available sources. These are the NCI, Mutagenicity and MUSK dataset. The datasets differ in terms of the biological activity they model, the number and type of molecular descriptors used to represent molecules, and the number of compounds (size of the dataset).

3.1 NCI dataset

The NCI datasets was extracted from the human tumor cell line screen database [11] of the National Cancer Institute’s Developmental Therapeutics (NCI-DTP) program (October 2009 release). The NCI-DTP measures cytostatic activity of chemical compounds against 60 human tumor cell lines grown in cell culture. For representation of a compound’s cytostatic activity we used GI\textsubscript{50} measurements – the compound concentration that inhibits cell growth by 50%. Only compounds that have missing or default values for at most 20 cell lines were accepted. Additionally, cell lines with more than 20% of missing values were removed, leaving 49 cell lines in total. The compounds were thus described with the GI\textsubscript{50} profiles across the 49 cell lines, and in addition with two other groups of attributes: (1) molecular descriptors describing the structure of a molecule (calculated with the DRAGON 3.0 web interface [18]), and (2) molecular charge densities and charge density-based electrostatic properties of a molecule (calculated with the RECON software [4]).

The subject of interest for the NCI dataset is to predict a compound’s mechanism of action (MOA) – the biological process in which the molecule interacts with its molecular targets - proteins (enzymes or otherwise) or DNA. The type of MOA influences the pharmacological effects of a molecule; therefore, the drug discovery process benefits from an early detection of an appropriate MOA for a given use. The NCI dataset represents a multiclass classification problem, with 12 different MOA classes, where each molecule belongs to a single class. A very similar dataset has been used to find putative MOAs for new drug candidates [7, 16], and is essentially an updated and extended version of the dataset used in previous analyses of cytostatic activities and MOA in global computational analyses of the NCI database using self-organizing maps [13, 15].

3.2 Mutagenicity dataset

The Mutagenicity dataset [10] is the benchmark dataset for modeling of Ames mutagenicity. The Ames test is a standard microbiological assay for assessing the mutagenic potential of a chemical compound. A compound which is positive to the test causes mutations on the DNA (and consequently can be carcinogenic); avoiding mutagenicity is important for drug-candidates and other molecules with significant human exposure (e.g., cosmetics, food additives).

The mutagenicity dataset represents a binary classification problem where compounds are classified as mutagenic or non-mutagenic. Molecules from this dataset were represented by using DRAGON molecular descriptors [18].

3.3 MUSK dataset

The MUSK dataset was downloaded from the UCI machine learning repository [8]. Musk, a substance secreted by the Asian musk deer, is an expensive animal product heavily used by the perfume industry; therefore, synthetic compounds are often used instead. The prediction of the strength of such synthetic musk compounds has similarities to the prediction of biological drug activity – the molecules are similar in size and composition to the orally active drug molecules [5].
A single molecule can adopt multiple conformations – different shapes of the same molecule, when some of the internal bonds rotate. The features that describe compounds from the MUSK dataset depend on the exact shape (conformation) of a molecule (“distance features” and displacement of oxygen; a detailed description is given by Dietterich et al. [5]), where each molecule is represented by several feature vectors. This dataset was assembled by generating low-energy conformations of molecules, which were then filtered to remove highly similar conformations. The molecules from the MUSK dataset were categorized by human experts to be musk or non-musk.

4 Experimental setup

To evaluate the potential of SSL in a controlled manner (i.e., to be able to evaluate the methods thoroughly, and to make sure that the unlabeled data is relevant to the problem), our experiments were carried out using only labeled data. We simulated unlabeled data by temporarily ignoring the class label for a portion of the data. The relative amount of unlabeled and labeled data is a relevant factor when measuring the success of SSL methods: SSL should perform better when the labeled set is rather small and a lot of unlabeled data are available. Our experiments were aimed to test the former premise by creating situations where we have different ratios of labeled and unlabeled data.

The data were randomly split into a training and a test set. Both the supervised and the semi-supervised methods used the training set for learning and were then evaluated by using the test set. For the SSL methods, the test set served as unlabeled data during the learning process. Several different train/test splits were produced where labeled data ranges from 1% to 66% (i.e., unlabeled data ranges from 99% to 33%). The final results were averaged over 10 different train/test split repetitions, in order to obtain a more robust evaluation of the algorithms. We performed experiments using the Weka [9] machine learning environment and the R [17] environment for statistical computing.

4.1 Datasets

As described in Section 3, we conducted experiments on three different QSAR datasets. The NCI dataset contains 507 compounds, each described with: GI50 profiles (49 features in the form of -logGI50), DRAGON descriptors (1497 features) and RECON descriptors (248 features). The Mutagenicity dataset is the largest with 6512 compounds represented with 1497 DRAGON descriptors. The MUSK dataset has 166 features and 476 examples, which correspond to different conformations of 92 molecules.

4.2 Methods

We used publicly available implementations of several SSL algorithms. As mentioned in Section 2, we selected the SSL algorithms to cover different groups of SSL methods. The algorithms used are: Yet Another Two Stage Idea (YATSI), Co-training: Fitting the Fits (Co-FTF), Learning with Local and Global Consistency (LLGC) and TSVMLight.

The YATSI [6] algorithm, implemented in the Weka Collective Classifiers package, is similar to the self-training concept, since it can be wrapped around any classifier and it uses its own predictions in the training process. As the name implies, YATSI works in two steps. First, a base classifier is trained on the labeled data and then unlabeled data is “pre-labeled”. This pre-labeled data is then given weights and used by the nearest neighbors classifier to improve on the initial classifier.

Co-FTF [3] is an implementation of the co-training algorithm in the R programing language. Co-FTF uses two different features sets (views) to train separate classifiers, which iteratively use their most confident predictions as additional labeled training data. It is assumed that views provide different, complementary information about the data. We applied Co-FTF only to the NCI dataset (the other datasets do not meet the prerequisite for different views) with the combination of the descriptors which proved to be the best: RECON and DRAGON. Other combinations: GI50 profiles coupled with RECON or DRAGON descriptors, achieved lower performances (not shown). The baseline classifier for Co-FTF was the random forests classifier with 500 trees.

LLGC [20] is a graph-based method implemented in the Weka Collective Classifiers package. LLGC first performs spectral clustering and then propagates labels through the graph using a spreading activation network.

TSVMLight [12] is a representative of the low-density separation methods. It implements a semi-supervised version of support vector machines by finding the locally optimal solution. The supervised machine learning methods that we compared with SSL methods were taken from Weka: decision trees (J48), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), Naive Bayes (NB), support vector machines (SMO from Weka, and the stand-alone version of SVMLight) and random forests (RF).

We used the J48, NB and SMO methods with their default parameters and RF with 500 trees. For the KNN method, the ‘crossValidate’ option was used to select an appropriate number K of neighbours. For YATSI and LLGC, we used the Weka Experimenter Environment to search for the parameter values which produce the best classification accuracy. The parameters for (TS)VMLight were tuned manually.

5 Results and discussion

In this section we present the experimental comparison of performance of semi-supervised and supervised machine learning methods. In Tables 1-3, the predictive accuracies for different ratios of labeled and unlabeled data are presented. The best result for each ratio is shown in bold, and whether YATSI exhibited improvement in accuracy over the baseline classifier is marked with an upward (improvement) or downward (deterioration) arrow. The baseline classifier for YATSI is given in
brackets. The number of neighbors for the KNN algorithm is indicated (e.g., 1NN).

Semi-supervised methods behave differently over the three datasets. Improvements of semi-supervised over supervised learning are most notable for the NCI dataset with a small percentage of labeled data ($\leq 10\%$), where LLGC achieves the best overall predictive accuracy and YATSI significantly improves the baseline classifier in most cases. YATSI consistently deteriorates the performance of SMO for all amounts of labeled data.

For the other two datasets, Mutagenicity and MUSK, semi-supervised and supervised algorithms show very similar performance with small improvements of SSL over supervised learning in some cases. Generally, the improvements achieved by YATSI over the baseline classifier are more frequent and significant for the less complex classifiers (KNN, J48, NB), while for classifiers with greater capacity for learning (RF, SMO) the improvements are not so regular and are sometimes negative, i.e., the usage of YATSI even deteriorates their predictive accuracy (Figure 1).

Driessens et al. [6] performed an extensive testing of YATSI over 29 different datasets with several different base classifiers and made similar observations: YATSI behaves somewhat differently when using RF and SMO as base classifiers, as compared to the other algorithms (including J48 and KNN). In most cases, YATSI lost some of the accuracy achieved by RF, and performed equal to SMO, while it improved other base classifiers (with most notable improvements when little labeled data were available).

In the setting of supervised learning, robust methods, such as support vector machines or random forests are known to perform well on a wide range of classification tasks, and can be successfully used without specific domain knowledge. The results obtained on the datasets considered in this study confirm this: the SMO and RF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Percentage of labeled data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48</td>
<td>45.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1NN</td>
<td>47.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>42.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>62.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>56.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-supervised learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(J48)</td>
<td>55.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(1NN)</td>
<td>58.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(NB)</td>
<td>54.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(SMO)</td>
<td>62.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(RF)</td>
<td>58.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLGC</td>
<td>66.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-FTF</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Predictive accuracies of semi-supervised and supervised learning methods on the NCI dataset

Figure 1. Comparison of learning curves for YATSI and baseline algorithms on the NCI dataset show that YATSI improves the performance of the less complex classifiers (J48, KNN, NB), but not the more complex classifiers (SMO and RF). The improvements in accuracy which unlabeled data brings gradually decrease with the increase of the relative amount of labeled data.
classifiers consistently outperform the other (supervised) methods. However, if we compare SSL methods across the three datasets (Tables 1-3) we do not have a clear winner. For example, the LLGC algorithm performs better than the other SSL methods on the NCI dataset, but it is outperformed on the Mutagenicity and MUSK datasets.

Similar observations have been made by other scientists: Chawla and Karakoulas [1] performed an extensive empirical study of SSL techniques over various domains (not including QSAR modeling), using real-world and artificial datasets to investigate the conditions under which SSL can perform well. They observed that SSL methods behave very differently depending on the nature of the datasets, and that no single SSL method consistently performs better than supervised learning.

In practice, it is not easy to assess in advance how certain SSL method will behave given the task at hand. Several method/problem combinations are known to work well together (e.g., semi-supervised SVMs and text classification, [12]), but there are no clear strategies how to verify the model assumptions against certain problem structure. Specific domain knowledge and understanding of SSL algorithms should be used to couple the problem at hand with an appropriate method. Currently, scientists in this area are dealing with the question of how to make SSL safe, i.e., how to make sure that SSL performs at least as well as supervised learning, and how to make SSL usable by non-experts on realistic tasks [14].

6 Conclusion and future work

In this study, we performed an empirical comparison of several semi-supervised and supervised machine learning methods on three different QSAR datasets under different experimental conditions (amount of unlabeled data relative to labeled data). Our results show that SSL can achieve better predictive performance than supervised learning (typically when a small portion of the data is labeled), but the improvements depend on the dataset and method used. We cannot claim clear superiority of semi-supervised over supervised learning on the QSAR classification problems addressed by this study. However, the large improvements (in general and relative to the baseline classifier) in classification accuracy in certain cases suggest that it is worthwhile to

Table 2: Predictive accuracies of semi-supervised and supervised learning methods on the Mutagenicity dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Percentage of labeled data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J48</td>
<td>58.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1NN</td>
<td>58.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB</td>
<td>57.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>61.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>62.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Light</td>
<td>62.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-supervised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(J48)</td>
<td>58.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(1NN)</td>
<td>58.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(NB)</td>
<td>57.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(SMO)</td>
<td>61.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(RF)</td>
<td>59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSVM Light</td>
<td>61.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLGC</td>
<td>58.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Predictive accuracies of semi-supervised and supervised learning methods on the MUSK dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Percentage of labeled data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2NN</td>
<td>63.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>66.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>62.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM Light</td>
<td>69.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-supervised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(2NN)</td>
<td>65.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(SMO)</td>
<td>67.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YATSI(RF)</td>
<td>63.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSVM Light</td>
<td>66.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLGC</td>
<td>65.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
take SSL into consideration when dealing with problems of QSAR modeling.

Semi-supervised learning is a more delicate task than supervised learning, where more (labeled) data generally means better and more robust model. While more unlabeled data can help, it is not guaranteed to do so. We have pointed out the difficulties that one can encounter when dealing with the task of semi-supervised learning, as compared to supervised learning.

In further work, we would like to systematically investigate which features of a dataset make it suitable for the use of SSL. In addition, we would like to extend our experiments and use data which are truly unlabeled. This would enable us to exploit the vast amount of information readily available within public compound databases.
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This paper presents an effective color image processing system view-invariant person face image recognition for Max Planck Institute Kybernetik (MPIK) dataset. The proposed system can recognize face images of view-invariant person by correlating the input face images with the reference face image and classifying them according to the correct persons’ name/ID indeed. It has been carried out by constructing a complex quaternion correlator and a max-product fuzzy neural network classifier. Two classification parameters, namely discrete quaternion correlator output (p-value) and the peak to sidelobe ratio (PSR), were used in classifying the input face images, and to categorise them either into the authentic class or non-authentic class. Besides, a new parameter called G-value is also introduced in the proposed view-invariant color face image recognition system for better classification purpose. Experimental results shows that the proposed view-invariant color face image recognition system outperforms the conventional NMF, BDNMF and hypercomplex Gabor filter in terms of consumption of enrollment time, recognition time and accuracy in classifying MPIK color face images which are view-invariant, noise influenced and scale invariant.

1 Introduction

Face recognition has been applied in many areas such as face search in databases, authentication in security system, smart user interfaces, robotics and etc. Conventional face recognition methods normally focus on grayscale face image recognition. However in recently, there are many researchers focus on color information of the face images to improve the performance of recognition algorithm due to the reasons that color face images offer more information for face recognition task in contrast to grayscale face images.

A simple color face recognition system was first proposed by Torres et. al. in [1] based on the PCA (principal component analysis) method. The method is based on the representation of the facial images using eigenfaces. The information of three different channels (R, G, B) of color face images are first represented in the form of eigenvectors respectively; and the recognition is implemented separately on each color channel. However, it is found out that the information of different color channels that utilized separately would destroy the color information’s structural and make it hard to learn the facial features (variation in expression, poses and illuminations). Rajapakse et. al. [2] presented a parallel work based on NMF (Non-negative matrix factorization) for color face recognition. In their work, color information on face images of different channels were processed separately too. Some observed advantages of NMF method on face recognition are this method is more robust to occlusion, variation of expressions and poses. However, since NMF method also treats information of different color channels separately, just like the PCA method, it would also destroy the structural integrity of color information and the correlation among the color information.

In order to preserve the integrity of color information on different channels in color face recognition system, Wang et. al. [3, 4] proposed a supersede NMF method, which is the block diagonal non-negative matrix factorization (BDNMF). Inspired by the NMF method, BDNMF also separated color information into different color channels, but it uses block diagonal matrix to simultaneously encode color information of different channels, hence preserving the integrity of color information. However, BDNMF method has the demerit of complex enrolment/training stage. In BDNMF, unsupervised multiplicative learning
rules are used iteratively to update the parameters such as basis image matrix (W) and encoding image (H). Therefore, longer enrolment time is required for this method. Another demerit of BDNMF is that an additional coined block diagonal constraint is imposed on the factorization part to construct the BDNMF algorithm. This makes the computation more complex compared to the conventional NMF method.

Another recently developed color face recognition method is the use of hypercomplex Gabor filters [5]. Conventional Gabor filters are used in many face recognition applications [6-8] and they are proven to obtain good recognition performance due to its inherent merits of insensitivity to illumination and pose variation. In [5], the authors further extended conventional Gabor filter into hypercomplex (quaternion) domain to perform color based feature extraction. Experimental results in [5] show that the conventional Gabor filter feature extraction achieved significant improvement in face matching accuracy over the monochromatic case. However, hypercomplex Gabor filter required a large number of different kernels, and hence the length of the feature vectors in quaternion domain would increase dramatically. Also, hypercomplex Gabor filter is twice the size of filter structure compared to those used in the conventional Gabor filters.

Most of the proposed algorithms for color face recognition treat the three color channels (R, G, B) separately and apply grayscale face recognition methods [9, 10] to each of the channels and then combine the results at last. But with the quaternion correlation techniques [11], it processes all color channels jointly by using its quaternion numbers. Quaternion numbers are the generalization of complex numbers. It is a number which consists of one real part and three orthogonal imaginary parts. A RGB color face image can be represented using quaternion representation by inserting the value of three color channels into the three imaginary parts of the quaternion number respectively. Therefore, in this paper, the concept of quaternion is proposed for view-invariant color face image recognition system.

An advanced correlation filter named as unconstrained optimal trade-off synthetic discriminant (UOTSDF) [12, 13], is also applied in the proposed view-invariant color face image recognition system. The goal of the filter is to produce sharp peak that resemble 2-D delta type correlation outputs when the input face image belongs to the class of the reference face image that were used to train the input face image; and, this provides automatic shift-invariance. A strong and sharp peak can be observed in the output correlation plane when the input face image comes from the authentic class (input face image matches with a particular training/reference face image stored in database) and no discernible peak if the input face image comes from the imposter class (input face image does not matches with the particular reference face image).

Three classification parameters are in concern in classifying whether an input face image belongs to the authentic class or not. They are the real to complex ratio of the discrete quaternion correlator output (ρ-value) [11], peak to sidelobe ratio (PSR) [14] and the max product fuzzy neural network classifier value (G-value). ρ-value has been introduced in [11], which is used in measuring the correlation output between the colors, shape, size and brightness of input image and a particular reference image. PSR is another parameter introduced in [14] for a better recognition due to the reason that it is more accurate if we consider the peak value with the region around the peak value, rather than a single peak point. The higher the value of PSR, the more likely the input face image belongs to the referenced image class. In this paper, both the ρ-value and the PSR are combined, normalized and applied with Gaussian distribution function in the max-product fuzzy neural network classifier. This technique generates a parameter, so-called the G-value. This parameter as well as the algorithm is applied in view-invariant color face image recognition system for better classification purposes. The same technique was applied in the machine condition monitoring [15] and it yields high success rate in classifying machine conditions. It is good to be implemented for color face image recognition.

In this paper, quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier is proposed for MPIK dataset’s view-invariant color face image recognition. 10,000 repeated images generated/collection from the 7 different position color face images of 200 people in MPIK dataset were used to evaluate the system performance. Among the 10,000 repeated color face images, 5000 are normal MPIK color face images; 2500 are normal MPIK color face images embedded with noise features such as “salt and pepper”, “poisson”, “speckles noise” as provided in Matlab image processing toolbox; and, 2500 are normal MPIK color face images with scale invariant (shrink or dilation). The performance of the proposed quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier is compared to NMF, BDNMF and quaternion Gabor filter. Experimental results show that the quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier outperforms conventional NMF, BDNMF and hypercomplex Gabor filter in terms of enrolment time, recognition time and accuracy in classifying view-invariant, noise influenced and scale invariant MPIK color face images.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly comments on the proposed view-invariant color face image recognition model and the quaternion based color face image correlator. Section 3 describes the enrolment stage and recognition stage for the algorithm of the proposed quaternion based color face image correlator. Then in section 4, the structure of fuzzy max-product neural network classifier will be described. Section 5 contains the experimental results. Finally, in section 6, the work is summarized and some future work is planned.

2 View-invariant color face image recognition system model

The proposed view-invariant face recognition system model considered in this paper is shown in Figure 1.
The view-invariant input color face image is first supplied to the quaternion based color face image correlator. The quaternion based color face image correlator is used to obtain correlation plane for each correlated input face image with reference face images stored in a database to calculate out some classification characteristics such as the real to complex ratio of the discrete quaternion correlator (DQCR) output, p-value and the peak-to-sidelobe ratio, PSR. These classification characteristics will later be input to the max-product fuzzy neural network to perform classification. Detailed discussion on the quaternion based color face image correlation will be discussed below.

The referenced face image after performing discrete quaternion Fourier transforms (DQFT) [11]:

\[ I(m,n) = I_x(m,n)i + I_y(m,n)j + I_z(m,n)k \]  

where \( m, n \) are the pixel coordinates of the reference face image. R, G, B parts of reference face image are represented by \( I_x(m,n) \), \( I_y(m,n) \) and \( I_z(m,n) \) respectively, and \( i, j, k \) are the imaginary parts of quaternion complex number [15] and the real part of it is set to zero. Similarly, \( h_i(m,n) \) is used for representing input face image. Then, we can produce output \( b(m,n) \) to conclude whether the input face image matches the reference face image or not. If \( h_i(m,n) \) is the space shift of the reference face image:

\[ h_i(m,n) = I(m-m_0, n-n_0) \]  

Then after some mathematical manipulation,

\[ \text{Max}(b_i(m,n)) = b_i(-m_0, n_0) \]  

where \( b_i(m,n) \) means the real part of \( b(m,n) \) and

\[ b_i(-m_0, n_0) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |I(m,n)|^2 \]  

where \( M, N \) is the image x-axis, y-axis dimension. At the location \((-m_0, n_0)\), the multiplier of \( i, j, k \) imaginary part of \( b(-m_0, n_0) \) are equal to zero:

\[ b_i(-m_0, n_0) = b_j(-m_0, n_0) = b_k(-m_0, n_0) = 0 \]  

Thus, the following process [11] can be modified for face image correlation:

1.) Calculate energy of reference face image \( I(m,n) \):

\[ E_i = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} I(m,n)^2 \]  

Then we normalized the reference face image \( I(m,n) \) and the input face image \( h_i(m,n) \) as:

\[ I_s(m,n) = I(m,n) / \sqrt{E_i} \]  

\[ H_s(m,n) = h_i(m,n) / \sqrt{E_i} \]  

2.) Calculate the output of discrete quaternion correlation (DQCR):

\[ g_s(m,n) = \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} I_s(\tau, \eta) \cdot H_s(\tau-m, \eta-n) \]  

where \( ' \cdot ' \) means the quaternion conjugation operation and perform the space reverse operation:

\[ g(m,n) = g_s(-m, -n) \]  

3.) Perform inverse discrete quaternion Fourier Transform (IDQFT) on (10) to obtain the correlation plane \( P(m,n) \).

4.) Search all the local peaks on the correlation plane and record the location of the local peaks as \((m_s, n_s)\).

5.) Then at all the location of local peaks \((m_s, n_s)\) found in step 4, we calculate the real to complex value of the DQCR output:

\[ p = \frac{|P_i(m_s, n_s)|}{|P_i(m_s, n_s)| + |P_j(m_s, n_s)| + |P_k(m_s, n_s)| + |P_s(m_s, n_s)|} \]  

where \( P_i(m_s, n_s) \) is the real part of \( P(m_s, n_s) \). \( P_j(m_s, n_s) \), \( P_k(m_s, n_s) \) and \( P_s(m_s, n_s) \) are the \( i, j, k \) parts of \( P(m_s, n_s) \) respectively. If \( p \geq d_i \) and \( c_i < |P(m_s, n_s)| < c_2 \), then we can conclude that at location \((m_s, n_s)\), there is a face image that has the same shape, size, color and brightness as the reference face image. \( d_i, c_i < c_2 \) and \( c_i, c_2 \) and \( d_i \) are all with values near to 1. The value of \( p \) decays faster with the color difference between matching the input face image to the reference face image.

Another classification characteristic that can be applied in quaternion based color face image correlation is the peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR). A strong peak can be observed in the correlation output if the input face image comes from impostor class. A method of measuring the peak sharpness is the peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR) which is defined as below [14, 17]:

\[ \text{PSR} = \frac{\text{peak} - \text{mean(sidelobe)}}{\sigma(\text{sidelobe})} \]  

where \text{peak} is the value of the peak on the correlation output plane. \text{sidelobe} refers a fixed-sized surrounding
area off the peak. \textit{mean} is the average value of the sidelobe region. \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the sidelobe region. Large PSR values indicate the better match of the input face image and the corresponding reference face image.

The quaternion based color face image correlator involved 2 stages: 1. Enrolment stage and 2. Recognition stage. During the enrollment stage, one or multiple face images of each person in database are acquired. These multiple reference face images have the variability in the angle of turning faces (for e.g. 90º to left, 60º to left, 30º to left 0º facing in front, 30º to right, 60º to right, 90º to right and etc). The DQFT of the reference face images are used to train the fuzzy neural network and determine correlation filter coefficients for each possible person’s set. During recognition stage, sample face images will be input and the DQFT of such images are correlated with the DQFT form of the reference face images stored in the database together with their corresponding filter coefficients, and the inverse DQFT of this product results in the correlation output for that filter. Enrollment stage and recognition stage are discussed in detail in the following section.

3 Enrolment stage and recognition stage for quaternion based color face image correlator

This section will describes the enrollment stage and recognition stage for the algorithm of the proposed quaternion based color face image correlator.

3.1 Enrolment Stage

The schematic of enrollment stage is shown in Figure 2. During the enrollment stage, the reference face images for each person set in database are partitioned according to \( S \) different angle face image. These partitioned reference face images are then encoded into a two dimensional quaternion array (QA) as follows:

\[
I_{(s,t)} = I_{s(t)} + I_{d(t)} + I_{a(t)} + I_{b(t)} \tag{13}
\]

where \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, T \) represents the number of person subscribe to the database, \( I_{s(t)} \) represents the real part of quaternion array of \( s \)-th face image for person set \( t \), \( s = 1, 2, \ldots, S \) represents the number of face images in different angle for a particular person. \( I_{d(t)} \), \( I_{a(t)} \) and \( I_{b(t)} \) each represents the \( i-, j-, k- \) imaginary part of \( s \)-th face image for person \( t \), respectively.

The quaternion array in (13) is then undergoes discrete quaternion Fourier transform (DQFT) to transform the quaternion image to the quaternion frequency domain. A two-side form of DQFT has been proposed by Ell [18, 19] as follows:

\[
I_{w_{1,j}}(m, n) = \sum_{\tau=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} e^{-\mu_{1,2}e(m\mu_{1,2})} I_{w_{1,i}}(\tau, \eta). e^{-\mu_{2,1}e(m\mu_{2,1})} \quad (14)
\]

where \( e \) is exponential term, \( \mu_{1,2} \) and \( \mu_{2,1} \) are two pure quaternion units (the quaternion unit with real part equal to zero) that are orthogonal to each other [20]:

\[
\mu_{1,2} = \mu_{1,2} + \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{1,2} \quad (15)
\]

\[
\mu_{2,1} = \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{1,2} + \mu_{1,2} + \mu_{2,1} = 1 \quad (16)
\]

\[
(\text{i.e.: } \mu_{1,2}^2 = \mu_{2,1}^2 = -1) \quad (17)
\]

\[
\mu_{1,2} + \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{1,2} = 0 \quad (18)
\]

The output of DQFT, \( I_{w_{1,j}} \) is used to train the max-product fuzzy neural network classifier and design the correlation filter.

3.1.1 Quaternion Correlator (QC)

To train the max-product fuzzy neural network classifier, the output of the DQFT is first passed to a quaternion correlator (QC) as shown in Figure 3. The function of the QC is summarized as below: For DQFT output of \( s \)-th face image, perform discrete quaternion correlation (DQCR) [21, 22] on reference face image \( I_{w_{1,i}} \) with reference face image \( I_{w_{1}} \) with reference face image \( I_{w_{1,j}} \) multiply with corresponding filter coefficients (filt\( _{ij} \)):
where \( t_1, t_2 = 1, 2, ..., T \) are the number of person subscribe to the database. After that, (19) is performing inverse DQFT to obtain the correlation plane function:

\[
g_{sl_{t_1}, t_2}(m, n) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} e^{-\mu_1 \eta (m/N)} e^{-\mu_2 \eta (n/N)} g_{sl_{t_1}}(m, n).
\]

The correlation plane is a collection of correlation values, each one obtained by performing a pixel-by-pixel comparison (inner product) of two images \( I_{sl_{t_1}} \) and \( I_{sl_{t_2}} \). A sharp peak in the correlation plane indicates the similarity of \( I_{sl_{t_1}} \) and \( I_{sl_{t_2}} \), while the absence or lower of such peak indicate the dissimilarity of \( I_{sl_{t_1}} \) and \( I_{sl_{t_2}} \).

Calculate \( p_{sl_{t_1}, t_2} \) and \( \text{PSR}_{sl_{t_1}, t_2} \) from the correlation plane as in (20) using (11) and (12) respectively. \( p_{sl_{t_1}, t_2} \) means \( p \)-values of reference face image \( I_{sl_{t_1}} \) correlate on reference face image \( I_{sl_{t_2}} \) in s-th angle, while \( \text{PSR}_{sl_{t_1}, t_2} \) means PSR values of reference face image \( I_{sl_{t_1}} \) correlate on reference face image \( I_{sl_{t_2}} \) in s-th angle. These values are then feed into max-product fuzzy neural network classifier to perform training and calculate weight, which will be discussed in section 4.

### 3.1.2 Correlation Filter

Conventional filtering methods [23] are emphasizing on applying matched filters. Matched filters are optimal for detecting a known reference image in additive white Gaussian noise environment. If the input image changes slightly from the known reference image (scale, rotation and pose invariant), the detection of the matched filters degrades rapidly. However the emerge of correlation filter designs [24] have developed to handle such types of distortions. The minimum average correlation energy (MACE) filters [25] are one of such design and show good results in the field of automatic target recognition and applications in biometric verification [14, 26]. MACE filters different from conventional matched filters that more than one reference image are used to synthesize a single filter template, therefore making its classification performance invariant to shift of the input image [24].

There are two types of MACE filters in general, namely: 1) Conventional MACE filter [25] and 2.) Unconstrained MACE (UMACE) filter [27], both with the goal to produce sharp peaks that resemble two dimensional delta-type correlation outputs when the input image belongs to the authentic class and low peaks in imposter class. Conventional MACE filter [25] minimizes the average correlation energy of the reference images while constraining the correlation output at the origin to a specific value (usually 1), for each of the reference images. Lagrange multiplier is used for noise optimization, yielding:

\[
\text{filt}_{\text{MACE}} = D^{-1}X(X'D^{-1}X)^{-1}c
\]

This equation is the closed form solution to be the linear constrained quadratic minimization. \( D \) is a diagonal matrix with the average power spectrum of the reference images placed as elements along diagonal of the matrix. \( X \) contains Fourier transform of the reference images lexicographically re-ordered and placed along each column. As an example, if there are \( T \) sets of reference face images, each with size \( 256 \times 1,792 = 458,752 \), then \( X \) will be a \( 458,792 \times T \) matrix. \( X' \) is the matrix transpose of \( X \). \( c \) is a column vector of length \( T \) with all entries equal to 1.

The second type of MACE filter is the unconstrained MACE (UMACE) filter [27]. Just like conventional MACE filter, UMACE filter also minimizes the average correlation energy of the reference images and maximizes the correlation output at the origin. The different between conventional MACE filter and UMACE filter is the optimization scheme. Conventional MACE filter is using Lagrange multiplier but as for UMACE filter, it is using Raleigh quotient which lead to the following equation:

\[
\text{filt}_{\text{UMACE}} = D^{-1}m
\]

where \( D \) is the diagonal matrix which is the same as that in conventional MACE filter. \( m \) is a column vector containing the mean values of the Fourier transform of the reference images.

Besides MACE filters, there is a type of correlation filter, namely the unconstrained optimal tradeoff synthetic discriminant filter (UOTSDF) shown by Refreiger [28] and Kumar et al [12] has yielding good verification performance. The UOTSDF is by:

\[
\text{filt}_{\text{UOTSDF}} = (\alpha D + \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2} C)^{-1} m
\]
Where D is a diagonal matrix with average power spectrum of the training image placed along the diagonal elements. m is a column vector containing the mean values of the Fourier transform of the reference images. C is the power spectral density of the noise. For most of the applications, a white noise power spectral density is for assumption since white noise is dominant in image; therefore C reduces to the identity matrix. α term for assumption since white noise is dominant in image; therefore C reduces to the identity matrix. α term typically set to be close to 1 to achieve good performance even in the presence of noise, but it also helps improve generalization to distortions outside the reference images.

By comparing the three correlation filters listed above, conventional MACE filter is complicated to implement whereby it requires many inversion of T matrices. UMACE filter is simpler to implement from a computational viewpoint as it involves inverting diagonal matrix only, and the performance are close to the conventional MACE but poorer than UOTSDF. Therefore, we plan to extend UOTSDF in our quaternion based face image correlator for the recognition of view invariant person face since it is less complicated in computational viewpoint than conventional MACE filter and achieve good performance.

### 3.2 Recognition stage

The schematic of recognition stage for classification of color face image by quaternion correlation is shown in Figure 4. During the recognition stage, an input view invariant face image is first encoded into two dimensional quaternion array (QA) as follows:

\[
h_{(i)} = h_{(i)} + h_{(i)}^r + h_{(i)}^g + h_{(i)}^b k
\]  

where i represents the input face image, \(h_{(i)}\) represents the real part of quaternion array for input face image i. \(h_{(i)}^r\), \(h_{(i)}^g\) and \(h_{(i)}^b\) each represents the i-, j-, k- imaginary part for input face image i respectively.

Performing DQFT to transforms the quaternion image to the quaternion frequency domain. A two-side form of DQFT is used:

\[
h_{(i)}(m,n) = \sum_{t=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} e^{-\mu_1 2\pi (mt/M)} . h_{(i)}(\tau,\eta) . e^{-\mu_2 2\pi (\eta t/N)}
\]

where \(e\) is exponential term, \(\mu_1\) and \(\mu_2\) are two pure quaternion units as shown in (15) and (16) respectively. The output of the DQFT, \(h_{(i)}\) is cross correlated with every quaternion correlation filter in the database using the quaternion correlator (QC) just as the one shown in Figure 3, but the DQFT output is now \(h_{(i)}\). In QC, performs quaternion correlation on \(h_{(i)}\) with reference face images \(I_{(t_j)}\) from database, and multiply with corresponding filter coefficients (filt\(t_{(j)}\)):

\[
g_{s(i,t_j)}(m,n) = \sum_{t=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} h_{(j)} . I_{(t_j)}(\tau-m,\eta-n) . \text{filt}_{(t_j)}
\]

After that, (26) is performing inverse DQFT to obtain the correlation plane function:

\[
P_{s(i,t_j)}(m,n) = \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \sum_{t=0}^{M-1} \sum_{\eta=0}^{N-1} e^{-\mu_1 2\pi (mt/M)} . g_{s(i,t_j)}(m,n) . e^{-\mu_2 2\pi (\eta t/N)}
\]

Calculate \(p_{s(i,t_j)}\) and \(PSR_{s(i,t_j)}\) from the correlation plane as in (27) using (11) and (12) respectively. \(p_{s(i,t_j)}\) means \(p\)-values of input face image \(h_{(i)}\) correlate on s-th reference face image in \(I_{(t_j)}\), while \(PSR_{s(i,t_j)}\) means PSR values of input face image \(h_{(i)}\) correlate on s-th reference face image in \(I_{(t_j)}\). These values are then feed into max-product fuzzy neural network classifier to perform classification for view invariant face images, which will be discussed in next section.

### 4 Max-product fuzzy neural network classifier

Fuzzy logic is a type of multi-valued logic that derived from fuzzy set theory to deal with approximate reasoning. Fuzzy logic provides high level framework for approximate reasoning that can appropriately handle both the uncertainty and imprecision in linguistic semantics, model expert heuristics and provide requisite high level organizing principles [13]. Neural network in engineering field refer to a mathematical/computational model based on biological neural network. Neural network provides self-organizing substrates for low level representation of information with adaptation capabilities. Fuzzy logic and neural network are complementary technologies. Therefore, it is plausible and justified to combine both these approaches in the design of classification systems. Such integrated system is referring to as fuzzy neural network classifier [13].

There are various fuzzy neural network classifiers have been proposed in the literature [29-32], and there has been much interest of many fuzzy neural networks applying max-min composition as functional basis [33-35]. However, in [36], Leotamonphong and Fang
mention that the max-min composition is “suitable only when a system allows no compensability among the elements of a solution vector”. He proposed to use max-product composition in fuzzy neural network rather than max-min composition. Bourke and Fisher in [37] also comment that the max-product composition gives better results than the traditional max-min operator. Therefore, efficient learning algorithms have been studied by others [38, 39] using the max-product composition afterwards.

In this paper, a fuzzy neural network classifier using max-product composition will be proposed for view invariant color face image classification system. The max-product composition is the same as a single perceptron except that summation is replaced by maximization, and in the max-min threshold unit, min is replaced by product.

4.1 Define T classes, for T person’s sets of view invariant face images

The reference face images for all T persons in database will be assigned with a Unique Number started from 1 till \(T \times S\), where \(S\) is the number of \(T\) different angle face image specified in section 3. Class number is assigned starting from 1 till \(T\). The same person’s face images in different angle of view will be arrange in sequence according to the unique number assigned and classified in the same Class number.

4.2 Training Max-Product Fuzzy Neural Network Classifier

The max-product fuzzy neural network classifier is training with 4 processes as listed below:

1.) \(PSR_{i(t,1)}\) and \(p_{i(t,1)}\) output from the quaternion correlator of the registration stage are fuzzified through the activation functions (Gaussian membership function):

\[
G_{PSR_{i(t,1)}} = \exp \left( \frac{- \left( PSR_{i(t,1)} - 1 \right)^2 }{\sigma^2} \right) \tag{28}
\]

\[
G_{p_{i(t,1)}} = \exp \left( \frac{- \left( p_{i(t,1)} - 1 \right)^2 }{\sigma^2} \right) \tag{29}
\]

where \(\sigma\) is the smoothing factor, that is the deviation of the Gaussian functions.

2.) Calculate the G-value, which is the product value for \(s\)-th reference face image of the fuzzy neural network classifier at each correlated images:

\[
G_{i(t,1)} = G_{PSR_{i(t,1)}} \times G_{p_{i(t,1)}} \tag{30}
\]

3.) Gather and store the product values in an array:

\[
X_{training} = \begin{bmatrix}
G_{i(t,1)} & G_{i(t,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,1)} \\
G_{i(t,2)} & G_{i(t,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,2)} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
G_{i(T,1)} & G_{i(T,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,T)}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{31}
\]

4.) The output will be set so that it will output 1 if it is authentic class and 0 if it is imposter class, and it is in an array \(Y_{identity}\), whereby it is an identity matrix of dimension \(T \times T\). To calculate the weight \(w_s\) for \(s\)-th angle face image, the equation is:

\[
w_s = X_{training}^{-1} \cdot Y_{identity} \tag{32}
\]

4.3 Max-Product Fuzzy Neural Network Classification

The max-product fuzzy neural network classification is with 7 steps:

1.) \(PSR_{i(t,1)}\) and \(p_{i(t,1)}\) output from the quaternion correlator of the recognition stage are fuzzified through the activation functions (Gaussian membership function):

\[
G_{PSR_{i(t,1)}} = \exp \left( \frac{- \left( PSR_{i(t,1)} - 1 \right)^2 }{\sigma^2} \right) \tag{33}
\]

\[
G_{p_{i(t,1)}} = \exp \left( \frac{- \left( p_{i(t,1)} - 1 \right)^2 }{\sigma^2} \right) \tag{34}
\]

2.) Calculate the product value of the fuzzy neural network classifier at input face image on the training face images in database:

\[
G_{i(t,1)} = G_{PSR_{i(t,1)}} \times G_{p_{i(t,1)}} \tag{35}
\]

3.) Gather and store the product values in an array:

\[
X_{classification} = \begin{bmatrix}
G_{i(t,1)} & G_{i(t,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,1)} \\
G_{i(t,2)} & G_{i(t,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,2)} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
G_{i(T,1)} & G_{i(T,2)} & \cdots & G_{i(T,T)}
\end{bmatrix} \tag{36}
\]

4.) Obtain the classification outcomes by multiplying (36) with the weight trained at (32):

\[
Y_{classification} = X_{classification} \times w_s \tag{37}
\]

5.) Classify the input face image with the person it belongs to by using max composition:

\[
Output = \max \{ Y_{classification} \} \tag{38}
\]

6.) Determine whether the face image is in the database or not:

If normalized Output \(\leq\) Thress

Then conclude: “The face is not in the database”.

Else determine which element in \(Y_{classification}\) matrix match with Output:
\( y \) = the position number of element in 
\[ Y_{\text{classification}} \] 
matrix which has the equal 
value with Output . (39)

\text{Thres}_{\text{output}} \) is the threshold value of an output to 
indicate that a face is not in the database.
\( y \) corresponds to the assigned number of reference 
image in database.

7.) Based on \( T \) sets of fuzzy IF-THEN rules, perform 
defuzzification:

\[ R^l: \text{IF } y \text{ is match with the Unique Number} \]
\text{stored in Class } l, \text{ THEN display the name} 
of the person correspond to \text{Class } l. \quad \text{(40)}

where \( l = 1, 2, \ldots T \).

5 \textbf{Experimental results}

In this section, the application of quaternion based face 
image correlator together with max-product fuzzy neural 
network classifier for view invariant face recognition 
system will be briefly illustrated. Here, some 
experimental results are used to prove the algorithms’ 
efficiency introduced in section 3 and 4.

5.1 Database of reference face images for 
200 persons

A database with view-invariant color face images 
provided by the Max-Planck Institute for Biological 
Cybernetics in Tuebingen Germany [40] is use to test the 
proposed view-invariant color face image recognition 
system. The database contains color face images of 7 
views of 200 laser-scanned (Cyberware TM) heads 
without hair. These modeling 200 persons’ sets of color 
face images each with view-invariant/angle of different: 
facing 90° to left, facing 60° to left, facing 30° to left, 
facing 0° in-front, facing 30° to right, facing 60° to right 
and facing 90° to right. Hence, \( S=7 \) since there are 7 
view-invariant images for 1 person set. An example of a 
person set with view-invariant face images are shown in 
Figure 5. The dimension of each image is 256 x 256 
pixels.

5.2 Quaternion based face image 
correlation using unconstrained 
optimal trade-off synthetic 
discriminant filter (UOTSDF)

In the evaluation experiment, \( T=180 \) MPIK persons’ 
faces are used to train the system during the enrollment 
stage. \( T \times S = 1260 \) reference face images are use in 
database to synthesize a single UOTSDF using (23). \( D \) 
and \( m \) are calculated from the reference images and \( C \) 
is an identity matrix of dimension 1260 x 1260 and \( \alpha \) 
set to 1. These values are substituted into (23) to calculate 
out the filter coefficients. Then in enrollment stage, for each 
filter line as in Figure 3, perform cross-correlations of all 
the DQFT form of reference face images in database 
\( I_{(s,t)} \) with the DQFT form of reference face image in 
database as well \( I_{(s,t)} \), and multiply the output value 
with corresponding filter coefficients respectively, where 
\( t_1, t_2 = 1, 2, \ldots, 180; s = 1, 2, \ldots, 7 \). In recognition stage, 
for each filter line, performed cross correlation of the 
DQFT form of input face image (\( h_{(t)} \)) with the DQFT 
form of reference face images in database (\( I_{(s,t)} \)) 
and multiply the output value with corresponding filter 
coefficient respectively. For authentic case (good match 
in between two face images), the correlation plane should 
have sharp peaks and it should not exhibit such strong 
peaks for imposter case (bad match in between two face 
images). These two cases will be investigated below:

**Authentic case:** Figure 6 shows the samples correlation 
plane for input face image matching with the exact 
reference face image of the same person in the database. 
Since both the face images are in good match, the 
observed correlation plane is having smooth and sharp 
peak.

**Imposter case:** Figure 7 show the sample correlation 
plane for input face image matching with one of the 
reference face image of different person in the database. 
Since both the face images are not in good match, the 
observed correlation plane is having lower and round 
peak as compare to those in good match.

Table 1 shows the PSR and \( p \)-value for both 
authentic and imposter case as in Fig. 6 and Fig.7. Note 
that the sharp correlation peak resulting in large
normalized PSR and p-value in authentic case, whereas small PSR and p-value exhibiting in the imposter case.

![Sample correlation plane for input face image from true class](image1)

**Figure 6:** Sample correlation plane for input face image matching with the exact reference face image of the same person class in the database (authentic case).

![Sample correlation plane for input face image from false class](image2)

**Figure 7:** Sample correlation plane for input face image matching with one of the reference face image of different person in the database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Normalized PSR</th>
<th>Normalized p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentic case</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.7905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imposter case</td>
<td>0.7894</td>
<td>0.5083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** normalized PSR and p-value for both authentic and imposter case.

To indicate that a face is not in the database, a threshold, Thres\_output is implemented on the normalized Output value at Step 6 in section 4.3. The 20 persons’ faces samples excluded from the training database are input to the trained system to run for accuracy test on different normalized Output value ranges from 0.05 to 1.0. The plot is shown in Figure 8. From the plot, the optimum Thres\_output is at 0.6.

**5.3 Efficiency of the view-invariant color face image recognition system**

The view-invariant color face image recognition system was evaluated with respect to random picking 10,000 repeated input face images from database (with mixing up the trained T=180 peoples’ faces plus 20 more peoples’ faces excluded from the training database sets) and input to the view-invariant color face image recognition system to run test. The graph of accuracy versus no. of person sets in database is plotted in Figure 9.

From the plot, it can be observed that as number of person in database increases, the performance drop is actually not much if G-value is applying in the proposed view-invariant color face image recognition system. Among the 10,000 input face images, 9,973 were tracked perfectly (output human names/ID agreed by the input images) in a database of 10 persons, i.e. an accuracy of 99.73%, while 9,821 were tracked perfectly in a database of 200 persons, i.e. an accuracy of 98.21%. The performance drop is increase if the proposed face recognition system is only applying PSR value (no G-value and p-value) whereby, the accuracy is 99.62% in a database of 10 persons, but 97.73% in a database of 200 persons. It is almost 0.24 fold more the performance drops compares to the system that applying G-value. The performance drops in the face recognition system, that applying only p-value (no G-value and PSR-value), is rather significant. Whereby, the accuracy is 99.50% in a database of 10 persons, but 97.04% in a database of 200 persons. It is almost 0.62 fold more the performance drop compares to the system that applying G-value. From the experiment results, it can be concluded that with the
implementation of G-value and the fuzzy neural network classifier, it helps boost up the accuracy of viewpoint-invariant color face image recognition.

5.4 Comparative study with parallel method

For comparative study, the proposed quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier is compared with conventional NMF, BDNMF and hypercomplex Gabor Filter. For conventional NMF, the reference face images as in section 5.1 database has been extracted and used. Seven training sets, each set exclusively containing the color face images for every person in different position (facing 90° to left, facing 60° to left, facing 30° to left, facing 0° in-front, facing 30° to right, facing 60° to right and facing 90° to right). For each training set, three different basis matrices and encodings were extracted for each color channels in the RGB scheme, \( F^l \) where \( l \in \{R, G, B\} \) is constructed such that each color channel, \( l \), of training color face images occupies the columns of \( F^l \) matrices. The rank \( r \) of factorization is generally chosen so that [41]:

\[
r < \frac{nm}{n + m}
\]

where \( n = 7 \) and \( m = 180 \), hence, \( r \) is set to 6. The experiment was carried out to test the enrollment stage time consumption and the classification stage time consumption. The recorded time consumption is normalized and recorded in Table 2. For the recognition accuracy, a total of 10,000 randomly selected and repeated MPIK color face images with mixing up the trained T=180 persons’ faces plus 20 more persons’ faces excluded from the training database sets are tested. These also distributed to 5000 are normal MPIK color face images, 2500 are normal MPIK color face images embedded with noise features such as “salt and pepper”, “poisson”, “speckles noise” as in Matlab image processing toolbox, and 2500 are normal MPIK color face images with scale invariant (shrink or dilation), some examples are shown in Figure 10. The recognition accuracy (Percentage of total correct recognized images /10,000 tested images) is recorded in Table 2.

For the BDNMF method, to evaluate the performance on different color spaces, the color faces are separate into RGB spaces and face recognition experiment using BDNMF algorithm is conducted. The rank of factorization \( r \) is set to 6 as well. In the experiment, all the seven color face images of each person in different position are used to constitute the training/enrollment set. For the testing/classification set, a total of 10,000 face images used in testing the conventional NMF method are used. The results of the identification test including the enrollment stage time consumption (normalized), classification stage time consumption (normalized) and matching accuracy are shown in Table 2.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the hypercomplex Gabor filter proposed by [5] for feature extraction used in this comparative study, the hypercomplex Gabor filter is operated on all the MPIK RGB dataset color face images as in section 5.1. Each color face image was analyzed at a total of 24 landmark location, determined by the statistical analysis of the MPIK face image population according to [5]. Since Mahalanobis distance applied in [5] yields higher accuracies in compare to normal Euclidean distance approach, matching in this comparative study was performed using Mahalanobis distance classification. The jets extracted at the chosen face landmark locations was used for face matching and the Mahalanobis distance was computed using the global covariance matrix for all the color face landmarks. During classification, jets derived from color face images in database were matched against models consisting of jets extracted from a set of 10,000 color face images as use in testing both conventional NMF and BDNMF above, for accuracy measurement. The results of the identification test including the normalized enrollment stage time consumption, normalized classification stage time consumption and matching accuracy are shown in Table 2.

From the experimental results in Table 2, it is observed that quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier has the fastest enrollment time and classification time. This follow by hypercomplex Gabor filter using Mahalanobis distance classification, conventional NMF and the slowest BDNMF. Conventional NMF and BDNMF are slow due to the reason that they required an iterative training stage for enrollment, which is time consuming and in compare to the proposed quaternion based fuzzy neural network classifier and hypercomplex Gabor filter. Comparing between conventional NMF and BDNMF, BDNMF algorithm imposes an additional constraint, which is the block diagonal constraint, on the base image matrix and coefficient matrix slowing down the enrollment processes. However, with the block diagonal constraint, BDNMF can preserve the integrity of color information better in different channels for color face representation, hence achieves higher accuracy in color face.
Classifier
Neural Network
based Fuzzy
Quaternion
Classification (Distance
Mahalanobis
Hypercomplex
BDNMF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enrollment stage normalized time consumption (for training all datasets in database)</th>
<th>Classification stage normalized time consumption (for matching 10,000 tested image)</th>
<th>Accuracy (output human names/ID match with the correspondence input images)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional NMF</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>80.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDNMF</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>83.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercomplex Gabor Filter (Mahalanobis Distance Classification)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>86.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaternion based Fuzzy Neural Network Classifier</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>92.06%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: normalized enrollment stage time consumption, normalized classification stage time consumption and matching accuracy for different color face classification method.

recognition. In compare to fuzzy neural network, Gabor filter required a large number of different kernels, and hence the length of the feature vectors in quaternion domains would increase dramatically. Therefore, Gabor filter required more time in enrollment and classification comparing to fuzzy neural network. In terms of recognition accuracy, the proposed quaternion based fuzzy neural network outperform hypercomplex Gabor filter, conventional NMF and BDNMF in recognizing view-invariant, noise influenced and scale invariant MPIK color face images.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a system capable of recognizing view-invariant color face images from MPIK dataset, using quaternion based color face image correlator and max-product fuzzy neural network classifier. One of the advantage of using quaternion correlator rather than conventional correlation method is that quaternion correlation method deals with color images without converting them into grayscale images. Hence important color information can be preserved. Also the proposed Max-product fuzzy neural network provides high level framework for approximate reasoning, since it is best suitable to apply in face image classification. Our experimental results show that the proposed face recognition system’s performs well with a very high accuracy of 98% from a dataset of 200 persons each with 7 view-invariant images. In comparative study with parallel work, experimental results also show that the proposed face recognition system outperforms conventional NMF, BDNMF and hypercomplex Gabor filter in terms of consumption of enrolment time, recognition time and accuracy in classifying view-invariant, noise influenced and scale invariant color face images from MPIK. Since artificial dataset (MPIK) was used in the experiments which might be impractical, this work creates a number of avenues for further work. Direct extensions of this work may fall into three main sorts in future. Firstly, more rigorous work is necessary on investigating the system performance in realistic environment and the system should be extended to consider variations include translation, facial expression, and illumination. Real face images such as FERET dataset might be employed in the training as well as empirical tests. Secondly, facial image pre-processing mechanisms, mainly eye detection, geometric and illumination normalization might be employed to ease the image acquisition. A large scale of facial images acquisition and storage of facial data might raise security concerns in terms of identity theft. Third extension might fall in the employment of cancellable face data as a step to reinforce the system security.
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We present a new data-driven approach for enhancing the extraction of translation equivalents from comparable corpora which exploits bilingual lexico-semantic knowledge harvested from a parallel corpus. First, the bilingual lexicon obtained from word-aligning the parallel corpus replaces an external seed dictionary, making the approach knowledge-light and portable. Next, instead of using simple one-to-one mappings between the source and the target language, translation equivalents are clustered into sets of synonyms by a cross-lingual Word Sense Induction method. The obtained sense clusters enable us to expand the translation of vector features with several translation variants using a cross-lingual Word Sense Disambiguation method. Consequently, the vector features are disambiguated and translated with the translation variants included in the semantically most appropriate cluster, thus producing less noisy and richer vectors that allow for a more successful cross-lingual vector comparison than in previous methods.

Povzetek: V prispevku predstavljamo pristop za izboljšanje luščenja prevodnih ustreznic iz primerljivih korpusov z dodatnim virom leksiko-semantičnega znanja, izluščenega iz vzporednih korpusov.

1 Introduction

Due to the scarcity of general language parallel corpora, extracting translation information from comparable corpora has become a very active area of research in the past two decades. Identifying translation correspondences in comparable corpora offers low-resourced language pairs and domains a fast and affordable way to construct bilingual lexica and provides information useful for training Statistical Machine Translation systems (Munteanu and Marcu, 2005; Snover et al., 2008). The main idea behind translation extraction from comparable corpora is the assumption that a source word and its translation appear in similar contexts. In order to compare the context similarity of source and target words the same vector has to be produced, which means that the vectors of the one language have to be translated in the other language. Feature vector translation generally presupposes the availability of a bilingual dictionary (Fung, 1998; Rapp, 1999), which is however not the case for many language pairs or domains.

Another problem with the traditional approach to bilingual lexicon extraction and most of its extensions (Shao and Ng, 2004; Otero, 2007; Yu and Tsujii, 2009; Marsi and Krahmer, 2010) is that they neglect polysemy and consider a translation candidate as correct if it is an appropriate translation for at least one possible sense of the source word. This often corresponds to the most frequent sense of the word due to the way context vectors are built. An alternative to this consists in considering all translations provided for a source word in a bilingual dictionary but weighting them by their frequency in the target language (Prochasson et al., 2009; Hazem and Morin, 2012). The high quality of the information exploited by both these methods – generally found in hand-crafted resources – combined with the skewed distribution of the translations corresponding to different senses of the words, often leads to satisfying results. Nevertheless, this approach limits the usability of the proposed methods to languages and domains where such resources are available. We believe that relying on
minimal resources that can be easily obtained for any language pair and domain, and combining them with automatic disambiguation of the features in the context vectors can lead to the production of cleaner vectors and, consequently, to higher quality results during lexicon extraction from comparable corpora.

The goal of this paper is twofold: first, we wish to eliminate the need for an external knowledge source by automatically extracting a bilingual lexicon from a parallel corpus. Second, we propose a way for disambiguating polysemous features in the context vectors, as these features may be translated differently according to the sense in which they are used in a given context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present some related work on the subject. In Section 3, we present the resources that were used in our experiments. In Section 4, we describe the approach and the experimental setup in detail. The obtained results are presented and discussed in Session 5, after which the paper is wrapped up with some concluding remarks and ideas for future work.

2 Related work

The need to bypass pre-existing dictionaries has been addressed in several works on translation information extraction from comparable corpora. Koehn and Knight (2002) build the initial seed dictionary automatically, based on identical spelling features between the two languages (English and German). Cognate detection has also been used by Saralegi et al. (2008) for extracting word translations from English-Basque comparable corpora. The cognate and the seed lexicon approaches have been successfully combined by Fišer and Ljubešić (2011) who showed that the results with an automatically created seed lexicon that is based on language similarity can be as good as with a pre-existing dictionary. But all these approaches work on closely-related languages and cannot be used as successfully for language pairs with little lexical overlap, such as English (EN) and Slovene (SL), which is the case in this experiment.

As for vector comparison, we believe we can produce less noisy vectors and improve their comparison across languages by using contextual information to disambiguate their features. This is done by a cross-lingual data-driven Word Sense Disambiguation method which assigns to each feature a cluster of semantically similar translations in the other language (Apidianaki, 2009). A similar idea has been implemented by Kaji (2002) who performed word clustering to extract sets of synonymous translation equivalents from from English-Japanese comparable corpora using pre-defined bilingual dictionaries. In addition, instead of providing one translation for each disambiguated feature, we translate it with all translation equivalents that belong to the assigned cluster similar to Déjean et al. (2005) who used a bilingual thesaurus instead of a lexicon.

The contribution of the work presented in this paper is a language independent and fully automated corpus-based approach to bilingual lexicon extraction from comparable corpora that does not rely on any external knowledge sources to determine word senses or translation equivalents.

3 Resources used

3.1 Comparable corpus

In this work, lexicon extraction is performed from a custom-built English-Slovene comparable corpus consisting of a collection of popular health and lifestyle articles from healthy-living magazines and the Internet. The core part of the corpus was collected manually from the Slovene reference corpus FidaPLUS (Arhar et al., 2007), already part-of-speech tagged and lemmatized. All the articles from the Slovene monthly health and lifestyle magazine (Zdravje) published between 2003 and 2005 have been included, amounting to one million words. For English, an equivalent amount of articles from the Health Magazine has been included. We PoS-tagged and lemmatized the English part of the corpus with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994).

We then automatically extended the corpora from the two billion-word ukWaC (Ferraresi et al., 2008) and the 380 million-word slWaC (Ljubešić and Erjavec, 2011) that were constructed by crawling the .uk and .si domains. We took into account all the documents that pass a document similarity threshold with respect to the core corpus that was experimentally set in Fišer et al. (2011). The part of the extended corpus used in this experiment consists of 1 million words in each language.

3.2 Parallel corpus

3.2.1 Data

The information needed for applying our data-driven approach to the translation of source language vectors comes from an English-Slovene parallel corpus. Instead of an external seed lexicon used in most previous work, we translate source language vector features by exploiting the output of a cross-lingual WSD method (Apidianaki, 2009). The WSD method exploits the results of a cross-lingual Word Sense Induction (WSI) method that identifies word senses by clustering their translations in a parallel corpus. In the current setting, the English translations of Slovene words in a parallel corpus are clustered and the obtained sense clusters describe the senses of the source words.

The corpus used for sense induction is composed of the Slovene-English part of Europarl (release v6) (Koehn, 2005) and the Slovene-English part of the JRC-Acquis corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006), amounting to approximately 35M words per language.

So, the parallel corpus used for sense induction comes from a different domain than the comparable corpus described in Section 3.1. This is not the ideal scenario given that domain adaptation is important for the type of semantic processing we want to apply. There must be a noticeable shift in the senses present in the two corpora which makes the disambiguation stage harder and, in some cases, less interesting as true ambiguities become less frequent. The main reasons we opt for this configuration in this initial set of experiments are that there are very few large parallel corpora for the English-Slovene language pair, and that a comparable corpus and a gold standard needed for evaluation are available for
the health domain. Furthermore, the combination of the two EU corpora provides sufficient material for training the unsupervised word sense induction and disambiguation methods that we intend to use. We should however note that, although the corpora pertain to different domains, they do contain a lot of general vocabulary. This is the case for both the EU corpus and the health domain corpus which is not medical (in the technical sense) but more popular, built from health and lifestyle magazines.

### 3.2.2 Pre-processing

Prior to being used for sense induction, the parallel corpus is subject to several pre-processing steps. We first eliminate sentence pairs with a great difference in length (i.e. cases where one sentence is more than three times longer than the corresponding sentence in the other language). Next, the corpus is lemmatized and PoS-tagged with the TreeTagger (for English) and the ToTaLe tool (for Slovene) (Erjavec et al., 2010). ToTaLe uses the TnT tagger (Brants, 2000) and was trained on MultextEast corpora (Erjavec, 2012). Two part-of-speech lexicons are built containing the PoS with which each word appears in the corpus. Next, the corpus is word-aligned with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and two bilingual lexicons are extracted from the alignment results, one for each translation direction (EN–SL/SL–EN).

Several filters are then applied to clean the lexicons from noisy alignments. The translations are filtered on the basis of their alignment score (threshold: 0.01) and their PoS, keeping for each word only translations pertaining to the same grammatical category. We retain the intersecting alignments and use for clustering only translations that translate a source word more than 10 times in the training corpus. Even if this threshold leaves out some translations of the source words, it has the double merit of reducing data sparseness issues and eliminating erroneous translations which may be found in the lexicons because of spurious alignments. The filtered EN–SL lexicon contains entries for 6,384 nouns, 2,447 adjectives and 1,814 verbs with more than three translations in the training corpus. This lexicon is exploited for Word Sense Induction, as will be explained in Section 4.

### 3.2.3 Gold standard

We evaluate the results of the different experiments we carry out for extracting bilingual lexicons from comparable corpora by comparing them to a gold standard lexicon, which was comparable corpus and manually inspected. The gold standard lexicon contains 187 domain terms (nouns) that are present in the source language corpus with a minimum frequency of 50. Twenty-three of these terms have two attested translations in the corpus (e.g. EN *rectum* → SL *danka, rektum*) while the rest have just one (e.g. EN *breast* → SL *dobjka*).

### 4 Experimental setup

#### 4.1 Cross-lingual sense clustering

##### 4.1.1 Vector building from the parallel corpus

The translations retained for each English target word \(w\) from the parallel corpus after the filtering process described in Section 3.2.2, are clustered on the basis of source language distributional information. Each Slovene translation \(T_i\) of \(w\) is characterized by a vector built from the co-occurrences of \(w\) in English. The English contains the lemmas of content words (nouns, verbs and adjectives) that co-occur with \(w\) in the source side of the aligned sentences where it is translated by \(T_i\), and their frequency counts. Using these vectors, pairwise similarities between the translations of \(w\) are calculated by a variation of the Weighted Jaccard measure (Grefenstette, 1994; Apidianaki, 2008).

For each translation \(T_i\) of \(w\), let \(N\) be the number of features retained from the corresponding source context. Each feature \(F_j\) \((1 \leq j \leq N)\) receives a total weight \(tw(F_j, T_i)\) with translation \(T_i\) defined as the product of the feature's global weight, \(gw(F_j)\), and its local weight with that translation, \(lw(F_j, T_i)\):

\[
tw(F_j, T_i) = gw(F_j) \cdot lw(F_j, T_i)
\]

The global weight of a feature \(F_j\) depends on its dispersion in the contexts of \(w\). More precisely, the global weight of the feature is a function of the number \(N_i\) of translations \(T_i\)'s to which \(F_j\) is related, and of the probabilities \(p_{ij}\) that \(F_j\) co-occurs with instances of \(w\) translated by each of the \(T_i\)'s:

\[
gw(F_j) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{T_i} p_{ij} \log(p_{ij})}{N_i}
\]

Each of the \(p_{ij}\)'s is computed as the ratio between the co-occurrence frequency of \(F_j\) with \(w\) when translated as \(T_i\), denoted as \(\text{cooc} \_\text{frequency}(F_j, T_i)\), and the total number of features \(N\) seen with \(T_i\):

\[
p_{ij} = \frac{\text{cooc} \_\text{frequency}(F_j, T_i)}{N}
\]

Finally, the local weight \(lw(F_j, T_i)\) between \(F_j\) and \(T_i\) directly depends on their co-occurrence frequency:

\[
lw(F_j, T_i) = \log(\text{cooc} \_\text{frequency}(F_j, T_i))
\]

##### 4.1.2 Similarity calculation

The weights assigned to the features by the Weighted Jaccard measure reflect their relevance for calculating the similarity of the translation vectors. The score assigned to a pair of vectors indicates the degree of similarity of the corresponding translations. Translation pairs with a score above a threshold defined locally for each \(w\), and dependent on the similarity scores assigned to its pairs of translations, are considered as semantically related.
The similarity threshold is set following the method proposed in Apidianaki and He (2010). This iterative procedure permits to define a local threshold for each \( w \) and to avoid using a static threshold that might not be appropriate for different words. The threshold \( T \) for a word \( w \) is initially set to the mean of the scores (above 0) of the translation pairs of \( w \). The translation pairs of \( w \) are then divided into two sets \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) according to whether they exceed, or are inferior to, the threshold. Then, the average of the scores of the translation pairs in each set is computed \((m_1 = \frac{1}{n_1} \sum_{w \in G_1} \text{score}(w))\) and \((m_2 = \frac{1}{n_2} \sum_{w \in G_2} \text{score}(w))\) and a new threshold is created that is the average of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) \((T = \frac{m_1 + m_2}{2})\). The new threshold serves to separate once again the translation pairs into two sets, a new threshold is calculated and the procedure is repeated until convergence is reached.

The similarity threshold calculated in this way permits to estimate the semantic proximity of the translations. Once this is done, the clustering algorithm groups the semantically similar Slovene translations into 'sense-clusters' describing the senses of the corresponding English words.

### 4.1.3 Translation clustering

The clustering algorithm takes as input the list of translations of the English word, their similarity scores and the similarity threshold, and outputs clusters of semantically related translations of the word in the target language. The clustering is performed in two steps. First, each translation pair with a similarity score exceeding the threshold is considered to have a pertinent relation and forms a cluster. The obtained two-element clusters might be enriched, during the second clustering step, by additional translations that are semantically related to all the translations already in the cluster. The clustering stops when all translations are included in some cluster and all their relations have been checked. All the elements in the final clusters are linked to each other by strong semantic relations, similar to cliques in undirected graphs.

Table 1 provides examples of clusters for English words of different PoS with clear sense distinctions in our training corpus. For each English word, we give the obtained clusters of Slovene translations, including a description of the sense described by each cluster.

For instance, the translations *kroga*, *sfera* and *področje* of the word *sphere* are grouped into two sense-clusters {kroga} and {sfera, področje} which describe the two senses of *sphere* observed in the corpus: “geometrical shape” and “area”. Similarly, the translations retained for the adjective *minor* from the training corpus {nepomemben, mladoleten, majhen} (under 18 years old) are grouped into two clusters describing its two senses: {nepomemben} - “not very important” and {mladoleten, majhen} - “under 18 years old”. The resulting cluster inventory contains 13,352 clusters in total, for 8,892 words. 2,585 of the words (1518 nouns, 554 verbs and 513 adjectives) have more than one cluster.

### 4.2 Vector building from the comparable corpus

Context vectors in both the source and the target language are built for nouns occurring at least 50 times in the comparable corpus. This frequency threshold is
required in order to obtain enough contextual data and ensure minimally reliable results in the lexicon extraction process.

As features in context vectors, we use three content words to the left and to the right of the retained nouns, stopping at the sentence boundary. The position of each content word is not taken into account, i.e. the context is seen as a bag of words. Our previous research (Fišer and Ljubešić, 2011; Ljubešić et al., 2011) has shown that encoding feature positions is mostly useful only when extracting translation candidates between closely related, syntactically similar languages.

Feature weights are calculated by the TF-IDF measure. TF is calculated as the relative frequency of a content word feature regarding all content word features in a specific context vector. IDF weights are calculated on the whole ukWaC and slWaC corpora in a typical IR manner by obeying document boundaries. Our previous research (Ljubešić et al., 2011) has shown that TF-IDF feature weights perform as good as the more complex log-likelihood weighting and better than pure relative frequency. These feature weights serve additionally to filter out ‘weak’ features that are shown not to be useful for the lexicon extraction task (see Section 5.2).

4.3 Vector disambiguation

4.3.1 A data-driven approach

In order to identify the translations of the source words in the target language side of the comparable corpus, the vectors built in the two languages must be compared. This comparison serves to quantify the similarity of the source and target language words represented by the vectors, and the highest ranked pairs are proposed as entries for the lexicon.

As the vectors have been built from monolingual corpora, the source language vectors must first be translated into the target language. As explained above, in most previous work on bilingual lexicon building from comparable corpora, the vectors were translated using external seed dictionaries. The first translation proposed for a word in the dictionary was used to translate all the instances of the word in the vectors irrespective of their sense, and no disambiguation was performed.

The use of external resources ensures the quality of the translations used for translating the source vectors. Moreover, the selection of the most frequent translation often results in good translations because of the skewed distribution of the translations corresponding to different senses of the words. Nevertheless, this technique limits the usability of the proposed lexicon extraction methods to languages and domains where such resources are available.

In this work, instead of using an external bilingual dictionary, we translate the source language vectors using the data-driven cross-lingual WSD method proposed by Apidianaki (2009). The method exploits the sense clusters acquired from parallel corpora by the sense induction method described in Section 4.1. This property extends the applicability of the method to languages lacking large-scale lexical resources but for which parallel corpora are available.

4.3.2 Cross-lingual WSD

The sense clusters of translations obtained during sense induction (cf. Section 4.1) represent the candidate senses of the English words in the parallel corpus. We exploit this sense inventory for disambiguating the features in the English vectors that were extracted from the comparable corpus. More precisely, the WSD method has to select for each feature in the vectors built from the comparable corpus, the cluster that correctly translates its sense in the target language.

In the current setting, the selection is performed by comparing information from the context of the vector features to the distributional information that served to estimate the semantic similarity of the clustered translations. The context of a feature to be disambiguated corresponds to the rest of the vector where it appears. Inside the vectors, the features are ordered according to their weight (calculated as explained in Section 4.1). The feature weights serve to filter out the weak features (i.e. features with a score below a threshold) which were shown not to be useful for the lexicon extraction task. The threshold was experimentally set at 0.01. The retained features are then considered as a bag of words.

On the clusters side, the information used for disambiguation is found in the source language vectors built from the parallel corpus which revealed the semantic similarity of the clustered translations. If common features (CF’s) are found between the context of a feature and just one cluster, this cluster is selected to describe the feature’s sense. Otherwise, if there exist CF’s with more than one cluster, then a score is assigned to each ‘cluster-feature’ association. This weight corresponds to the mean of the weights of the CF’s relative to the clustered translations (weights assigned to each feature during clustering). In the following formula, $CF_i$ is the set of CF’s found between the cluster and the new context and $N_{CF}$ is the number of translations $T_i$ in the cluster characterized by a CF:

$$assoc\_scope = \frac{\sum_{N_{CF}} \sum w(T_i, CF_j)}{N_{CF} \cdot |CF_j|}$$

The highest scored cluster is selected and assigned to the feature as a sense tag. The features are also tagged with the most frequent (MF) translation of the word in the parallel training corpus, which sometimes already exists in the cluster selected during WSD.

In Table 2, we present some examples of disambiguated vector features of different PoS. For each case, we provide: the headword entry to which the vector corresponds; a feature from the vector that has been disambiguated (a noun, a verb and an adjective, respectively, in the three examples); and the context that was used for disambiguation, which consists of the other strong features found in the same vector (i.e. features with a weight above the threshold). From the candidate clusters available for the feature (given in column 4), the WSD method selects the most appropriate one (in boldface) to describe the feature’s sense in this context. In the last column of the table, we provide the most frequent sense/translation (MF) for the feature.
We observe that the MF translation may already exist in the cluster selected by the WSD method, like in the first example where obravnavo is already in the selected cluster. The inverse, i.e. that the MF is not found in the proposed cluster, is also possible as is the case with the zapečatiti translation of the verb seal.

The disambiguation of source language features using cross-lingual sense clusters constitutes the main contribution of this work and presents several advantages. First, the method performs disambiguation by using sense descriptions derived from the data, which extends its applicability to resource-poor languages. This procedure clearly differentiates our method from previous approaches where the first translation in a dictionary – which is often the most frequent one – was selected for translating each vector feature. An additional advantage is that the sense clusters assigned to features may contain more than one translation. This property is important in this setting as it provides supplementary material for the comparison of the vectors in the target language.

### Cross-lingual vector comparison

The translation of the source vectors into the target language, performed as described in the previous section, makes possible the comparison of the vectors in the same vector space. We experiment with three different ways of translating features:

1. by keeping the translation a feature was most frequently aligned to in the parallel corpus (MF);
2. by keeping the most frequent translation from the cluster assigned to the feature during disambiguation (CLMF); and
3. by using the same cluster as in the second approach, but producing features for all translations in the cluster with the same weight (CL).

The first approach is used as a baseline since instead of the sense clustering and WSD results, it just uses the “most frequent sense/alignment” heuristic. In the first batch of the experiments, we noticed that the results of the CL approach heavily depend on the part-of-speech of the features. An additional advantage is that the sense clusters assigned to features may contain more than one translation. This property is important in this setting as it provides supplementary material for the comparison of the vectors in the target language.

### Evaluation and discussion of the results

#### 5.1 Evaluation setting

The final result of our method consists in ranked lists of translation candidates for gold standard entries. We evaluate this output by the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) measure which takes into account the rank of the first good translation found for each entry. Formally, MRR is defined as

$$MRR = \frac{1}{|Q|} \sum_{i=1}^{|Q|} \frac{1}{\text{rank}_i}$$

where $|Q|$ is the length of the query, i.e. the number of gold standard entries we compute translation candidates for, and rank, is the position of the first correct translation in the candidate list.

Since most of the entries in our gold standard contain just one translation, we did not consider using more advanced evaluation measures for ranked results, like mean average precision (MAP).

#### 5.2 Results and discussion

The results of our final experiment are shown in Table 2. The $x$ axis shows the minimum feature weight threshold (mfwt) while on the $y$ axis the evaluation measure MRR is plotted.

### Table 2: Disambiguation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Headword</th>
<th>Feature (PoS)</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Candidate clusters</th>
<th>MF alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>infertility</td>
<td>treatment (n)</td>
<td>doctor, diabetes,</td>
<td>- {zdravljenje, obdelava, obravnavanje, obravnavo, ravanlje} (treat an illness)</td>
<td>obravnavo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>health, emergency,</td>
<td>- {čiščenje} (treat a person/animal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>check, ...</td>
<td>- {raba} (usage)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clot</td>
<td>seal (v)</td>
<td>block, heart, vessel</td>
<td>- {tesniti} (to be waterproof or airtight)</td>
<td>zapečatiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pressure, infection,</td>
<td>- {zapreti, zapečatiti} (to close)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrhythmia</td>
<td>irregular (a)</td>
<td>heart, abnormal,</td>
<td>- {nepravilen, nereden} (not regular)</td>
<td>nepravilen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>monitor, failure,</td>
<td>- {ilegalen} (illegal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>risk, ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that the MF translation may already exist in the cluster selected by the WSD method, like in the first example where obravnavo is already in the selected cluster. The inverse, i.e. that the MF is not found in the proposed cluster, is also possible as is the case with the zapečatiti translation of the verb seal.

The disambiguation of source language features using cross-lingual sense clusters constitutes the main contribution of this work and presents several advantages. First, the method performs disambiguation by using sense descriptions derived from the data, which extends its applicability to resource-poor languages. This procedure clearly differentiates our method from previous approaches where the first translation in a dictionary – which is often the most frequent one – was selected for translating each vector feature. An additional advantage is that the sense clusters assigned to features may contain more than one translation. This property is important in this setting as it provides supplementary material for the comparison of the vectors in the target language.

#### Cross-lingual vector comparison

The translation of the source vectors into the target language, performed as described in the previous section, makes possible the comparison of the vectors in the same vector space. We experiment with three different ways of translating features:

1. by keeping the translation a feature was most frequently aligned to in the parallel corpus (MF);
2. by keeping the most frequent translation from the cluster assigned to the feature during disambiguation (CLMF); and
3. by using the same cluster as in the second approach, but producing features for all translations in the cluster with the same weight (CL).

The first approach is used as a baseline since instead of the sense clustering and WSD results, it just uses the “most frequent sense/alignment” heuristic. In the first batch of the experiments, we noticed that the results of the CL approach heavily depend on the part-of-speech of the features. So, we divided the CL approach into three sub-approaches:

1. translate only nouns with the clusters and other features with the MF approach (CL-n);
2. translate nouns and adjectives with the clusters and verbs with the MF approach (CL-na); and
3. translate all PoS with the clusters (CL-nav).

The distance between the translated source and the target-language vectors is computed by the Dice metric which has proven to be very efficient when combined with the TF-IDF weighting (Ljubešić et al., 2011).

During our experiments, we noticed that discarding the weakest features from the context vectors in the source language significantly improves the results. So, we also experiment with a minimum feature weight threshold and call this parameter the ‘minimum feature weight threshold’ (mfwt). By comparing the translated source vectors to the target language ones, we obtain a ranked list of candidate translations for each gold standard entry.
The phenomenon that is first observed in the graph is the one for which we have introduced the minimum feature weight threshold parameter: the best results are obtained when discarding all features that have a TF-IDF weight score lower than 0.01. This is something we had not noticed before and that we intend to explore more thoroughly in a new set of experiments, by measuring its consistency when different weight measures, distance measures, seed lexicons, language pairs and comparable corpora are used.

The lowest results are consistently obtained when using the CLMF approach, which consists in using only the most frequent translation from the cluster chosen through the WSD procedure. A possible reason for this is the fact that alignment frequencies used for finding the most frequent translation in the cluster were calculated on a corpus of a different domain than our comparable corpus (Europarl vs. health corpus).

The baseline which always uses the most frequent translation of the feature from the parallel corpus, without sense clustering and WSD, achieves a medium result. The baseline is outperformed by the CL-n and the CL-na approaches but performs better than the CL-nav approach, which shows that taking verbs into account deteriorates the quality of the results.

The different CL approaches yield somewhat expected results. The biggest gain is obtained from clustering and WSD information calculated on nouns, nouns and adjectives scored second and the lowest results are obtained when verbs are added to the mix. This is probably due to the fact that the verbal clusters are noisier than the nominal and adjectival ones. We intend to further explore this issue.

Since our gold standard is quite small, we checked the statistical significance of the difference in the results of the baseline MF approach and the winning CL-n approach. We used the approximate randomization procedure with $R = 1000$ (i.e. 1000 random assignments were done without replacement of the two sets of results). The resulting $p$-value is 0.091, which is higher than the commonly used 0.05 threshold.

These results show that in our future experiments we will need a larger gold standard to draw safer conclusions on the statistical significance of the results. However, since the $p$-value is below 0.1 and is accompanied by a consistent increase in performance throughout a large number of experiments, we are rather confident that this increase is not the result of random variation.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from the reported results here are the following:

- extending the feature set with multiple translations obtained by sense clustering and word sense disambiguation of features is beneficial to the lexicon extraction procedure;
- the most valuable information obtained from the clustering and WSD approach comes from nouns;
- using just the most frequent translation inside the cluster selected during WSD does not yield good results; and
- further investigation of the improvement that occurs when weak features are discarded is needed.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented an approach that allows the use of lexicosemantic knowledge acquired from parallel corpora to improve the extraction of translation equivalents from comparable corpora. A parallel corpus served as the source of the seed dictionary, so that no external knowledge source is needed for the translation of features in context vectors. In addition, the seed dictionary was enhanced with clusters of translation variants obtained from the parallel corpus in an unsupervised way. The cross-lingual clusters were used to disambiguate the features in the context vectors, reducing noise, and allowed for a more accurate comparison of source and target vectors. Furthermore, the tagging of the vector features with clusters during disambiguation increased the translation information available for each feature and, therefore, facilitated the comparison of context vectors across languages.

The results show that lexicosemantic knowledge derived from a parallel corpus can help to circumvent the need for an external seed dictionary, traditionally considered as a pre-requisite for bilingual lexicon extraction from parallel corpora. Moreover, disambiguating the vectors improves the quality of the extracted lexicons and manages to beat the simpler, if powerful, most frequent sense/alignment heuristic.

These encouraging results pave the way towards pure data-driven methods for bilingual lexicon extraction from comparable corpora. This knowledge-light approach can be applied to languages and domains that do not dispose of large-scale seed dictionaries but for which parallel corpora are available. Moreover, the use of a data-driven cross-lingual WSD method, such as the one proposed in this paper, can contribute to obtain less noisy translated vectors, which is important especially when lexicon extraction is performed from general language comparable corpora.

The experiments carried out till now focus on a health comparable corpus. Although this is not a very specialized corpus but a rather popular one, cases of true polysemy are still less frequent than in a general corpus.
We would thus like to extend this work by applying the method to a more general comparable corpus, for instance a corpus built from Wikipedia texts. We expect that the effect of applying the WSD method on a general corpus will be highly beneficial, as ambiguity problems will be more prevalent.

We also want to explore the use of second order co-occurrences for disambiguation. For the moment, the context used to disambiguate vector features consists of other features that appear in the same vector. However, these features are direct co-occurrences of the headword, which does not necessarily mean that the features themselves co-occur with each other in the corpus. We consider that it would be preferable to replace this context with the co-occurrences of the features in the corpus for disambiguation, which would correspond to the second order co-occurrences of the English words, and investigate the effect of using this type of context on lexicon extraction.
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Near Field Communication (NFC), as one of the emerging and promising technological developments, provides means to short range contactless communication for mobile phones and other devices alike. NFC has become an attractive design science research area for many academicians due to its exploding growth and its promising applications and related services. A better understanding of the current status of NFC research is necessary to maintain the advancement of knowledge in NFC research and to identify the gap between theory and practice. In this paper, we present a literature review on NFC. To facilitate the analysis of the literature, we propose a research framework and organize the NFC literature into four major categories (theory and development, applications and services, infrastructure, ecosystem). We contend that due to the nature of NFC (industry high stakes, multidisciplinary research, artifacts development), the design science research paradigm serves an appropriate ground to investigate an extent to which relevance and rigor is achieved. By employing the proposed research framework and design science perspective, we set up a research agenda (research directions and promising research questions) which may help practitioners and academics to achieve a substantial progress in NFC.

Povzetek: Predstavljen je strokovni okvir za NFC, komunikacijo kratkega dosega.

1 Introduction

Today the rapid development and adoption of information technologies (IT) is changing the way of doing business significantly. The growing interest on electronic commerce to perform business transactions brought vital improvements, especially in wireless technologies [80]. Near Field Communication (NFC) has become one of the promising wireless technological developments in the information and communication industry. NFC technology is a short-range, high frequency, low bandwidth radio technology. It allows us to transfer data within few centimeters. As shall be discussed later on, along with three operating modes (reader/writer, peer-to-peer and card emulation [81]), key advantages of NFC over other wireless technologies include simplicity and inherent security [13, 19]. The integration of NFC technology into mobile devices offers many reliable applications such as payment, ticketing, loyalty services, identification, access control, content distribution, smart advertising, peer-to-peer data/money transfers, and set-up services [85]. NFC has become an attractive research area for many academics due to its exploding growth and its promising applications and related services. Noticeably, for the last few years, there has been a considerable amount of increase in the number of research papers and activities concerning NFC. However, a better understanding of the current status of NFC research area is necessary to maintain the advancement of knowledge in NFC research and to identify the progress of NFC research. Thus, a literature research framework is necessary to fulfill the needs. In the present research, such a framework is established and used to make sense of NFC endeavors and to propose promising research directions with a number of research questions.

Scholars, including [83], address a relevance issue in information systems (IS) research and emphasize an importance of studying information technology (IT) artifacts as design science research (DSR). [92] maintains that DSR enables a focus on the IT artifact with a high priority on relevance in an application domain. In this regard, NFC as an innovative artifact
exemplifies the central role of the IT artifacts in IS research. As shall seen later on, most of the research on NFC yields such artifact types as constructs, models, methods and instantiations [86]. Thus, to examine the progress of NFC research one needs to examine how well rigor and relevance is achieved and what research issues need to be addressed. We contend that due to the nature of NFC (industry high stakes, interdisciplinary research, artifacts development), design science research paradigm serves an appropriate ground to investigate an extent to which relevance and rigor is achieved. By employing the proposed research framework and design science perspective, we set up a research agenda which may help practitioners and academics to achieve a substantial progress in NFC.

The contribution to this study is two-fold. First, it goes beyond a typical literature review and establishes a framework by which we articulate the status of Body-of-Knowledge for NFC. By employing a DSR perspective, the paper proposes a research agenda and brings up promising research questions. Second, the paper contributes to IS research by showing how DSR can be used to examine the progress of NFC as an emerging research field.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we clarify what the basis of this research is and what relevant research is used to explicate the research rationale in this paper. Second, we present the research approach and method adopted to establish the framework and set up the research agenda. Third, the framework is proposed and used to explicate the BoK for NFC. Fourth, the DSR perspective with a number of criteria is used to examine the progress of NFC. Fifth, the research agenda is provided to support academics and practitioners and, finally, the conclusion is drawn.

2 Relevant Research and Methodology

2.1 Organizing Frameworks in Relative Research Areas

[84] maintain that an effective review is essential to create a solid foundation for advancing knowledge. Such a foundation provides a reference Body-of-Knowledge (BoK) and facilitates both an academic progress and effective use of research outcomes.

Reviewing academic literature for an emerging research area like NFC is a challenge because the accumulated knowledge may not be mature enough for synthesis. On the other hand, it is necessary as to one can make sense of existing research endeavors and relate ongoing research to the BoK. Such a review work about the NFC research area has not been performed so far rigorously. The present research attempts to fulfill this need.

While we determine the basis of our review, we need to look into those review studies which can contribute to establishment of the NFC framework. Thus, we examine review studies in IS in general, NFC relevant reviews in particular. As shall seen in the next section, we used the former to determine a review approach, that is what review approach should be adopted for examining NFC. The latter includes review studies on electronic commerce (e-commerce), RFID or any wireless technology related topics, and is important to elaborate in a such way that subject-specific insights can be gained and may help in determining the organizing framework. We shall discuss briefly what and how frameworks have been established in representative studies.

Regarding with electronic commerce (e-commerce), it is broader, yet helps in identifying a relevant research area to NFC which provides a sense of organizing boundary for implications of NFC with respect to such perspectives as business, organization, technology. Indeed, one can find several review studies and frameworks on electronic commerce in terms of essential concepts along with these perspectives. For instance, in [3] and [4], the proposed research frameworks are based on four dimensions (applications, technology, support, and implementation along with other issues).

Likewise, mobile commerce (m-commerce) literature reviews are also good sources for understanding the implications of mobile technology on modifying existing e-commerce frameworks [3]. [2] identified the gaps between theory and practice and future research directions for m-commerce papers through a well structured classification framework and analyses. [87] conduct one of the prominent survey studies on wireless technologies. The organizing framework maintains high level conceptions on underlying notions, characterization of types of applications, design principles and architecture issues. Such an overarching survey concludes with summarizing existing research attempts and the very need of this technology for further development and use in practice.

Regarding review studies on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), as a related technology to NFC, [1] organized studies as “technological issues, applications areas, policy and security issues, and other issues”. As stated in [3], such a study is considered to be a reference study for those researchers interested in this area.

While the examined review studies are useful for determining an organizing framework, the key questions still remain as follows: how to develop such a framework for NFC? What theoretical perspective helps to examine and facilitate the progress of NFC?

2.2 NFC as Design Science Research

Upon the establishment of a research framework, one needs to examine the progress and opportunities for NFC. To do this, we seek to identify an appropriate research perspective. Thanks to recent discussions on prominent orientations in conducting IS research, which is about behavior- versus design oriented research [92].

The discussions appear to be escalated in recent issues of top IS journals such as MISQ, ISR, and EJIS where scholars, including [83], argue origination and values of
design-oriented IS. This present research does not delve into philosophical arguments for research perspectives, rather aims to get the most out of the rich discussion on how appropriate research perspective may benefit examining progress of NFC.

Figure 1: IT artifact instantiation (adopted from [86])

In seeking an appropriate research perspective, it appears that NFC is an excellent research area to exemplify design-oriented research characteristics. First and foremost characteristic is the research focus on IT artifacts. It can be seen that BoK for NFC is mainly dominated by studies focusing on emerging and innovative artifacts (see section 3). This is no surprise since prevailing research motivation in NFC research area is problem-solving oriented and results in type of artifact - that is, constructs, models, methods and instantiations (See figure 1). [82] shows how instantiation inherits complex relations among construct (deriving from and a real world phenomenon and leading too language), model (formulated by a language and representing the problem under investigation), and method (explicating the process of achieving the solution). We shall explicate these relations with some illustrative examples, but there is one thing to note that a real world is primarily a triggering source. In the context of NFC research, this source was evident that industry leaders such as Nokia, Philips and Sony jointly developed NFC as an alternative or complementary communication model to overcome issues with wireless technologies such as RFID, Bluetooth [11].

Noticeably, the focus on IT artifacts has a lot to do with a design rationale and aims to solve a particular problem which brings up the value of relevant research. This is the secondary characteristic in that design oriented research strives for high relevance by examining an extent to which proposed artifacts meet expected utility. In recent years including [81, 82, 83], scholars in the IS research domain have raised the issue of lacking relevance. Regarding the need for relevance, the difference of behavioral science and design science research should not be considered as dichotomy, but complementary approaches with differing research rationale. [86] suggests that while behavioral IS research aims at ‘truth’, i.e., at the exploration and validation of generic cause–effect relations, IS design science research aims at ‘utility’, i.e., at the construction and evaluation of generic means–ends relations. That is, the notion of relevance is equally important matter for design and behavior research. Thirdly, design science research may benefit from a systematic process of IT artifact development (e.g., deductive or inductive) at higher abstraction, which in turn contributes substantially to the structuring and integration of the body of knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>DSR Cycles</th>
<th>Key Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 1. Design Science Research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation</td>
<td>Design Cycle</td>
<td>How is the artifact represented?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 2. The objective of design science research is to develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems</td>
<td>Relevance Cycle</td>
<td>What is the research question (design requirements)? How is the artifact designed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 3. The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods</td>
<td>Rigor Cycle</td>
<td>How is the artifact introduced into the application environment and how is it field tested? What metrics are used to demonstrate artifact utility and improvement over previous artifacts?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 4. Effective design research research must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design foundations, and/or design methodologies</td>
<td>Rigor Cycle</td>
<td>What new knowledge is added to the knowledge base and in what form (e.g., peer-reviewed literature, meta-artifacts, new theory, new method)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 5. Design science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design artifact</td>
<td>Rigor Cycle and Design Cycle</td>
<td>What design processes (search heuristics) will be used to build the artifact? How are the artifact and the design processes grounded by the knowledge base? What, if any, theories support the artifact design and the design process?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guideline 6. The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment</td>
<td>Relevance Cycle</td>
<td>No specific questions identified.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: DSR Guidelines, Cycles and Checklist (adopted from [92])

As stated in [92], design science is inherently a problem solving process that creates and evaluates IT artifacts intended to solve identified organizational problems. They provide seven critical guidelines for researchers to achieve effective design-science research in Information Systems (IS). Later on, [92] introduces three cycles and checklist questions to make the guidelines more operational in empirical sense.
The relevance cycle refers to how research is initiated in light of application context so that the requirements for the research as inputs and as well as for acceptance criteria are explicitly defined. The rigor cycle is concerned with knowledge related to both experience and expertise defining the state of art in the application domain and artifacts, processes. The design cycle indicates actual artifact development and its evaluation. In Table 1, we relate guidelines to cycles and checklist questions.

As the research cycles indicate, knowledge and understanding of design science research guidelines is the critical part of our research study. In fact, these guidelines are not mutually exclusive. In accordance with [92], the first requirement is that design science research has to provide an innovative, purposeful design artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. The design artifact has to solve a specific problem or to develop technology based solutions which is refers to problem relevance as the second requirement. Indeed, these two guidelines generally mentioned in a typical design science paper due to their nature. Design evaluation as the third requirement maintains the evaluation of utility, quality, and efficiency of the proposed design artifact through observational, analytical, experimental, testing or descriptive methods [92]. In our assessments, we mainly focused on which techniques for design evaluation were used in detail, and the quality of the design evaluations.

In essence, the design artifact itself must be rigorously defined, formally represented. Applicability and generalizability of the artifact has to be mentioned explicitly which is the sign of research rigor. Such a rigorous research work with clear contributions and efficient design evaluations has to facilitate a search process (i.e. the search for the best or optimal design artifact). Furthermore, the proposed design artifact must be presented both to technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences [92]; each side needs sufficient detail about the design artifact. Such communication of design science research provides repeatability of the proposed artifact and further research works for technology oriented audiences. At the same time, management oriented audiences appreciate such an artifact’s nature, make assessments within their specific organizational context.

In later sections, these guidelines and checklist questions are used to examine NFC studies and induce a research agenda in light of three cycles. For an illustration purpose and contextualizing design science guidelines, consider the following three NFC studies which are examined from the design science guidelines (see Table 2).

### 2.3 Research Methodology

Building a research framework requires identification of essential characteristics for NFC. The literature review and relevant organizing framework studies serve a good basis to induce a framework. [84] state that the literature review is expected to answer questions such as: What are the key theories, concepts and ideas?, How is knowledge on the topic structured and organized? What are the major issues and debates about the topic? How have approaches to these questions increased our understanding and knowledge? In IS literature, several examples such as [81] can be found where reviews are often concept centric, which is also the case in this study.

Namely, core concepts underlying the research matter are used to determine the organizing framework.

Since NFC is a rather emerging technology, research papers on NFC are relatively recent. First NFC related papers appear in the scientific publication in 2005. Thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guidelines</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>[14]</th>
<th>[79]</th>
<th>[80]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 1. Design as an Artifact</strong></td>
<td>Constructs, Models, Practices, Representations, Methods, Instantiations, Prototypes</td>
<td>Platform to securely manage smartcard applications in NFC devices</td>
<td>Prototype of a snowboarder community platform</td>
<td>NFC application to support health monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 2. Problem Relevance</strong></td>
<td>Problem Solving, Optimization, Profit Maximization</td>
<td>Clearly mentioned; need for social interaction and provides product information</td>
<td>Clearly mentioned; for social interaction and provides product information</td>
<td>Not clearly mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 3. Design Evaluation</strong></td>
<td>Observational (Case Studies), Analytical, Experimental, Functional or Structural Testing, Descriptive (Scenarios)</td>
<td>Not evaluated, only implications of the platform</td>
<td>Not evaluated; implications of use cases are mentioned</td>
<td>Not explicitly evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 4. Research Contributions</strong></td>
<td>New Metrics, System Development Methodologies, Design Tools, Prototypes or Improvement of Existing Foundations</td>
<td>Not explicit</td>
<td>Not explicit</td>
<td>Clear and verifiable contributions are provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 5. Research Rigor</strong></td>
<td>Applicability, Generalizability, Appropriateness, Feasibility of the Design Artifact, Well Design Evaluations</td>
<td>To some degree</td>
<td>Not explicit</td>
<td>Not explicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guideline 7. Communication of Research</strong></td>
<td>Communication to both audiences; Managerial and Technology Oriented Audiences</td>
<td>Communicates all types of audiences</td>
<td>Communicates all types of audiences</td>
<td>Communicate all types of audiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Exemplary NFC Studies Examined by a Design Science
the scope of this survey is limited to the time frame of 2005-December 2011; this period is considered as the representative NFC literature.

Figure 2: Search Strategy

Our literature review includes articles in journals and conference proceeding papers (especially, published by IEEE, ACM, and other academic associations). We exclude master’s theses, doctoral dissertations, textbooks, unpublished working papers, and white papers. Researchers and practitioners often use journal papers to acquire information and to disseminate new research findings [4], thus most of the existing literature reviews exclude conference proceeding papers, too. However, we did not exclude conference papers in our literature review as the proceeding papers provide also a high level of research, both in width and breadth after journals. At the same time, we exclude some writings those are published as editorials, industry and news reports or book reviews.

After performing the search for the papers as defined above, we have found 202 articles (see figure 2, Step 2). The literature search was based on two descriptors; “NFC” and “Near Field Communication”. It was conducted using the following electronic databases:

1. IEEE/IEE Electronic Library
2. Association for Computing Machinery
3. ISI Web of Knowledge
4. Academic Search Complete
5. Computer and Applied Science Complete
6. Science Direct
7. Emerald Full Text

By using the academic sources above, we listed all studies related to NFC along with their relevance. After the collection of 202 NFC related papers, a shortlist from these studies is created for a design science evaluation; 25 studies were selected by two researchers. Two strategies were followed during the selection of studies for a design science evaluation; elimination of similar papers in terms of topic coverage, varieties and selection of the papers which cover the subjects in-depth. To illustrate how strategies have been implemented, consider [48] [73]. These two studies basically focus on NFC applications in health care. Thus, in terms of topic coverage and specific aspects of NFC, they are concerned about similar research issues though their coverage varies. To make use of an extent to which the subject is examined, we look at a degree to which in-depth articulation and re-contextualization of underlying theories or accounts. Nevertheless, our shortlist also gives information about title, author, source, domain and key research issues of the papers. 25 NFC related papers were reviewed from the design science point of view.

In accordance with Design Science Research Guidelines [92], two researchers conducted separate evaluations of these papers to see any discrepancy with their evaluations. The papers in question were examined and evaluated again to ensure more objective, systematic and rigor assessments. Meanwhile, with the collection of NFC related papers, two researchers started to work on the taxonomy of NFC research and categorization of each study. The research strategy followed for this study was an iterative process, backward strategy (see figure 1) while working on the classification of the NFC literature. We tried to find and add new studies about NFC to our review and design science shortlist. In doing so, we are able to provide academicians and practitioners with a comprehensive base for better understanding of NFC research.

The distribution of the papers by their publication year is presented in figure 3. As shown in figure 3, research on NFC as a promising design science research area grew significantly in recent years, especially after 2008.

Figure 3: Distribution of papers by year

We should also note that the research methodology that is employed for this academic literature review has some limitations. The first limitation is about the limited number of journal papers found for the literature review. Due to its characteristics, NFC research results are yet to be mature enough, so this limitation is naturally inevitable. The second possible limitation is that the evaluation of 25 research papers through design science guidelines was done by human-reasoning with articulations. This is also due the fact that the adopted evaluations criteria are aimed to facilitate our examination without quantitative measures even two researcher did separate evaluations and compare their results with a number of review cycles.

3 Framework for Research on NFC

The proposed framework is based on a concept-centric literature review [84]. Concepts are consolidated in terms of subject categories. We identify four major categories (see figure 4) and bidirectional relationships between categories.
These are NFC Theory and Development, NFC Infrastructure, NFC Applications and Services and NFC Ecosystem. In the following, we shall describe them and their sub-categories with corresponding studies.

Figure 4: Classification Framework for NFC Research

3.1 NFC Theory and Development

This is the fundamental level of the proposed NFC research framework. It includes the studies related with the development of NFC technology and applications. We examine this level along with two aspects. The first one is “Overviews, Context and Foundations” which includes general introductions, assessments, reviews about NFC, foundations or standards on NFC technology, performance analysis and measurements and new guidelines for the development of NFC enabled applications or services. The second one is “Policy, Legal and Ethical issues” such as security and privacy issues, regulations, and legal requirements. These papers generally focus on more behavioural issues and behavioural sciences which seek to develop and justify theories, rather than developing a design artifact. It is true that these theories underpin and are affected by design decisions [92]. NFC Development papers dealing with this level influence upper levels that focus on design science in NFC research.

3.2 NFC Infrastructure

In fact, this intermediate level is introduced as NFC technology which is examined in terms of three major aspects; “Network and Communication” issues (e.g. data aspect, new communication protocols, OTA transactions), hardware issues dealing with “Tags, Antennae, Reader and NFC Chip”, “Security and Privacy” issues (e.g. vulnerability analysis, availability, confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorization, non-repudiation) that focus on developing design artifact rather than behavioural issue. This layer is positioned with pre-defined business related with to existing technology infrastructure, applications and existing ecosystem. That is, the proposed framework shows the direct linkages of “NFC Infrastructure” with other categories. Moreover, NFC infrastructure related research facilitates new business needs due to the search process nature of NFC.

3.3 NFC Applications and Services

Another middle level of NFC framework as NFC enabled Applications and Services. This is influenced from other three categories and provides a problem space or new business needs. NFC technology covers a wide range of applications and these applications provides real implementations or prototypes with rigour design artifact evaluations such as experimental, testing or field studies etc. We investigate NFC applications from the standpoint of NFC operating modes. “Reader/Writer Mode Applications” provides NFC devices to read and modify data stored in NFC compliant passive (without battery) transponders, “Card Emulation Mode Applications” provides NFC devices to behave like a standard smartcard (e.g. payment and ticketing applications), “Peer-To-Peer Mode Applications” enables two NFC devices to establish a device to device link-level communication to exchange contacts or any other kind of data [81]. Indeed, design artifacts which propose composed applications or services operating in two or more modes can be seen in NFC literature.

3.4 NFC Ecosystem

NFC Ecosystem as the highest level of the NFC Research Framework can be also referred as a part of the problem space or environment of NFC research, the improvements or changes in middle and fundamental layers affect NFC Ecosystem significantly. We examined NFC ecosystem in three major categories. “NFC Economics and Strategy” and “NFC Business Models and Processes” are about business requirements, analysis and managerial sides of the NFC technology. Third aspect is the “NFC Stakeholders, Structure and Culture” which deals with more social sides of NFC technology such as roles, characteristics and capabilities (e.g. user acceptance, usability, adoption, reliability, manageability) of stakeholders (e.g. Mobile network operators, service providers, end users), cultural context of NFC enabled services. Stakeholders play a crucial role in facilitating the NFC research and development. In accordance with [2], in a NFC ecosystem, there are the goals, tasks, problems, and opportunities that define business needs as they are perceived by the stakeholders. These perceptions are shaped by the roles and capabilities. The characteristics of stakeholders are evaluated within the context of economics and strategies, structure and culture, business models and processes.

4 Framework for Research on NFC

4.1 Findings from the literature

A total of 74 studies were classified with respect to our proposed framework. These articles were analyzed by year of publication and by topic area. At the same
time, 25 design science research papers which are selected from these 74 papers were evaluated through design science guidelines. These two particular analyses will provide us promising guidelines for pursing rigorous and business relevant research on NFC and its applications, services.

A majority of NFC research papers (186 out of 202 or %92 of the total) were published in conferences or symposiums, even though in the last two years more journal publications are available. This shows that there is a clear need for more rigorous NFC research articles to be published in journals. Once the progress of NFC research is reached to more established results, academics and practitioners may benefit from this mature Body-of-Knowledge.

![Figure 5: Distribution of Papers by Categories](Image)

The distribution of NFC research papers by subject is shown in figure 5. A majority of the NFC research is related to NFC Applications and NFC application development, while a few of them were on “NFC Ecosystem”, covering only 12 published papers out of 202.

Table 3 indicates the status of existing Body of Knowledge with respect to the proposed framework. As mentioned before, the majority of NFC research as “NFC Applications & Services” (41%) is examined in a standpoint of operating modes of NFC, in three broad topics. More than half of the academic papers in this category deal with applications and services of NFC that is operating in reader/writer mode (41 academic papers). At the same time, the academic literature related with “Reader/Writer Mode Applications” is the largest proportion (20%) of the NFC literature (e.g. retailing, health, education, supply chain management, museums, social networking, shopping, electronic voting, multimedia controller, smart posters etc.).

The second largest topic is “Card Emulation Mode Applications” (e.g. payment, mobile coupons, ticketing, electronic key) with 20 academic papers out of total. The fewest number of papers were on the “Peer-to-Peer Mode Applications”.

The second largest category of NFC literature is related to “NFC Infrastructure” (34%) which provides “Tags, Antennas, Readers and NFC Chip” issues made up the largest topic (38%) within this category. The other topics discussed were “Security” (26%) and “Network and Communication” (19%). In fact, within this category distribution of NFC Infrastructure literature among topics is quite proportional.

The third category as “NFC Theory and Development” is examined in two broad topics. “NFC Overviews, Context and Foundations” with 27 related academic papers is the large proportion of this category. The other topic on theory and development discussed in NFC literature is “NFC Policy, Ethical and Legal Issues” (11 academic papers). These findings reflects the fact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Criteria</th>
<th># of Papers</th>
<th>Some References</th>
<th>% by subject</th>
<th>% by all subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFC Theory and Development</td>
<td></td>
<td>[11, 16, 19, 22, 43, 47, 49, 54, 64, 67, 72, 74]</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Policy, Ethical and Legal Issues</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>[8, 9, 40, 91]</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Applications and Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>[10, 29, 57, 68, 70]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader / Writer Mode Applications</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>[12, 18, 23, 38, 26, 42, 68, 76]</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Emulation Mode Applications</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-to-Peer Mode Applications</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td>[27, 28, 36, 39, 44, 46, 70]</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network and Communication</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>[7, 24, 41, 52, 53, 69, 71]</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tags, Antennas, Readers and NFC Chip</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>[12, 18, 23, 38, 26, 42, 68, 76]</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>[15, 17, 21, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 48, 50, 51, 58, 61, 66, 73, 75, 77, 78]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Ecosystem</td>
<td></td>
<td>[90]</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Economics and Strategy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[6, 13, 37, 89]</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Business Models and Processes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>[10, 29, 57, 68, 76]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Classification of the reviewed NFC literature.
that NFC is relatively a new, promising research area, so that there is a clear need for more academic study on regulations, privacy, and legal issues surrounding NFC to sustain its development.

As seen in Table 3, there were relatively fewer academic research papers on “NFC Ecosystem” (5.4% out of the total). This category is examined in three broad topics, unfortunately there were not any “specific” academic paper dealing with NFC Economics and Strategy for NFC technology’s development, improvement. There were research papers mostly that are surrounding “NFC Business Models and Processes” (5 research papers out of 202) and “NFC Stakeholders, Structure and Culture” (6 research papers out of 202).

In fact, most of NFC related papers contribute to new ideas, such as on security, hardware or business models while proposing a new, unique NFC enabled application or a new Communication Protocol. In such situations, we tried to discover the paper’s main contribution, focus point, and made the appropriate classification scheme. Table 3 gives a summary of all of the reviewed academic papers clearly according the proposed classification scheme. This table should be beneficial and helpful resource for anyone who is searching for NFC related papers on a specific area. Meanwhile, Table 3 includes a representative study for each sub-category of the NFC Framework except for the category of “NFC Economics and Strategy”, which is not present in the literature yet.

Based on the descriptive findings above, we shall induce some insights in the following:

- It is not surprising that most of the academic research papers were related to “NFC Applications and Services”, especially operating in reader/writer mode. The reason of this model is that development and implementation of such services or applications are viable than developing applications operating in other modes. Unfortunately we did not find many rigorous research papers on “Peer-to-Peer Mode Applications”.

- The second largest proportion of the papers is related with the “NFC Infrastructure”. Our review shows the importance of focusing on technical issues of a new technology again, rather than issues related to realizing economics, business values or strategies for NFC development, dissemination and marketing. As seen in Table 1, literature dealing with technical issues on NFC is useful for anyone who is studying on “NFC Infrastructure”. We expect more specific research to be conducted on business issues, economics of NFC technology.

- While developing new NFC enabled applications or services, ecosystem of NFC technology clearly needs to be considered. Such new applications or services can bring new business models, processes with new players. Especially the capabilities, characteristics and roles of stakeholders need to be evaluated and modified when necessary, in order to satisfy the requirements of new business models and processes. Cultural differences on adopting NFC enabled technologies could be an interesting area for investigation.

- In terms of theory and development, most of the research papers those are published in journals were overviews and assessments on NFC technology rather than proposing a new design artifact. The articles in journals that we found are not sufficient for development of NFC literature. We expect more rigorous design science research on NFC to be published in journals. Policy, ethical and legal problems which can be referred as societal and behavioral issues were another important and demanding research areas for development of a new, emerging technology. However, it is hard to find papers dealing with the public policy or legal problems (e.g. taxation problems, trust, fraud, privacy issues for internet privacy, financial privacy). [91] provide a review of the regulations and policies governing NFC in Europe and Asia and related incentives. We agree with [91] that “for NFC to thrive, privacy must be considered in the design of the technology, the platforms, and the services”. Indeed, this should prompt academic researchers to adopt design science research paradigm to investigate this area.

4.2 Findings from the DSR Perspective

Based on the aforementioned design criteria, Table 4 shows the evaluations of representative papers for each NFC research category. For the rest of the short-listed papers, the complete evaluations can be found in the Appendix.

The findings from the design science guideline evaluations show that most of the NFC design science papers propose an artifact which provides an utility for a specific and relevant business problem. These two requirements for a design science research are sufficiently considered and explained in the research papers. Needless to say that explicitly emphasized business problems will be more beneficial and useful for interested researchers and practitioners.

As mentioned before utility and efficiency of the proposed artifact must be demonstrated with appropriate methods. Design evaluation guideline needs to be highly considered while performing NFC academic research. Most of the papers (of 25 research papers) use more descriptive (e.g. scenarios, use cases to demonstrate its utility) or analytical (e.g. architecture analysis) methods while developing an applications or service, rather than performing experimental or testing methods. Design evaluations are performed in most papers through scenarios or use cases, instead controlled experiments or simulations will be more useful for representing the proposed artifact rigorously.

As seen in our review, nearly all of the NFC research papers provide research contributions explicitly or implicitly, due to their nature. For instance, an NFC design science paper [14] provides varying contributions in terms of security, network and communication while proposing a new NFC enabled service.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFC Theory and Development</td>
<td>NFC Overviews, Context and Foundations</td>
<td>[74] An NFC test system architecture</td>
<td>Clearly explained in requirements section</td>
<td>Evaluations through analytical, experimental</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Rigorous; applicable and generalizability</td>
<td>Explicitly design search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy, Ethical and Legal Issues</td>
<td>[8] Context-based adaptation system</td>
<td>Mentioned; to reduce the distraction caused by mobile phones</td>
<td>Evaluated; analytical and descriptive, cases</td>
<td>Clearly contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Rigorous; prototype implementation in office environment</td>
<td>Explicitly design search</td>
<td>Communicates mostly technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader/Writer Mode Applications</td>
<td>[75] Maintenance systems with NFC</td>
<td>Mentioned; to improve recurring maintenance processes</td>
<td>not mentioned; only implications of the system</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature; design artifact</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous work, implementation</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous work, applicable</td>
<td>Communicates all audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag Emulation Mode Applications</td>
<td>[79] Apps for University environment</td>
<td>Mentioned the requirements but not so much satisfactory</td>
<td>Evaluation is done through descriptive scenarios</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous; applicable</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
<td>Communicates technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-to-Peer Mode Applications</td>
<td>[65] Hot in City application</td>
<td>Implicitly defined the business requirements</td>
<td>Descriptive and architectural, implications of the system</td>
<td>Contributes implicitly</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous work, real implementation</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous work, real implementation</td>
<td>Communicates mostly technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Infrastructure</td>
<td>Tags, Antennae, Readers and NFC Chip</td>
<td>Guidelines for estimation of the capacity performance</td>
<td>Not a specific problem; only analyzed the capacity performance of the inductive coupling NFC system</td>
<td>Good analysis, evaluation based on theoretical background</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Rigorous work</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network and Communication</td>
<td>Verify Protocol</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Explicitly, well defined requirements</td>
<td>Analysis of protocols, analytical and descriptive methods mostly</td>
<td>Clear Contributions</td>
<td>Rigorous, real implementation, applicable, performance evaluations</td>
<td>Highly search process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security and Privacy</td>
<td>UICC and payment applications</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Mentioned explicitly</td>
<td>Not explicitly mentioned, experiments evaluations</td>
<td>Clear contributions</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous, a real project's intermediate results actually</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous work, real implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Ecosystem</td>
<td>NFC Business Models and Processes</td>
<td>[13] Platform management model for NFC ecosystem</td>
<td>Mentioned properly</td>
<td>Descriptively analyzed the model</td>
<td>Contributes actually</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous, like a proposal</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Stakeholders, Structure and Culture</td>
<td>Approaches for adaptability of RFID-NFC</td>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Clearly specified</td>
<td>Evaluated; architectural and descriptive</td>
<td>Somewhat contributes</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>Not Clear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Design Science Guideline Evaluations of Representative NFC Studies
In regard to the research rigor perspective which is concerned with the construction and evaluation of design artifact, the design artifact’s applicability and generalizability should be addressed. There is a clear need for rigorous NFC research papers, where design rationale and cycle should be explicit. This is needed to achieve an effective communication for exploiting research results in the appropriate communities (engineering- or management-oriented audiences).

5 Research Agenda for NFC

NFC as an emerging research area has attracted the attention of both practitioners and academics. As cited before, academic research activities on NFC area have increased significantly after the year 2006. We believe that, this study is the first academic literature review on NFC technology. With this literature review, we want to shed light on the current status of NFC research. This review identified 109 academic papers composed of studies from 2006 to 2012. The results from NFC classification scheme and from design science guideline evaluations have several important implications.

It is true that NFC technology has become a promising, challenging research area in recent years. There is a clear need for more journal publications to provide business related and rigorous research papers on NFC technology.

Among all these possible questions, we expect that calls for the following three subjects may draw considerable attention from academics and practitioners as well:

**NFC Ecosystem and Business Models.** The notion of ecosystem appears to be granted in both in NFC World (both academics and practitioners’ point of view). Business requirements and ecosystem rational are hardly taken into account in the proposed models, which questions how, if possible at all, comparative are these proposed models? Whether commonalities and differences on the model element at the foundation level or not? Nevertheless, what needed is an explicit interrogation of what constituents (primitives) the very notion of ecosystem in the NFC context. The challenge for NFC stakeholders today is to promote and combine creativity in order to bring substantial improvements in terms of economic and social aspects. One needs to address some challenges for establishing a successful ecosystem. In this regard, possible follow-up would be: How are you going to get all those potential participants to believe that they can work together effectively and creatively? What will be the key roles? How will you let each group innovate relatively freely, but ensure that as the project proceeds all of the contributions will come together?

**NFC Secure Element Analysis.** NFC enabled services must assure users and service providers that the transaction takes place in a protected environment. This protection is achieved by use of a secure element (SE), which can be referred as the components in the device providing the security required to support various business models. The SE is concerned with technical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework Element</th>
<th>Some Research Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NFC Ecosystem</td>
<td>- Proposing an underlying value typology for NFC applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluating the impacts of NFC on business process and value-added activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Determining generic stakeholders and meta-model describing interactions among them in an NFC ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Empirically testing ecosystem models and a comparative analysis in various industry and country settings, comparative study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluating cultural factors on adopting NFC enabled applications and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Macro and micro economic analysis of developing a specific NFC enabled application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Determining the effects of NFC use at multiple levels, including overall business, operations, individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Infrastructure</td>
<td>- Evaluating existing NFC enabled device internal hardware, network, and communication standards, and their implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Proposing new architectures/standards or extensions whenever required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluating proposed hardware, network, and communication models and standards for NFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Designing and modifying security architectures /standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluating proposed security models for NFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Examining Compatibility Issues with NFC-enabled devices and solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Testing performance, processing, data storage and data communication NFC applications with different infrastructures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Applications,</td>
<td>- Developing new applications, architecture and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and</td>
<td>- Evaluating the proposed applications and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>- Identifying novel applications for each NFC mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaluation of proposed artifacts in terms of their benefits, contribution analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Proposing NFC artifacts in the form of applications, model, and instantiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Secure Element Alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC Theory and</td>
<td>- Developing meta-elements for NFC policies, regulations and legal standards at the individual and organization level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>- Adopting appropriate accounts to identify legal, privacy, and ethical issues concerning NFC use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Empirically testing NFC adoption in different contexts (various users profiles, application characteristics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Providing useful methods, models, guidelines for developing NFC enabled applications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NFC Applications, | - Developing new applications, architecture and services |
| Architecture and  | - Evaluating the proposed applications and services |
| Services          | - Identifying novel applications for each NFC mode |
|                   | - Evaluation of proposed artifacts in terms of their benefits, contribution analysis |
|                   | - Proposing NFC artifacts in the form of applications, model, and instantiation |
|                   | - Secure Element Alternatives |

Table 5: Research Agenda with respect to potential research questions.

issues (combination of hardware, software, interfaces and protocols) and management issues as well. Furthermore, there are various architectural options for a SE depending on its implementation options such as Embedded Hardware as non-removable SE, Stickets, Secure Micro SD cards and UICCcs as removable SEs, Trusted Mobile Base as a combination of software programs on dedicated hardware. Several questions can be raised to address NFC SE issues such as: how to manage SE for...
Design Science Perspective on NFC Research...

6 Conclusion

As stated in [92], it is important for behavioral and design science researchers to understand new emerging technologies such as RFID, NFC. With recent endeavors of practitioners and academics concerning the use of Near Field Communication (NFC), one can expect a bright future of NFC along with business opportunities. But, several challenges remain ahead for enhancement of Body-of-Knowledge for NFC. This study goes beyond a typical literature in that it employs Design Science Perspective to articulate BoK for NFC, examines its progress and proposes a research agenda with promising research areas and questions.

Noticeably, with the development of more and innovative NFC enabled applications, the need for standards and policies is increased. At the same time, strategy for diffusion and adoption of NFC systems and economy of NFC systems need to be considered while developing new services, which includes the costs of designing, developing, controlling and updating such systems.

The framework proposed is found to be useful to organize a number of existing studies (i.e., 202 papers in the last five years), we expect that more sub-topics should be added and updated in the framework. Since most of the studies in the BoK focus on artifact development and its instantiation, the design science research perspective serves an appropriate ground for assessing its progress. Accordingly, the three cycles of DSR have not been equally realized in the present BoK. There should be a call for those studies paying attention on especially rigor and design cycles. More specifically, as [2] stated, NFC studies ought to consider a research rationale in terms of what design processes (search heuristics) will be used to build the artifact? How are the artifact and the design processes grounded by the knowledge base? What, if any, theories support the artifact design and the design process? Furthermore, we expect more studies where design evaluation is to be explicit by using observational, experimental techniques.
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**APPENDIX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>NFC ecosystem and business analysis</td>
<td>Mentioned; to combine the business process approach with their significant technology developments</td>
<td>Only implications of the ecosystem are mentioned</td>
<td>Clearly contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>Not clear</td>
<td>Communicates all audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Security and privacy requirements of an NFC based application</td>
<td>Clearly specified, mentioned</td>
<td>Not explicitly done, case study</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous; needs more technical evaluations</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
<td>Communicates mostly technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>Secure element controller approach</td>
<td>Clearly mentioned; states the problem</td>
<td>Evaluated through cases, analytical</td>
<td>Clearly contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Rigorous work</td>
<td>Explicitly design search</td>
<td>Communicates technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>M-coupons and protocols</td>
<td>Explicitly mentioned the motivation for m-coupon, business needs</td>
<td>Well evaluated through analytical methods</td>
<td>Contributes explicitly</td>
<td>Rigorous but need more performance evaluations</td>
<td>Search Process</td>
<td>Communicates mostly technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>Mobile Sales Assistant (MSA)</td>
<td>Mentioned</td>
<td>Evaluated the system descriptively</td>
<td>Contributes implicitly</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous, prototype implementation but not enough</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
<td>Communicates all audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Electronic data capture (EDC) system</td>
<td>Clearly mentioned; to design and develop an additional path for clinical data acquisition</td>
<td>Clear system evaluation, in terms of usability and feasibility, observational</td>
<td>Contributes due to its nature</td>
<td>Somewhat rigorous; needs more technical evaluations</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
<td>Communicates mostly technical audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Secure mobile payment solution</td>
<td>Clearly mentioned need for secure transactions</td>
<td>Evaluation, architectural analysis etc.</td>
<td>Explicitly contributes</td>
<td>Rigorous, real implementation, prototype</td>
<td>Explicitly design search</td>
<td>Communicates all audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>NFC-based Virtual Ticketing application</td>
<td>Explicitly mentioned, its ease of use and to its higher security level</td>
<td>Evaluates through architectural and usability analysis (testing), statistical analysis</td>
<td>Contributes explicitly</td>
<td>Rigorous, real implementation, prototype</td>
<td>Not a complete search process</td>
<td>Communicates all audiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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